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ABSTRACT 

Meaning construction and its impact on the production of juvenile justice has 

received a great deal of attention from sociologists and criminologists. Despite an 

impressive body of research and a great deal of agreement on the factors associated with 

punishment recommendations and outcomes, few researchers have addressed the 

underlying process of interpretation and meaning construction that inspires the creation 

of court reports and recommendations. Even fewer have systematically dealt with the 

possible social origins of probation officer recommendations to the court. 

This dissertation addresses these issues by examining the processes by which 

members of a juvenile probation department manage their caseloads and construct their 

recommendations to the court. The core of the dissertation involves the application of 

framing perspective, currently popular among social movement researchers, to the 

question of probation officer decision-making. Using data derived from a two year 

ethnographic study of a juvenile court, I found that the forty-eight members of the 

probation department at West County Juvenile Court routinely negotiated and used eight 

juvenile frames when talking to each other and other court actors about their cases. 

Furthermore, I found that the frames employed by these probation officers influenced the 

recommendations the officers made to the court, and their actions taken in the field. My 

findings include a typology of the juvenile frames used by probation officers to make 

sense out of their cases, as well as a typology of probation officer role-identities that 

appear influential in frame selection. In addition, I highlight the negotiation that occurs 

between the officers and their peers, other court actors, and the juveniles with whom they 



work. I, demonstrate km' the negotiated order of probation serves to create and maintain 

juvenile fiames, and influences how frames are applied. Based on my research, I present 

a ttieoretical extension, of the ,fiaoiiti,g perspective and offer a series of recommendations 

for improvin,g probation, officer training md practice. 
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CHAPTER 1 
THE CASE FOE PROSATION OFFICIES 

Antiioay', a young African-American male, sits outside tiie door of Judge Thomas's 

courtroom. Witli Mm is Ms juvenile probation officer (PO), Kim. Kim is not Aatliony's 

first PC). In fact, AnAony no longer remembers how many probation officers he 'has tiad 

since Ms first referral to juvenile court just after tumiag eleven (court records indicate 

that he 'has had coBtsct with at least ive Intake POs, three Court Evaluation POs and four 

Standard juvenile probation officers). While he doesn't remember all of them,, or even 

many of their names, he claims to like Kim more than his previous POs, who Anthony 

says "were mean" to him. When asked what he means by that, Anthony responds, "Some 

of them just too strict. Know what f meaa? 1 mean they were always down on me for not 

doin' things, and comin' wp with new conditions [new requirements added to his 

conditioiis of probation]. And it was always for stuff that wasn't always my fault. 

Things I can't do nothin' about." Several days earlier, however, Kim mentioned that 

.Anthony's probation officers, herself included, had actually given him "a lot of slack." 

As she elaborated; 

It's only by the grace of God he hasn't been committed [to the State Departni.ent 
of Juvenile Corrections]. He should have been, he's got 22 referrals. Bat he's 
extremely personable. Yott ineet Mm and he'll just sweet talk you and make you 
think he deserves a second chance. He canjust charm anyone. He's done that 
with all of us. Several, times 1 probably shouM have had Mm committed, but I 
did.n't. 0.nce .1 knew in my heart of hearts that's what he deserved but 1 didn't do 
it ,I guess part of it is that I, know he's not criminally minded. You know? He's 
not really a bad kid, he's just got a bad situation. Besides that, he's so personable. 
One time he ch.arfn.ed the judge into going against my recommejidation to .keep 

' ITie names presented here are .fictitiotis. A few mmor details of this exteaded de.scripttoa of an actual case 
tiaw been omitted or clMiged in order to preser¥e tlie privacy of the juvenile and ffsii.ily, in addition, to 
protecting the identity of a key infontia.Bt;. 
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him i:tt custody. Me, tlie CA, both agreed he should stay in, but at Ms deteBticm 
lieariag he just talked to the Judge mi he [the judge] decided to give Aathony a 
second chance. 1 just doo't know how he keeps couviiicmg people to give Iilni a 
second chance. He's just so personaMe. But he's aI.so a pain in fee butt. So» right 
now lie's doing what he's supposed to be doing. We'll see next week. 

He "next week," after violating Ms probation and using up what Judge Thomas told Mm 

would be Ms "last cfiaiice/' Anthony and Kim waited to see the judge once again. 

Accorikg to Kim, and the Court Disposition Reports completed by earlier POs, 

Anthony's ddittqueiicy stems from a dysfimctional home mviromnent. When I asked 

Kim about the dystuni-ticjiiaJ envirornneiat she replied; 

His mother warns him to be her friend. So she's letting the court do the job of 
telling Mni no and correcting Ms behavior. As a parent you have to set rules and 
follow them every time. Every single time. Anthony's got some issues, troubles, 
but he's not a bad kind of kid. She needs to team to set niles and follow them 
every time. He just seeds to kttow what the boundaries are. He needs structure at 
home." 

Anthony's first referral to juvenile court [for disniptiBg the peaceful conduct of an 

educational facility; and threats made against a classmate] occurred shortly after Ms 

family moved to a new neighborhood across town following the shooting death of one of 

Ms mother's iiends in tlieir apartment Anthony's original probation officer recorded in 

the Disposition Ref»rt that 'this has caused Mm to have nightmares...since moving, 

AEthoiiy's grades have fallen and Ms iiiteipmoeal relationsliip with Ms mother and 

siblings has deteriorated." The pfobation otTicer suggested that this trauHiatic incident in 

canjimction with an unstable mother that "vacillates between covering op and eiiabiing 

the minor and wanting him out of iie home'" explalaei Anthony's aberrant behavior, and 

recommended that Anthony's case be diverted. Both the judge and county attorney 
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approved tlie officer's recommendations. Six months and three probation, officer c(?ntacts 

teter Anthony siiccessfoily completed ttc court's diversion piBgram for first time 

offenders. 

The shooting in Anthony's home prompted the involvemeiit of Child Protective 

Services. The CPS caseworker apparently believed ttat maintaining the femily was in 

the best interest of Anthony and Ms two siblings, and opted for home counseling rsither 

than removal Probation records cite the "coiitiniied disruptive, uapredictable, and 

uncooperative behavior of his mother as the primary cause of Anthony's subsequent 

referrals." Foilowing Anthony's seventh actual dellaquent adjudication, Anthony's 

probation officer arranged placement in a short-term residential program specializing in 

the treatment of cMldreo, with aggression management problems. Officer documents 

indicate that placement in a residential home in general^ and this progtam in particular, 

was not the PO's first recommendation. Officer Kelley, working the case at that time, 

preferred to leave Aefliony in the custody of Ms mother and require counseling. 

However, the charge against Anthony was fairly serious, aad Anthony's mother did not 

want him at home. Kelley stetes in Ms report that the preferred in-home freatment could 

only work with the cooperation of Anthony's mother, who is general was mwilliiig to 

participate in any form of family treatnrieiit Given the situation at home. Officer Kelly 

tried to pliwe Anthony in two difterent progi-ams that were reported to be vet}' effective 

in dealing with cases like Anthony's. Unfortunately, botii programs "refused to accept 

Anthony due to Ms exteasive, aggressive behavior." Officer Kelly was abie to arrange 

placemeat for Anthony, and at Anthony's disposition hearing the judge approved 
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Keiey's lecoiittiendatiott. Anthony violated probation, five days later when he left the 

program and retenied home with Ms snotlier. TCs violation resulted in a iengtheniiig of 

his probation term and the addition of new conditions of probation, but he was allowed to 

contiirae living with his family due to the strength of Ms maternal attachment. 

Since that time, Anthony has 'been in. and out of detention, foster homes aad 

residential treatment programs, or alternating between staying with Ms mother or 

grandmother. His repeated contacts with the court eventually led to an almost tbmal 

judicial wam.ing, which Kim says was, "'If I see yoii back here again, yoa're gone. Do 

ym know what I mean,?'" A few days before Anthony's Status Hearing, .Kim indicated 

that tie judge's 'law and order" attitude was Ettfo.rtiinat&~~ it meant Anthony would no 

doubt be committetti to the State Department of Juveiiite CoiTection.s (SDJC). 

Kim: [Kim pauses for a moment, swallows and continues! 'MnJc, aixwt the 
charges Aalhoiiy is up against. Virtual,Iy all of his charges are stat«.s 
offenses or technical violations of probation. He hasn't had a real criminal 
charge in a while now. And it's all rciated. to the life he has a home. .His 
mother's a mess. He doesn't have anyone to .look up to. No male role 
models at all. He's maiaged, to stay out of the gangs—that tells you 
something about his character. 

JCM; Didn't his file say something about gang involvement? 
Kim: Yeah, it does. But he was never in one. He wore the colors of one of the 

gangs for a while, but he didn't associate with any of the members. When 
I told him to stop, he did. Try explaining that to the court. When the 
judge sees "gang involvemenf all. the rules changes. Now he's "at risk" 
and in need of more serious court involvement. 

But now the judge is going to want to send him to DOC, I know it. 
Even the county attOHi,ey is pressuring me to file a petition on him for the 
violations. What else can 1 do? I told him and over and over, one more 
thing and they will lock you up. You've got to be an angel iTOtti now until 
you get off probation. He just didn't do it. |Contiimes her story wiis. tears 
in her eyes] 

If I file Pm going to reconiiaeiid. standard [probation], but 1 know 
I'm going to lose that one. Why? .Look at his record. He's got too many 
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violatiotas. But if you. really look you see a pattern that says this kid will 
be better off when he turns 18. 

JCM; Is that because he'll be able to leave home? 
Kim: Oh, that's a bad situation, but he's not going to leave. He's too attached to 

Ms mother. No, because Iie'll get off jiiveniie probation. Maybe he will 
have a few contacts with the police but not for aiiytMiig sefioas enough for 
the county attorney to ile on Mm » an adult. Wlien lie turns 18 he'll get 
out of the system,. And hopefully be able to Ii¥e a more nontial life. Or at 
least he would have. Wlio knows now? DOC can change them. 
Sometimes the change isn't good. 

Anthony is cmrently in, a juvenile deteotioE facility awaiting transfer to the Arizona 

Department of Juvenile Corrections. 

This Is only one of the stories to,ld at West County J uvenile Coyat. In many ways 

it isn't even remarkable, except for the uttusiial number of referrals Anthony had prior to 

bein,g transferred to the juvenile departmeiit of correctioios. Despite the referrals, 

An.thoiiy's probation officer continues to claim that he is not a bad kid, instead she says 

that he is troubled. But, she contitMies, most of Ms troubles actually stem from the 

inability of Ms parent to parent. Many probation o#icers at West County Juvenile Court 

(WCJC) carry a kid like Anthony in their caseloads and see their cases in a similar light. 

While Anthony's story isn't remarkable, what is remarkable is the occurrence of tlie same 

story again and again with different names from different probation officers. What is 

also remarkable is the sense one gets from POs that a singie incident, or sometimes even 

word, seems to smn up an entire caw history. And with that incideM or word, how the 

probation officers appear to know just where that case is goiog and how it will all timi 

o'ut in tlie end. Of course Anthony's case is meant to iliustrate mucli more thaii how one 

PO dealt with one child. His is the story of how the system deals with children "like 
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Mm," and how the mcMbers of the system come to know how to identify and process 

children '"like him." Untold at this point is another story of how different members of the 

system, looking at the same child, will make very different decisions about the most 

appropriate ctlsposition of the case. What this dissertation seeks to demonstrate ai^d 

explain is that these decisions are not haphazard, nor are they merely the eiiactiiients of 

individual preferences or personalities; histead, the "appropriate" decisions that juvenile 

probation officers make are conditioned upon a set of collectively held and shared 

sentiments about who is salvageable, under what conditions they are, when you should 

give up, and much more. In the following chapters I will address the development of 

these decisions are made using insights derived from two social process perspectives. 

Context of the Dissertation Questions: A Brief History of Juvenile Court 

The first juvenile courts were founded in the late 19"' and early 20* centuries by 

humanitarian reformers concerned with increasing crime rates in urban areas, particularly 

among the children of immigrants. Reformers sought the creation of a separate system 

for youth that could shelter children from criminogenic influences by removing them 

from custody of their parents and shielding them from the more experienced criminals 

housed in jails and prisons. In either case, advocates of the new system argued that state 

intervention was necessary to "save" the child from immorality and a criminal future. 

From its inception, the distinguishing characteristic of the juvenile justice system has 

been its cominitment to serving the rehabilitative needs of the individual adolescent 

(Curtis and Reese 1994). Thus, the philosophy of the juvenile system is remarkably 

different froin^ the adttlt system's emphasis on cri:minal responsibility, punishment and 
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deterrence (Bernard 1992). The Javenile model rejects notioBS of criniliial responsibilit)' 

ill favor of the view that dellnqitency -is merely symptomatic of an iiriderlying 

''pathology" tiat is in need of treatment. Reflecting the different purposes of the two 

systems, liie juvenile system abandoned the goal of establisliing and sanetioaing guilt, in 

favor of the goal of determining and addressing the "seeds" of the individual child. 

Armed with these ideals, members of the cliild-saviiig moveinent sought state control 

over a wide range of youtkfol behaviors that had previously been the domain of parents 

or the adult criininal justice system so that children could be "saved" from the immorality 

and corruptibility' of lower-clms, immigrant or criminal su'bcultiires. The new court 

system operated in an informal atmosphere that empliasized flexibility which allowed the 

judge—characterized as a "fatherly cliniciati" capabie of dise^ming the causes of 

deliaqueBcy in a systematic or "scientific" manner—to fiiily understand the source of the 

cMM's troubles. After determining the causes, judges were expected to develop a 

treatment plan tlmt focused on the needs of the cMM instead of the nature of the offense: 

The problem to be determined by the judge is not, "Has this boy or girl committed 
a specific wrong? But "What is he, how has he become what he is, and what 
would best be done in Ms interest.,.to Mve Mm from a downward career?" (Mack 
1912:198) 

From its ioceptioa then, individua!.ized justice and rehabilitation were l3ie hallmarks of 

the juvenile justice system. As the juvenile model spread fom state to state, the 

emphasis on the "best interest of the child" rather than strict adherence to due process 

also spread.. The Ja.venlle court was pateraalistic rather Ifen, adversaiial. Verdicts were 

based on a preponderance of the evidence, rather than proof beyoad a reasonable doubt. 

Heai'say evidence was adroissibfe, sentences were indeterminate, and children were 



routinely denied the right to appeal These charaeteiistics, and others, allowed the court 

to cany out its mission of preventing juvenile crime arid reliabilitatiag youthful offendere 

•without becoming mired in, issues of individual rights and constitotionality. 

In, the late-1960s and early™1970s, the U.S. Supreme Comt altered the nature o,f 

juvenile justice in a series of iandniark decisions" claiifyiii,g the due process rights of 

Juveniles and limits of state coBtrol. Changes in the legal standing of jweniles, along 

with rising juvenile crime rates in the 1970s, aei increasing d,oubt concerning that 

system's ability to e.ither preveot crime or rehabilitate youthful olfenders, heralded what 

would become a sustained attack on the traditional Juvenile court, model 

Some critics of the traditional comt charged that in spite of the benevolent intentions 

and therapeutic rhetoric, the juvenile system delivered aiuch the same kinds of 

punishment and coercion as the adult system. Other critics contended that the system had 

largely failed to fulfill it rehabilitative goals, and in the name of treatment and 

individaalized justice has placed the coiB.in.iiiiity at risk. As criticisms from, both sides 

mounted, the traditional ideals of the juveiiiie system were increasiogly coupled with 

pimitive philosophies wliidi chattenged the juvenile court's abiitj to meet its traditional 

goals (Van Vleet 1999). 

Manifestations of the movement of what Feld (1990) has labeled the "punitive justice 

court" aiid others describe as "retributive Jitveiiile justice system" include widely 

documented stattttory, f»Iicy, and procedttral changes in court: systems across the Hation. 

,Exa}iiples of liiis change in,c!ijde,: determinant ,in,ainjatory sentencing; greater ability to 

" Among the more importast cases were Keol v. IMted States (1966,383 U.S. 541, 86 S. Ct. 1045), in, re 
Gault (1967,3S7 U.S. I, 87 S.Ct 1428) and In re Wiiiship (1967,397 U.S. 358,90 S.Ct. J068) 
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transfer juveailes to criminal court; reduced role of judges and other traditional decision 

maskers; new codes and provisions wWch de-emphasize the role of rehabil itation and 

avoid references to the needs of yoimg oiTenders; and changes k the content of 

intervention towM-d m emphasis on physical control. 

Suiprisingly little research tos focused on just how these pMlosophicai ideals, both 

oM and new, are accomplislsed within the everyday practice of the modern javenile court. 

My researeh focuses on the attributions and practices of juvenile probatioG officers as 

they carry out the cmrrent mission of the court, and in some case resist that mission by 

adhering to the ideals of pre¥ioiis years, It assesses the fit between, the officer's 

recommeBdationSj justifications tor their recommeiidations, and implemmtation, of the 

same. It explores the bataaced and restorative justice model employed by a particular 

Jiiveniie court as it provides aia organizatioiially acceptable language tlmt frames tlie 

aiaimer in wbicti officers' talk about their clients infoiiiially and in court documents. 

Current Litemture on the Processing of JuvenOes by JorvenUe Courts 

Of Attributions, Offenders and Dispositions. 

The literature describing the impact of legal and extralegal factors on the 

•trajectory of juvenile defendants though the com! system is too vast to attempt a complete 

survey but a few representative samples should not be ignored. In the following section I 

provide a sketch of common themes that have emerged ttirough. both qiantitative and 

qualitative attempts to imderstand decisioDrmakiiig, iirfl,iieiice and outcomes in the 

criaiiiial justice syitem, paying particular all®iition to the role of probation, officers and 

devdopffients within tlis javeiiile court. 
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Social science research on senteBcing has firmly esfablished that legal factors 

such as offense severity, prior arrests, and prior convictions play a major role in shaping 

legal outcomes. These findiags are Bot overly surprising as they are more or less 

consistent with sentencing guideliaes established in stetutoiy and procedural law (Carter 

and Wilkins 1967; Frazier and Brock 1982). With these factors established, other 

researchers have addressed the interaction, between legal, and noalegal factors'—such as 

sex, race, social class, or the presence of a public versus private attorney (Kleck 1981; 

Walker et al,. .1995; Bridges and Steen 1998). 

WitMn the juvenile justice literature researchers have stressed th.e overarching 

importance of the dispositio.n. hearing. Sanborn (1996:99) claims that the "disposition is 

widely recognized as the most important decision-makiag level in the jiive.ni.ie court 

process" and even a casual glance of the liturfture reveals that the courtroom, stage of 

Juvenile justice has been, the subject of intense empirical scrutiny. Much of the attention 

has been, designed to identify the factors closely associated with dispositional outcomes. 

ITie factors most co,mnioiily identified include: severity of offense, prior record, race, 

class, gender, age, and the particular judge. Research along these lines oftea focuses on 

judges, and demonstrates tliat legal outcomes (especially sentencing severity) vary by the 

specific traits of th.e judges. Generally speaki,n.g, research that considers legal officials 

and their traits explains a larger proportio.n of the total variance in, legal outcomes than 

research that does ii,ot attend to these effects. Nevertheless, despite the quantity of the 

research and the quality of the research designs, the d.ebate over which factors are most 

.infliieiitial continues unabated. What is clear is that an. offender's race md 
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socioeconomic status do make a diflerence. Regardless of which legal or iionlegal 

factors aw detenninccl to be most influential, however, this liBe of research has showii 

little ability to explain a substantial proportion of the variance in sentencing leading 

researchers to focus on. court officials and their potential, to inflBencing legal, oiitcoin,es 

for reasons that are not solely related to the c.haracteristi,cs of ite offender or the case. 

Th.ls has produced a central th,eme iii the crimi.iial justice literature concerning potential 

disparities in case processing that stem from discretionmy decision-making practices of 

various agents of social control, ,iiiclttdiag probation officers. 

The fairly extensive literature on this topic atteii,pts to clarify the determinants of 

discretionafy outcome by using advanced statistical procedures to examine the stmctufal, 

chapracteristics of the courts, as mcll as the individual, characteristics of offe,ttders, cases 

and so forth all of which presumably affect decisions regarding the nature and extent of 

legal sanction. (Drass and Spencer 1987; Bridges aad Steen 1998). While these studies 

have presented important, and fairly consistent, tlodings about which aspects of a case 

(e.g., race, sex, prior recor4 judicial experieace) influences decisioii,-makiiig and the 

trajector}f of a case through the Jxid.icial system, their lack of attention to the dyaamic 

social context in which decisions are made prnmpted other researchers to move 'beyond 

static iBttltivariate methods. Overall the impact of social denaograpMc variables on the 

legal processing of jwenile may be SEmm.arized in the following manner: in spite of a 

great deal of research substantial, disagreement persists. While linaited consensms 

concerning the effects of race and gend,er has emerged, there is little agreeiii.ent with 

regard to niany other variables, notably class and income. Researchers with an 
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interactiooist perspectiYe have used in-depth qualitative studies to focus on the processiial 

components of declsioa-matiiig rather tlian the detenninants aacl products of the 

decisioas (Cicottml 1969; Emerson, 1969). 

NotlceaUy aijsent from the Iilany of factors associated witli oHtcomes w 

probation officers. Perhaps POs simply have little influence oa case dispositions (Walsli, 

l,9S5). Or perhaps probation officers have been, overlooked in qiiaatitative analysis 

because data oa jprobation officer assessments and recommendations are more difficult to 

obtain tlian ittfonioation on socio-demograpMcs or legal variables. 

Policy, Practice, and Persmml 

Probation is the most coiMmon form of juvenile seatenciag in the United States. 

The Office of Jwmile Justice and Delinquency pTeveiitioitt (OJJDP) reported in 1998 tiiat 

nearly 365,100 J tiveriiles had been placed on formal probation. While the number of 

juveniles on probatioa increased a dramatic seventy-three perceat between 1989 and 

199S, Ae proportioB of juveniles oe probation remained virtually iJiichaiiged"\ 

Approximately fifty-eight percent of ail juvenile currently under the supeivision of a 

juvenile couit are on. formal probation. Despite wide spread usage, probation is often 

subject to intense criticism, and its "soft on crime'̂  image often results in little public 

support (Petersilla 1997). By definition, probation is a court-ordered alternative to 

imprisonmmt tbroiigli which a juvenile offender Is placed imder tlie siipervisioa and 

coatrol of a probation officer so loag as the probatloaer adheres to certain court imposed 

conditions of probation. However, the actual duties of a probation officer can extend far 

® I>uiing the same period of time the OJJDP reports that jiivenile case voUmw iacreased 49 perceat 
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beyond supervision. For example, juveniles might first be introdiicedl to a probation, 

oflcer white being booked into the court's detention facility. For others the first contact 

may be witli a probatioa officer assigned to cottdiict a pretrial iiwestigation. In fact, in 

most jiirlsdictions probation, officers prepare pre-sentence investigation reports that 

judges use, along with the probation officer's verbal recomnaeiidations, to assess whether 

or not the juvenile should Ibe placed on probation. Even those probation officers whose 

primary pmrpose is supervisioji spend as much time preparing reports and making 

recommendations to the c<iurt tOMtacting schools and employers, cajoling parents, and 

arranging treatment programs as they do directly supervising their cases. 

The existing literature suggests that POs' decisions, like tb.ose of judges, may be 

based on the seriousness of ttie offense, characteristics of the offender or their owa 

personal chara.cteristics or some combination of the three. Past research with POs 

indicates that characteristics such as the officer's lengtti, of sei-vice and field of education 

may be related to disposition recoiranendations. For example, those with grad.uate 

degrees in social work are less inclined to recommend probation exclusive programs th«tti 

those with tralniiig in sociology or criminology (Carter and WilMns, 1967). In addition, 

the ionger probation officers have held their position the fewer variables they consider in 

making their recoinmendations. The current literature fails to clarify how these 

characteristics, as well as others, become influeatial in the day-to-day decision making of 

the probation officer. 

The literature on probation officers thus leads to the following questions: How 

iBlluential are probation officers in, the juvenile justice process? After all, probation 
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officers stand at a critical junction in the process which official identifies come youths as 

delinqaents, and as law entbrcenient agents they are centrally involved in the detection 

and sanction of delinquent activities. Despite the importance of the qiiestioii it has 

received siiri5risii,igly little empirical attention. Qaalllative scholars generaJly agree tiiat 

probation officers must be tntKing the most influeatial members of the court if for no 

other reason than, tliey provide the court with, virtiially ail of the written material (e.g., 

social Mstoiies, risk assessments, treatment altemative) the judge's decision is based on 

(Emersoa 1969; Cicourel 1969; Jacobs 1990). However, Walsh's (1985) review of 

quaHtitative studies found little agreement among researchers regarding the actial 

ittflueD.ce of PO reports and recommendations. liagan, Hewitt md Alwin (1979), for 

example, regarded the probatiom officer's role in senteftcing as largely ceremonial support 

of an individiKilized justice myth. Walsh's own research on adidt sentencing makes a 

strong case that probation officers "play aad important role, perhaps the major role" in 

the detemiination of sentences. His tlndiags suggest that POs are highly effective, 

independent professionals whose recommendations are consistent wifli a tradition of 

individiiaiized justice rather than "Judicial hacks" who are simply trying to appease the 

judge by second guessing his or her wishes. 

The fa€t that judges and pro'bation, officere are central figures in the adjadicatioc 

process is clear. Furthermore, there is a weil-dociiiBented relationship between PO 

reconifnendatioiis and actual dispt,)sItioiis in adult courts. Research on adiilt probation 

indicates that agreement rates between POs and judges are often near ninety-six percent 

when probation officers recominencl probation, and it is often as high as eiglity-six 
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percent when the PO recommends iiicarceratioii (Fmler aiid Bock 1982). Certainly, 

these high, rates of agreement have made it easier for researcbere to •imderestimate the 

complexities of the disposition process. F«it!ieniiore, the overemphasis oa PO/iuclicial, 

agreement ignores those qualities of the probation assessment that are less amenable to 

quantitative analysis, in particular, those aspects of the process that occur prior to and 

during the period In wMch the probation, officer's recomniendatioii, is developed. 

While my work does not attempt to directly answer the question of probation officer 

influence, severai judges with whom I spoke at WCJC reported relying heavily an 

probatioB officer reports and recommendatioffij when adjudicating delinquency cases, and 

I tbiind additional evidence ,fbr probation officer influence while attending dispositio,tt 

hearings (Table 1.1). While these observations were not systematic, they ai« suggestive 

and at least consistent with other research (see Walsh 1985). My observations in this 

regard also mesh with the observations of other qualitative researchers (Emerson 1969; 

Jacobs 1990). 

Qualitative researchers generally recognize that the recommendations of POs are 

comprised of organizational accounts justifying the probation officers discretionary 

practices and at the same time attempting to shape tlie courts response toward the legal 

disposition of the youth. Implicit in many of these works is the idea that POs construct 

their written narratives to persuade the court to accept their treatme,Et p.laii, while they 

themselves may have arrived at tlieir recommendations for reasons only part,ia{Iy related 

to those described in the official narrative. The court report is the primar>' method of 

communication between the probation officer and the court. As a document of record. 
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these briefs have considerable impoitance as they are likely to 'l>e reviewed by both the 

judiciary and probation staff for months, or even, years, to come. Court reports help fomi. 

impressions, sway opiatons and above ali convey vital iafotnaation, to the court that 

otherwise would not !)e available to the judge in making Ms or her decision, llieir 

creation is an essential part of the probation officer's duty. Reese et al, (1989) found that 

the recotmnfindations and reports prepared by POs showed distinct preference for 

dispositional outcomes that they "pose" as "inheKsatly feliabilitative". lliis suggests that 

ia order to have their recommendations accepted POs may disguise their preferences for 

punitive measures in the language of rehabilitation which is naore acceptable to the court. 

This is consistent with Curtis and Reese (1984) who find that POs expend considerable 

effort to "shape" a preferred fecommendation. Reese et al., (1989:351) explains that a 

PO's recoMmeiidations are shaped more by normal procedure, organizational 

expectations and cues from superiors than the expectations or preferences of the 

individual POs. 

One of the important themes resounding through the literature on processing in 

juvenile courts is that court officials subjectively classify offenders according to their 

backgi'outtds, personal characteristics and tiieir perceived potential for future criminai 

involvement. Emerson (1969), for example, suggested that: 

The court is largely guided by its jiidgiiients and Inference regarding the nature of 
the delinquent actor involved. That is, the solution to the proMeni—What can and 
what must we do with this case?—generally depends on the answer to: what kind 
of youth are we dealing with here? This involves a process of inquiry into the 
yottth's moral, character. (89-90) 
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For Emerson, official assessment of moral character, wtiicli kclucied assessment of 

demeattor and backgrousd, virtiially ensured the outmine of the legal proceedings prior 

to tlieir contmeacemeiit Cicourc!, Emerson dttci others suggest tktf wliile processing 

offenders court: officials tend to develop and employ mental images of the offmder and 

offending in general that are based on recosit interactions with the oflfeader and past 

sxperieaces with oAer similar cases, Drass and Spencer (19S7), for example, fomd iJiat 

certain attitudes expressed by defendants are importacit dimeiisions of deference and 

demeanor as perceived by POs. In turn these perceptions form, the basis tor ttie POs 

recjommieadations suctj that defendants who appeared to take the proceedings against 

them seriously received more lenient recommendations, or vice versa (Drass and Spencer 

1987). 

In sum, officers of the juvenile court assess and process yoiithM ofieeders on 

more than jiust the factors identified by past quantitative research studies. Qualitative 

fiadingSj and the quaatitative Jiadings of researchers attentive to ethnographic data, 

suggest that POs are influential aad independent members of the juvenile court system. 

As such their independent assessments and recoinin,endations carry great weight and are 

vital components in the coiistriictioii of delinqBency and the production of justice. 

W»!T®atg f#r Pr«l»ati©» Offieeri 

If there is sucli a broad Ilteratare concerning the influence and natiire of probation 

available to us, what is the value In iindertaking yet another study of probation officers, in 

particular juvenile probation officers? I believe there are at least five reasons why further 

exaniiiiatioB. of the influeBce and role of probation otlcers is aeeded. 
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First, probation officers have the ability to deprive juveniles of tlieir li'berty. One 

of the vital duties of the probation officer is supemsion of the probationer. Siipm'ision 

entails moiiitoritig and ensuriag that the juvenile is adhering to her coiiditions of 

probation. Should a Jwenile violate her conditions of probation!, the probation officer 

nmist decide exactly how to tiattdle the violation. Handling varies between ignoring the 

offense, citing th,e juvenile, or arresting the yooth and placiag her in deteation. The 

inatmer in which it varies presumable rests to some extent upon the discretion of each 

officer, Glvea the broad latitude available to the PO, the lack of fonnal oversight of Hs 

decision, and the possibility that discretion can sometimes result in discriiHination or 

other abusive practices, I believe farther research is necessary to highlight the 

discretionary practices of probation, officers. 

Second, there is a growing body of literature on probation practice but little of it 

actiiaiiy concerns the decision making process of JuveBiie p'obation officers or the 

practices of juvenile probation, departments. Wliile studies of adult probation 

departments and officers provide valuable insight, I suggest tliat the unique character, 

history and philosophy of the Jwenlle court contribute to a imiqiie context which is 

SEbstaiitially diffefent Irom that of adult probation. Perhaps it is the very uniqiieaess of 

the Jweeile coBtext that pro vides an explanation for some of the discrepancies between 

the adult and juvenile probation literature described abiwe. 

TMrd, research in this area lias been, dominated by qiiaii,ti,tative .studies seeking to 

determine which, factors are most iiiiuentiai ia PO recomm.eiidatioBS, o,r which, legal and 

non-legal variables account for the outcome of the adjiidicatioa. While tliis approach has 



increased our iifiderstaiiding of those factors, what has been left uiiexaminecl is liow POs 

aiTive at their recommendations. As an example, previous reseaisti !ias shown that 

defeadanl deineajior influences the recomiiiendations probation, officers make; liowever, 

little is known about tiow POs aoi ve at tiieir assessments of probationer demeanor, nor 

how demeanor is linked with other factors also acioiowiedged to be impoirtant in PC) 

decisiott mating. This sort of input-o'titput researck largely ignores the process by wMcls 

factors Ixjcome salient to the evalmator and how the evaluator incorporates particular 

factors into a coherent coaceptioa of the probationer that is then communicated to the 

cx)«rt for use ia disposition decisions. In addition, previous research has been inatteatiw 

to the day-tOHifay activities of POs. Probatioii officers' duties include much more than 

writing assessments and rcxoiameadations tor tlie coiirt. WMle court related activities 

are important, they are certainly oo less important than seeing to it that those 

recommendations are carried out in a maimer consistent witli the court's prevailing 

pMlosophy. 

Fourth, a priacipal area of concern in the existing literature lias beea how juveniie 

defendants are sentenced for their crimes, partlciilarly witMn the context of the 

disposition heariag. When we consider the widely reported fiadiags that judges confirm 

the recoMiemdations of tie protjation officer almost 90% of the lime in. adult court 

settings, one miglit qaestion the supposed importance of the disposition hearing itself in 

"creating" partloiiar sentencing outcomes (Frazier and Bock 1,982). Court dociimeots 

place POs in a waiqae position to inineace the outcomes of judicial discretion because 

probation offic?er repirls provide essential background loforfnatloa about J uveniles not 
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otherwise available to the judge. To date research has not addressed many important 

aspects of the process whereby POs produce the "factual" accounts contained in cowrt 

reports. Since the creation of court reports takes place outside the courtroom, if we wish 

to understand the sentencing process we need to consider the circumstances in wMch the 

reports are created. 

And finally, in 1968 Cicourel advised researchers interested in the activities of the 

jiivemle court to become intimately tkniliar with their procedures and policieSj and even, 

then he warned researches n,ot to rely on official reports and documents wntil they 

possess or invent a theory that explains "how background experiences render everyday 

activities recognizable and intelligent" (329). Cicourel suggests th,at the "delinquent" is a 

product that emerges over time, is transformed in coaversation and recreated in court 

reports as different agents of the juvenile system encoimter, process and fit Mm into a 

world that makes sense. Heeding Cicourel's advice, I use the feming perspective to 

make sen.se out of th,e emergent constmction of "delinquents" that 1 witnessed in the 

WCJC's probation department The concept of frame has fomid widespread appeal in the 

social sciences; however, the term does not mean the same thing to all researchers. 

Therefore, I will rely on the work of Snow and Ms colleagues who along with others 

interested in, the constniction and use of meaning by soc,i,al movement adherents have 

most fully articulated and empirica!,ly explored the utility of the frame concept. 

F#ctl 

Tlie opening vignette of this chapter illustrates many of the themes I will be 

pursuing throu^out this dissertation. Ceatral to all those themes is the question of how 
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juvenile probation officers make decisions. For example^ given, ttie alteraatlves availabte 

to Kim (recommending the judge place .Anftony on standard probation, upgrade Ills 

conditions of probation, upgrade him to intensive probation, residential placement o,r 

department of coffectiom), why did Kim choose a couree that she felt would be rejected 

by the court? In this dissertatioia I argue that fratne analysis, an. aiialjtic tool commonly 

used in social movement research,, can and shoiiH be adopted as another techniqiie for 

understanding how members of ciimiEal j'ustice orgaiiiaations organize and manage the 

complex situations they are prese,a.ted with on a routine basis. Based on, the literature 

reviewed above, and the observations in.ade in. cases like Anthony's, the following sets of 

focal. qiiestion.s guided my research: 

1) What are the organizational relevant features of West Country Proba.tioE Department? 

a) How do the organizational and cultural features influence Ae handling of specific 

cases? 

b) How are probation officers socialized into the orgaiii.zational culture of the 

department? 

2) What resources are employed by probation officers to handle the.ir work loads? 

a) How do probation officers represent juveniles and acts of de.Miiqiiie.ncy ia tiieir 

informal conversations, appearances before the couil, and in written reports? 

3) How do the roles occupied by probation officer influ,erice their perceptio,n.s of their 

duties? 

a) How are role pcrforni,atice situated within the orgattizatio.iia! structure md 

culture? 
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b) How are role perfonnances related to the clispositkMS of iiidividial cases? 

Tliese questions provide lie basis for the empirical indings described in tlie following 

chapters of this dissertation. 

Chapter 2 will dcKjribe the context in which my observations took place, the West 

County Javeaik Court aaci Probation, Department. In the same chapter, I will outline my 

researcli methods. Chapter 3,1 focus on the interplay of organizatioMl directwes and 

day"to-4ay realities that probation officers must negotiate whm haadliiig cases and 

recomraending Mictions. Previous studies of jii¥e,iiile court organization were typically 

guided by ratio,iial~bureaiiciatic theories and positivlst methodologies that proceeded on 

the assumption that conceptions of Ae organization's purpose are im,ciiticaily acceptai 

and reproduced by the organizati-on's ffienilwirs, including probation officers. In this 

chapter I pay particmlar attmtion to the institutional context in which, meanings of 

delinquency are cottstnicted and understcxKi by probatioE officers, aad how these 

meanings sha^ the probation officer's recomineiKiatioii.s to tb,e court. Rather tlian 

following the traditional, rstional-bureattcratic models, I draw on Strauss' "n,egotiated 

order" perspective to addresses questions of how organizatloBal demands are constructed 

and implemejated in the face of anibigaity and competing reqiii,rements. With this 

iinderstanding in mind, I will address the filming activ:iti,es of juvenile probation offieeis 

in West County, and I will describe tlie frames in terms of their •utility for probation, 

officeis as they attempt to manage their caseloads. Chapter 4,1 will describe how the 

various actors of the JiiveEile comt iegoti,ate tlieir dirties and roles, aB,d elaborate on how 

the various actors use fraiaes to meet their own ends. In addition, I will present a 
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tyfwiogy of frames that probation officers make use of to negotiate the organizttiona! 

structure of iie Jiivenile court. Chapter 5 demonstrates how frames and probation officer 

role-identities come together in the inawgeinent of probation officer's cases. Chapter 6, 

I conclude by examiiiing fiie empirical, analytical, and theoretical contribution this 

dissertation makes to study of the Justice system and the framing perspective. 



PERCENTAGE OF CASES JUDICIAL ORDERS IN CX)MPLETE AGREEMENT 
Win-1 PROBATION OFFICER RECOMMENDATIONS 

Probation Officer Type Percent Judicial Agreement 

Court Evahation §7% 

Standard 94% 

SNIJ 96% 

JIPS 93% 
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chapter 2 
context and methods 

The first juvenile court in Arizona was established in 1907 in West Coiinty. From 1907 

through 1913, if dependent juveniles needed care and housing, they would stay with 

probation officers or in the West County Jail along side adult offenders. In 1913, new 

state guidelines required to West Coimly to eslaMish a detentioa center specifically for 

juveniles in, order to separate them from adult offenders and to better meet the n.eeds of 

juveniles uader coiirt supervision. The facility was not built, however, until 1920. Since 

then the detention and coart facilities have been expanded and moved several times, with 

the latest expansion completed in 2000. The current detention center now houses up to 

146 juveniles at any given time; however, the critics' fear that an "if you build it they will 

come" mentality might pervade the Juvenile system in West County lias not yet come to 

fruition'̂ . The West County Juvenile Court employs approximately 600 people to oversee 

detainees, court administration, and probation services. Table 2.1 provides a brief 

description of juvenile court referrals during the yeare my research was conducted. 

Philosophy ©fWCJC 

While WCJC expanded a great deal over the past century, the past 30 years or so 

have been especially important in the deveiopment of the current philosophy guiding 

court practices and policies. Beginning in. the 1970's juveniie delinqiiency rates 

increased dramatically at both national and local levels, with both le veling off in the early 

i990's. Duiiiig the 1970's, the emphasis for the Juvenile court was to separate ehlldreii 

from adults—both physically and in fte legal process. Informants claimed that during the 

^ Partial quote Irora an ititervieiv with Judge Hayes (pseudoiijfoi). 
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Court's early yeais probation was often a more or less voluntary process used as a means 

of crime prevention afld as such for less serious offenders, whereas the more recaJcitrant 

among the Juvenile probation were sent to juvenile detention facilities and refoimatories. 

Unfortunately, few official records were kept and fewer still have survived. 

Nevertheless, by the iniid-1970's a new and more important role for probatioa emerged as 

the juvenile court system ovca-all was Infiised witli a new mission based on treatment and 

rehabilitation. This new therapeutic philosophy pervaded the policies and practices of 

juvenile court tJhuroiigh the inid-l 980*s, and coHtinues to resonate with many officers 

today. The fehabilitation model placed special emphasis on early childhood development 

and working with fkmilies to improve such things as coBimunication and discipline. A 

particularly important change during this time period was the expaision of probation 

officer responsibilities to visit the homes and schools of juveniles. Funding was 

increased for programs offering residential treatment to juveniles and their families, 

including the establishment of several new commimity shelters. During this period 

probation officers were seen as a cross between social worker and therapist, with little of 

the overt emphasis on siirveillajice and control that came to characterize later periods. 

As rates of juvenile crime, especially violent crime, continued to escalate and 

eventually reached crisis proportions in the minds of many private citizens in Ae early 

1980's5 the policies and practices of the court again shifted®. By the end of tlie 80's. 

WCJC administrators had fmnly established a "get tough" philosophy in response to 

growing criticism that the co'urt was unable to manage juvenile crime and delinquency in 

•' Based on, an interf iew with Patrick, the probation department supervisor. Beojamin, the SNO supirvisor, 
and Julian, a SNU member, told similar stories about chaoges in court philosophy and mission. 
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tie comity. Fwndiag for many of the residaitial programs was cat and Jiiveoiles were 

increasingly transferred to the adalt penal system for panishinettt Intensive probation 

progranas were established in addition to alternative sclioois desigaed to insukte other 

cMidrea from delkqiieiits. Tlie role of probation officers Iwcame that of a law 

eafoiceineiit officer mther than therapist or social worker. This philosophy, however, did 

not serve to decrease juvenile crime In the late 1980's aiid fey the early 1990's it was clear 

that Ae 'get towgli' approach was not smfficieni ard that "soraetMng else needed to be 

done".'® The cx)ntii»ed increase of juvenile crime, in botli frequency aid severity, along 

with -ftiiKiliig from a state grant provided by the Office of Juvenile Justice and 

Deiinqaency Prevention pushed the court toward what is referred to as the "balanced 

apfroach" of restorative justice. Accordiog to departoe»lal documeiits. "Restorative 

justice is both a philosophy and an approach that balances the interests, rights and aeeds 

of victims, offenders and the community." Ttras, the cajxent mission statement of the 

WCJC is guided by a balanced and restorative justice pMlosophy that maintains it is the 

respottsibility of WCJC to: 

1. promote the interest and safety of the cominunity, 

2. facilitate the protection, of cMidren who are abused and aeglecte4 

3. facilitate the provision of ser\'ices to children and families involved with the court 

ail in accordance with the due process of iaw, 

Beyoiid these responsiMlities, the mission statement of WCJC suggests the court is 

coniniitteci to working with the commttiiity to proiiiot© J ustice, education and the 

® Partial qaote from an interview witli Patrick S. 



prevention of delkqueacy aiid abuse. Otiier dociimeats available from the court and 

distributed among probation officers iiicicate that the bdanced approach is "closer to a 

conceptual framework than a prescriptive program... [that] builds on. more than a decade 

of research aed practical experience with outcoine"foc»sed Intervention, strategies" 

(WCJC HB). The framework is swminarized in Table 2.2. 

The Organizational Stnicture of West € ounty Juvenile Court 

Figui-e 2.1 presents a case iow chart that liigMighte many of the important 

organizatioiial features of WCJC. As indicated in the chart, early intervention and 

prevention are important goals in the deliEqueacy process. While early interveation is 

staffed by many former probation officers, it does not constitute fomial probation and is 

reserved for Jweailes who are first time, non-seriows offenders. Serious offenses and 

repeat olfeoders are routed tfirougti a more formal system of processing that begins with 

the possibility of detention and a subsequent detention hearing within twenty-fow hours. 

A few of these cases are transferred to adwlt court, but most continue oa to a trail review 

hearing where the juvenile will be assigned Ms or her first probation officers, a court 

evaluation officer. Juveniles who submit a delinquent plea and those who are adjudicated 

delinqeeot will move on, to a disposition hearing where the juvenile court Judge decides 

what forao further court or state involvement should take. My research focuses on the 

activities of probation officers once a j uvenile is adjudicated delinquent and a decision is 

made to place the Jwenile on probation rather than coimaitting him or her to a secure 

detention center. 
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Probation Officers in the fermal Orgtoiati©! »f WCJC 

West County jwetiile protetioa officers perforai various roles diiring the coarse 

of tlieir work days as well as perforaiing different occupatioiial roles within the 

department. Broadly ciassified there are five t>i)es of POs in the West Co'onty system: 

Intake POs, Court Evaliiation (CE) POs. Standard POs, JIPS, and Special Needs POs. 

Much of Biy time at West County was spent interacting witli officers lioin tlie ttiree units 

hlgMighted in Figure 2.2. 

Intake Officers are primarily concerned witli processing juveniles who are 

pliysicatly refeired''' to the court by police officers or other POs. llieir dultes largely 

entai! assuring (iat the juvenile meets tlie states miiiimum standard for iiicarceratiofl. To 

do this Intake officers lise a standardized form that allows little room for discretion since 

the ma}or indicator of custodial supemsion is the ctiarged offense. Qmri Evaluation 

Officers are responsible for writing iie initial coiiirt evaluations and reconimendations 

that judges use when detenuining the level of punishment or treatment the yoiithfiil 

offender should receive. The remaining "types" come into play if tiie judge, with the 

help of the CE's report, determines that a juvenile will benefit by some fonn of 

comiHWiity supervision. 

My reseafch is limited to those POs that deal with Juveniles who are fonnally 

processed fey the system rather than the process by which they are roiited aKfuiid it for 

two reasons. First, Intake and CE officers have less discretionary power than do the other 

J«¥«n!les me referred for lavestlgation and aijcdicarioB ii two ways, A paptsr referral is essential a 
citatioB orieriag the juvmlle to appear before tie court no later thai a specified day. A physical refeirai 
.laeans ttet fee jeveBile is physlcaily tjaasported to the court, balldiag and ietalBed aatll a detention heariing 
can be heM to detenaine the necessity of keepiaf the javeaile la pbysical casttwiy. 
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PO types, WM!e it may be possible for the Intake officer to manipuiate commitinertt 

forms in some minor ways, tmiy one reported ever doing so. CEs are also more closely 

tethered to the court's formal operations by staadardlzed evaluation criteria. Second, CE 

aiid. Intake officers have few contacts with juveniles and those contacts they do have are 

more ephemeral in twtli quality and, quantity than those sustained by the other POs. An 

Intake officer may only have one contact with a particular juvenile unless the youth is 

brought in again at some later date while the Intake officer is on duty®. Likewise, CEs 

may only meet with their cases once or twice before the youth's adjudication, after which 

the juvenile is assigned a new probation officer if necessary. 

Field Probation 

Field probation officers hold the roost critical positions within the probation 

department, if not the juvenile court itself. Much like patrol officers among police, field 

POs are the principal representatives of probation's social control duties to the world 

outside, and more importantly to the Juveniles under supervision. They have the greatest 

contact with the juveniles, the primary responsibility for controlling them, and often the 

first opportunity to identify and resolve "situations" affecting the juveniles in their care. 

Hirou^, their actions, inactions and interactions, field POs set the tone for much of the 

relationship between Juvenile offenders and the court. 

Field probation at WCJC is comprised of four units; sex offender, JlPs, and two 

stmdard units. New probation oficers are usually asstgoed to the standard probation unit 

® Intake officere seidom interact wife jii¥«ailes after feey have left the intake processing center of the court. 
Once fee juvenile has had Ms or tet pictare md prints taken, and briefly discussed what will happee, next 
with the Intake officer, fee yoatti is removed to another section oftlie detentioa facility where flie court's 
detention staff takes over. 



'that is most understaffed at the time the officer is hired. In talking with officers I 

discovered several exceptions to this general rale. One officer, for example, started his 

career as a court: evaluation officer, which according to him was difficult with so little 

experience: 

Tim: i see now that it was a mistake. I just didn't kiiow enough to do a good 
job. 

JCM: What sorts of things didn't you know? 
Tim: I had just come out of the academy, but I didn't understand how things 

actually worked here. It's diiferent. But more than that, I didn't have 
enough experience with interviewing juveniles. So I seMoni saw through 
the saow jobs they were trying to lay on me. 

Typically, after serving a mittimuni of six months on standard probation under the 

tutelage of a more experienced officer, new officers can, request a transfer to one of the 

other units, or even one of the other probation divisions within the court (Intake, Court 

Evaluation, Diversion and School-Based). After the iaitial training period, assignment is 

based on interest, seniority and training; among the three, interest appears to be most 

important. Interest in a particular unit is driven, by the perceived status of the unit work 

load, need for a change, and hamoay with the officer's "menlality," 

SpecimlNeeis Un it (SNU) 

Members of the WCJC special needs unit coBsistently carried the fewest cases of 

any probation unit; however, that did not necessarily mean that they did the least amount 

of work. Due to nature of their clients' offenses, or possible future offenses, SNU 

officeis are expected to keep meticulows records of their contacts and activities associated 

with each case. The emphasis on record keeping for this unit stemmed from two 

interrelated sources: likelihood of recidivism and liability. Tlie second, and perhaps more 
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important, is ii»ctly linked by several officers and the umt sopervisor to personal aid 

deparlmental liaMlity as is ciesciibecl in diapter three. Probation office® across the units 

are concerned with the possiMl ity of'being held liable for the actions of flieir 

probatione®, and s«t)seqiieiitiy sued by a victim. However, iti no unit was the coiicera 

more apparent than in the SNU' where officers believed many of tlieir clleats had a high 

chance of recidi vism. 

Interestingly, many of the jiiveniies the sex offender officers sufservised were not 

what one officer called '"stereotypical sex offenders": 

Not all sex offenders are predators, to fact, a lot of tttem we get aren't i have a 
kid that's on probation for "iewd and lascivious conduct" You know what that 
means? She was bimiping and griEdiag, dirty dancing, in a city paik across from 
where an officer was taking his lunch break.. .Rather than go over and tell the kids 
to break it up, he anrested them and brought them in to deteation.. .Of coarse, 
noftilng tiappeiied to the gtiy. 

Other SNU' officers carried similar cases where "inappropriate toiiching" coasisted of 

fondling another juveniie in the hallways at school, or others where liie jiivemie had 

made iiaiisiial requests of a teacher. Whiie officers considered these behaviors 

"inappropriate," most also coasidered thein part of growing-up rather than evidence of 

the type of "sexualization''' consistent with being a predator. Thus, many of the clients 

supervised by SNU officers are considered unlikely to commit a second sex offense.'' 

Across the depatHieiit, probation, officers, almost witlioiit exception, nominate the 

special needs unit as the most demanding and least desirable imit to work in. The 

foliowittg comment by a stajidard PO is IMrly typically: 

A few of the nois-predator sex offenders eagaged ia, what all SNlf officers agree were «,fi,ous crimes, such 
8S prostifatioR, but the« cases wpresefited fc minority. 
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Tliey have to work harfer than aayone else. There's too inucli at stake both in 
terms of liability aarid potential hamo to coniHUJintty, especially another cliild. But 
even without thinking about the risks, I can tell you that I woiildB't want to work 
their cases,..look at who and what they are dealing with. And that's every day. 
[Chase, Standard] 

Due to their low status within the depaitmeiit SNU officers frequently engage ia 

"boundary work," or attempts to defend the status of their unit by emphasizing the 

complexity of their cases and suggesting that "not everyone can do this type of work" 

because most other probatloji officers lacked the seasitivity or training to get to the root 

of the child's behavior. Nor did other otlicers possess what one SMJ officer called 'Ihe 

sawy" to handle cases that would undoubtedly involve staffings with multiple agencies 

and repeated contacts with health care professionals. 

This is a difficult popuIatioB to work with. No one here wants to do it, but those 
of us ill the [sex crimes unitl recognize the importance—the overwhelming 
importanc©---of what we do for the juveniles and for the cxjmmunity. If we don't 
save these kids today, then they are going to he doomed to a lifetime of 
iacarceratioa. The cases, the kids, most of the rest of the departflient works with 
will basically sort themselves out. They're just ordinary deiinquents and they 
will, are going to pass through this stage of their lives. We don't have that 
advantage because whatever it is that got these kids here has the potential to scar 
them for life. [Nicole, SNU] 

Juvenile Intensive Probation and Supervision Unit (MPS) 

Juvenile intCBsive probation is probably the most highly sought after posting 

within the West County probation division, especially among younger officers with a 

law-enforcement mentalily. M^ax, a twenty-four year oid north-side standard officer, 

explained the appeal of JfPS this way: 

Max: JIPS is where I really want to be. Compared to CE or even this, JIPS is 
exciting. You're dealing with the worst of the woM, all the time. You're 
making busts, raiding raves, chasing kids through biiildlngs. 

JCM: Do JIPS officei-s do that often? 
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Max: No, probably not. But I' ve been with them a few times when they have. 
{Gives and example of lieipiiig JIPS officers apprehend a youth wlio 
¥ioiated his conditions of probatioa, Kfused to come in, aod was "bMing 
out in, his girlfrieiicf s apartment".] This guy like jwinpng oat of the 
rear-window of the place and takes off ruaning through, a wash behind it. 
And I'm chasing him down on foot with, in my loafers. Hie's all of 
seventeen and I'm gaining on Mm. I could see Mm looking back, thinking, 
"this guy's gorma catch mc " When. I caught up to him, lie just stopped, all 
out of breath and shit. He looked at iii.e, looks at the way I'm dressed,, put 
Ms ban,ds Wiind Ms back and Just shook Ms head, .intensive is a rush. 
It's not like sitting behind a desk pushing paper. 

JCM: I've talked to south-side p»ple with stories like that. Like Maro.., 
.Max; Tiii,e, but they aJso have larger caseloads. With JIPS I'd be sharing my 

cases with aB,other officer and an SO [surveillance officer]. That's sweet. 

Like many of tlie younger and less CTperienced probation officeis I interviewed, Max 

believed JIPS offered opportunities for excitement that most other units or positions 

within the probation departnieiit did not; however^ even the younger officer appreciated 

the lightefied case.l,oad of the intensive probation officers, a c,haracteristic that appeared to 

be the primary draw for more experien.ced ©.fleers li.ke William: 

Yoe can't believe how busy I am. All the time. Writing .reports^ reading reports, 
doing iiitervi,ews and going to hearing after hearing. Ail of this aroiind the 
schedule of eight judges who want me aad in,y reports when it fits theix schedaie, 
not when is convenient for me. From what Fve seen, intensive people have it 
miich better.. .iMrty-five cases between two probation officers and a surveillance 
officer at night.. .thirty-five cases mandated by the state, aad right nom' ,Fm 
twelve over the state's recoinmeiMlatioii. |Wil!iata, Court Evaluation] 

WiMiam went on to tell me that managiag thirty-five cases is daydream that most 

probations aspire to, but sharing theim. woiiM be like waking up in panMlise. The 

overridin,g concern of probation officers with caseloads is difficult to overstate. With 

fewer ernes the probation otiicers have fewer court reports to write,, fewer heatings to 

attend, fewer vis.its to niiike, and more hours to devote to effectively rehabilitating or 

coiitroliing the delinq-oents on tlieir caseloads that reqiiire the most atteation. Indeed, the 
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stated purpose of JIPS and the groimds for fixing the caseloads of JIPS officers was to 

enable officers to provide the most coinprelwnsive (i.e., intensive) control and 

supervision of serious, and likely repeat, offenders. Martin, a five yeas- veteran of JIPS. 

questioned the legitimacy of tills goal: 

Fve woadered about the efficacy of JIPS myself. When, JIPS first started the 
juvenile we dealt with were among the worst of the worst. We were getting ail 
the serious assaults, the kids doing home burglaries, you know, the ones that 
make the community really unsafe. JIPS was a tool tliat worked for 'those kids 
because it locked up so miicli of tlieir time. With a proljation, officer knocking 
down their door at home, work or school, they just couldn't screw up. Or else it 
was off to DOC or maybe even a transfer to adult. But now the kids on JIPS are 
difFereat. So many of the ju¥eiiile we used to handle are sent strait to the adult 
system, and now we're getting a lot that really couid be dealt with more 
efficiently on a standard probation plan. Several years back tfie state passed new 
legislation.... [Maitiii, JIPS] 

Despite Martin's doabts, he still believes JIPS serves a role in juveniie court: "If nothing 

else," he says, "the presence of the intensive program, serves as a deterrent to others, 

because w'hat kid in their right mind would want to do intensive?" 

The answer to Martin's question may be not many; nevertheless, the number of 

offenders enrolled in the JIPS program continues to increase. Many officers, JIPS 

included, refer to juveniles on intensive probation as "the worst of the worst." What 

constitutes the worst, a topic discussed in chapter 3, varies by the officer and unit the 

officer is located in, but generally JIPS officers apply a bad kids frame, or one of its 

varianls, to their probatioaers. JIPS officers frequent expressed the opinion that offenders 

don't really change. And their experiences with, the worst of the of the probationers still 

eligible for community supemskm might bear them out, especially since JIPS officers 
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seMom recogoize the role that they play In easuring tlie unsuccessful outcomes of many 

probationers. 

Stamdtsrd Pmb&ti&n Unils 

Accordiag to Patrick, the probation depsalmeiit supervisor, "Standard probation 

officers are the workhorses of this departiiieEt" Standard probation officers comprise the 

bulk of the probation departineiit, abouit fifty of the department's seveaty-tive or so 

officers'®, dividedinto two imits (north-side and south-side) with roughly the same 

mimber of officers in each. Cairying heavy caseloads, as high as forty cases per officer, 

their workhorse image is well earned; however, the costs to the officers themselves can 

be high. Rolwrt, the supervisor of the south-side standard probation ttuit, commented: 

My people are doing more for less than, anyone out here. We spend more 
time in the field, checking in with juveniles, going to their schools, you 
know, than JIPS do. We're just going to see more folks. We're the 
frontline for most of the ones that are going on to JIPS—^we have 'em, 
first. So we handle hard cases all the time, we just have more of them. 

Several standard officers suggested that their duties required them to do as much for less 

money than any other unit As a aorth-side officer quipped, "Listen, we're here working 

day in, day out, just like those other guys [referriag to JIPS]. Where are our SOs? Do 

you see oar fancy get-ups?" With greater time comniitments and fewer departmental 

reso urces at their disposal, the work horses of the d,eparli«,ent frequently chaff with 

officers from other units, especially JIPS, to relieve their own frustrations. 

" The nHinber of officers in general, and the Borober of standard otlcers in particular, is difficult to assess 
precisely dw to the freqwenf turn-over within aad between the ttepartment's wnits, as ^vel! as Ihe nuiuber of 
officers that left tlie court ahogether to pursise other opportunities. The rate of tomover ineaas that the 
de{>arto.eflt in geriml and standard in particular is frequently understaffed. 
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Ctwrt 'DocuBieats ami Official Mcpdrti 

Court administrators and docttments stress the importance of effective and consistent 

coninrwifiicatioii bietween the coiistitaerts of the jiiverale justice system, in other wortis 

feetweeo probation officers^ juveniles, jaciges, fkiiilies, aiid tlie commualty. According to 

the cottrt's adoiinistratioii, tlie most eiicient way to comnwnicate the expectations of the 

court or needs of the probalioa officer is in the fofra of a weii-written court report. In 

pubiic documents probation officere are expected to lay out tbe official position of the 

court in manner that is iinderstaiidable to the javenlle, his or her family, or a member of 

the community that might request a copy. In court documeftts probation officers are 

expected to clearly articulate the needs of their cliente and the reasoning behind their 

recommeiidatlons to the court. My experience watching juvenile probation officers 

document their cases and write their reports made me question exactly what information 

they were communicating to the court and how that infonnation was gathered and 

processed in a manner that would be useful to the court. However, given the official 

emphasis on report writing and its central position in the duties of a West County 

probation officer, it is necessary to provide a brief description of how the documentation 

process is supposed to occur. 

Approximately two weeks prior to the disposition hearing (see Figure 2.1) the 

field probation officer should receive an original disposition file from tlie Court 

EvalEttion PO regarding tlie juvenile's case. Ttie disposition file includes all reports 

written regarding the juvenile, including psychological evalaations, risk-needs 



assessmeats, previotts case files, and family social Mstories, As stated in tlie structure 

md guideline manual for probation court reports: 

The Court Report Is the prlmar)' meciiuni of commiiiiication between tlie jiidiclafy 
and its officers about yottti adjudicated ia the iuvetiile Justice System. It is a 
document of record which, in some cases, will be reviewed by professionals for 
many years to a>iae. Court reports help fom impressions, sway opinions, and 
above all coayey vital iniorinatioii. ft is an essential aad critical Probation 
Officer's duty. 

While there are several different types of reports to be included in a file on, any 

adjudicated juvenile, all of them build upon the (mgiml dup<mimn hearing report. This 

report includes a great deal of information, divided into three sections. Section one 

includes a description of the recommeiidatioii for the jweoile including ieiigth. of time on 

probation or in a detention center. It also includes a summary of the complaint against 

the Jiiveittile, in. other words the reason the juvenile was originally referred to the court 

system. Police records, trial, testimony and any other interviews are to be inckded along 

with the juvenile's statement about the oiffense. Information about the victim is also 

included, such as the extent of pereonal injury or loss and the victim's statement 

regarding the crime and the impact it has had on their life. Section two of th,e disposition 

report includes all CErrent inforoiation for the juvenile such as cuirent residence, parent's 

current residence, fanaily history, coinnnmity influences or factors such as a description 

of the neighborhood the jiivenile .lives in and his or .lier relationship with their parents. 

The jiiveails's educatio.iial potential and achievement, empioyment history and vocational 

goals, and aiiy psychological treatment experienced fey the juvenile, previously provided 

services, health an,cl medical intbnaatioiij and special, interests or hobbies should te 

incliided. In addition, the assessment of other court personnel who have worked with the 
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jwenile should be described, iacittding tfaelf wcommeiidations, if applicable to the case. 

In the third and final section of tbe disposition report the probation offic«re pulls together 

ail information iacliKiai in parts oae and two to [create] tfieir overall assessment of the 

juveaik's crime and any life experiences relevant to the inlnof s present behaviors. The 

PO also makes his or her recominendatitm to til© court for the tenms and conditions, level 

of sufwrvision and other services the PO feels is necessary and appropriate during 

probation. 

As I stated previously, sttbseqiient reports typically build upon the original 

dispositiott leport and are also particularly important for probatioB officers wlieii 

completing tlieir job duties and communicating with court officials. "He revocation 

report gives a situational update and discusses the Jiivectile's compliance or 

noncompliance of the probation conditions. A review fieitring report updates the original 

disposition hearing in regard to aiiy contact the PO may have had with the Ylctiiii(s) aiid 

restitution paymeats that have been made. If the victinas have any statements or 

recoinmendations regarding the juvenile that were not included in the origirial disposition 

file, they are to be included. A placement revie w report includes a treatment plan update 

including what the initia! treatment issues md plans were, the child's participation and 

cooperation in meeting the objectives, and parental involvement. If a particular treatment 

was provided for the Jtivenile, such as working with a psychology, the provider's 

assessment wid reconiiiieadation is stated. A final report, that is particular important for 

field PO's is the iramfer imestigation report. This report is filed when a jTiveiiile on 

prohation has been, arrested by a police officer and includes information to be considered 
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in. determiiiliig whether the juvenile should be committeci to a con-ectiofial facility or 

remain on probation. 

Methods, Data and Analytic Strategies 

ITiis research project aims to shed further light on the framing process by way of 

evaluatiiig the perspective's usefulness as an aBaJytical lens through which to view the 

use of discretion among probation, officers in creating their reports and io their overall 

perlbrmance of their jobs. 1 do so by examining the processes through which frames are 

articulated and elaborated. Data for the analysis originated from the conversations, 

questions, comments, and written documents that constitutes the substance of the day-to-

day activities of probation officers within the juvenile court that I studied 

ethnograpMcaily for twenty-four nnonths. 

In the fall of 19991 began spending time at the West County Juvenile Coort 

center so that I might gain greater understanding of tlie juvenile couit system, in 

parfJcular the role of judicial discretion in sentencing. Situated in a southwest 

metropolitan area of around three-quarters of a million residents. West County Juvenile 

Court (WCJC) processes almost seventeen thousand juvenile cases per year (Table 2.1). 

After a few weeks of attending juvenile court cases, primarily adjudication and 

disposition bearings, I was struck by how heavily judges seemed to rely on the opinioos 

of juvenile probation officers when deciding the disposition of a case. Neaiiy ail of the 

juveniles processed through WCJC came into contact with a mentfjer of the probation. 
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department in one guise or anotlier.'' The contact ttsually resulted in, the probation 

officer preparing a writtea report for the coiat, akin to a inini-tegal brief, which sketched 

th.e juvenile's cwTently family situation or other biographical infbriiiatloii and outline the 

probation, officer's treatment recommendatiojis. With, my curiosity aroused, I contacted, a 

wcjc probation o,fficer through a mutual frsend. TMs initial contact allowed me to "ride 

along" with the PO as be visited juveniles in their homes or detentioa facilities, and 

accompany Mm to probation hearing in which, was involved in. ,After discussi,ng a 

poteEtial research agenda with nay advisors, 1 began research in the spring of2000. 

Securing ylccess 

Access to the probation department was relatively uacomplicated as I had already 

met several members o,f the probation department the previous fall. With, these contacts 

as intermediaries, I contacted the WCJC 8dniinistratio,ri, about the possibility a condu.cti..ng 

a study of the "day-to-day activities of probation officers." After an initial m,eeting with 

the probation department head supervisor and the chi.efju.stic® of the juveni.le court, I was 

given permission to proceed with my research. Along with permission, I was given a 

security badge that allowed virtually unhindered backstage access to the areas where 

pixjbation officers congregate aod work. I was also given permission to view internal 

probation officer reports, and make photocopies of those reports as long as identifying 

biographical details about the juveniles mentioned were obscured with a magic marker. 

" 'lie membere of the WCJC prob8tio.ii department' serve the Juvenile C-ourt in a variety of rotes. Vlrtiialiy 
all of fhe jti'veoiles seen by the court will have a court evaluation (C.E) probation officer assigned to conduct 
backg*o«ffil interviews with tlie juvenile and his/her guardians, pitorm » risk assessment, produce a 
preliaiinaiy aeed for semce report., etc. 
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Fieldwork Ffoceimes ami Rmiiimes 

I spent as ibucIi time at the Court or with protetioa officers as nay schedule woiiM allow, 

lliis aieatit that I was able to conduct field observations or inteniews 15 to 20 hours per 

week. From Jaii«ary 2000 to July 2003 I regularly spent time at the Juveiiite court 

Iksility, atteBdiiig court sessions and statf meetings, and conducting interviews with 

javeniles and Iheir giiardians. In, addition, I went with piobatioE officers as they met wth, 

'their kids" at home, school and work, worked .late night crime sweeps with fee local 

fM>ltce dcpiHt-inent, or swept raYes and yoitth hmgoiits iooklng for juveniles witli 

outstanding warrants or out in, violation of their terms of probatlott. In all of these 

settings I assumed an observer ro!e; however, tMs role changed as I leiimed more about 

the duties of Juvenile probation, officers and as need arose. A con,scious effort was made 

not to disrupt the natural flow of the meetings or conversations between probation, 

officers and otters to wMcfe I was privy . At all times I remaiiied willing to explain my 

interests and purposes for spending so mucli time in the department and foIlowin,g 

officers around. Helpfiil WCJC staff considerable lessened the nuinber of hours that I 

aeeded to spend re¥iewing files by photocopying docunieiits so I could peruse them at 

home. After a day of observations I would spend several hours expanding my field note 

or transcribing taped interviews. 

.Probation officer schedules are extremely hectic so I in&mialiy Interviewed 

laenibers when the opportunity arose, generally while walkiBg or driving from one 

appointment to the next, or over the course of iunch. ITie interviewing involved both 

direct questions and 'Interviewing by coimmeDt," such as ofFeri»,g hypotheses about group 
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dynamics to elicit responses from members (Snow et al 1982). OpportMoifies for 

observation aiid iiifoiinal interviewing were frequently initiated by the officers 

themselYes. I gave each probation officer I met a business card with, my name, the name 

of the university, my email address and my cellular phone nttiaber. As I handed them the 

card 1 told them to feel free to call me if they were ever working on mything the felt 

miglit 'be interesting to include in my researck Officere frequeatly called to suggest that I 

meet them in court for a particularly interesting case, or go with them to gaag task force 

meetings, and so forth. While many of the activities I participated in were not of direct 

relevance for my research, the oppoftuuity to interact with POs in natural settings doing 

things that tfiey found exciting often, resulted in very candid discussions about their jobs, 

their feare and their cases. 

ITie bulk of the data came from observiag probation, officers as they accomplished 

their daily activities. Since many probation officers use notepads, it was neither 

obtrusive nor disruptive for me to do the same. Nonetheless, I recorded my observations 

as inconspicuously as possible, making only jottings while in the presence of probation 

officers then elaborating them, into full-fledged field notes in the department's break 

room, my car, or when I got home. Keeping up %ith probation officers, and due to the 

more sensitive nature of so.me of tli.eir activities, meant that 1 seMo.m had the opportunity 

to use a tape recorder. For those .hectic and sensitive times, my notepad was the tool of 

choice. During the .less stressM iB.oincnts,, and wl}.e.n subjects did not object to its use, I 

occasioa.aliy employed the use of a tape record.er. However, I tbiind the recorder's 

presen.ce appeared to mai:.e subjects uncomtbrlaWe in a way that my "ever ready 
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notepad,'" as one probatko officer jokingly referred to it, seldom did. Given the fact that 

it seldom left my haad, I believe that in,ost probation officers that I had regular contact 

with virtiialiy forgot it was there. 

Althougli 1 tried to remain as vague as was possible about the speciic aims of my 

reseaurch j I was forthcoming with ail of the coiirt actors and clients that I was ccmdMCtliig 

•research for the purpose of a dissertation. In fact, the court director sent an email to the 

entire probation staff just prior to the start of my research iadicsting who I was aad that I 

liad pemission to view juvenile records aiid accompany probation officers. The email 

also stated that tliey were not obligated, to assist me if they feit uiiconifortable doing so. 

Every probation officer that 1 approached did agree to assist me in my research. In fact^ 

ail of the msmbers of the WCJC that I interacted with were extremely helpfiil, all 

granting me access to the inlbrmation that 1 aeeded, ofFering importaat observations and 

insights during informal conversations, and discussing particular cases that I was 

following through the court system at length. 

After a short while my presence in the departmeiit became almost taken for 

granted. For example, staff members reserved an electronic access badge for me at the 

frottt desk. I often had access to a desk, computer sad phone to use when waiting for 

appointments wlh officers. And, members of the department routinely commeated on 

my absence whettever I would miss a day. De^ite my unusual status in the department, 

POs began to express their fmstratioos about the admiiilstiatloii or reiay department 

gossip to me without prompting. 
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Demographically, the probation tiepartmeiit is quite honiogeneoos along 

educational line as all of the officers ae college graduates. Ettiaically'̂  there is near 

50/50 split between Hispanic and Anglo officers for each officer type. The same is also 

true of the department's gender divisioa. While 1 do not have complete information, 

about probation officer ages, those I iwve discussed this issue witti range from the mid-

twenties to tlie kte-fifties, with more senior officers being more likely to head units 

witMn the depailment. 

Like many juvenile courts across the cottnlry, WCJC attempts to balafice their 

traditioiial rehabilitative focus with a more controlling fijaiction that addresses the 

public's concern with young violent olfenders and public safety. Therefore, the WCJC 

probation department is divided into tour separate divisions, each with a specialized 

caseload. Again, the present analysis focuses on standard probation, ofllcers (standard), 

special needs probation officers (SNU) and juvenile intensive probation swpervision 

probation officers (JIPS). 

Tmckiag Cmes 

I examined the composition of probation officer frames with da.ta derived primariiy from 

my etlmograptiic study of the WCJC probation departmeat and the officera' departroent-

reiated activities. To supplement this data I tracked thirty cases as they made their way 

through the juvenile court. The cases were selected based on the department head's 

judgment that the juveniles involved would likely be assigned to either standard 

probation, SNU or JIPS. When chaotic or conflicting schedules prevented my attendance 

During the coarse of this stody, only three members of tie probation department self-identified as black 
or African-AHiericaii. 
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at a hearing or meeting associated -witli one of the thirty cases I was tracking, 1 relied on 

court transcripts, officer case files, and most importaatly discussions with tiie case officer 

to keep tm up-to-date m to where the case ciiirentiy stood, what their recominendatioiis 

were or were going to be and whether or not tlie judge concitrred with tlie 

recommeiidatioii. 

Analysis 

For most of the aaalysis I purposely avoided using infomiation, derived from probation 

officer reports for two reasons. First, probation officer reports are more likely to reflect 

the needs and purposes of the court (stimmaries of psychological evahiations or drug 

tests, brief summaries of the events that have led to the Biost recent court contact, etc) 

than they the demands of the actual case faced by the probation officer. At best, they are 

tniHcated summaries of the problems and difficulties being faced by the probation officer. 

Second, probation officers are allowed considerable discretion in deteraiiniag what will 

actually be included in the report. By exercising some editorial discretion, the officer 

may include or exclude information in a manner that is consistent with Ms or her own 

desired outcomes. While the influence of probation officer reports on judicial decision 

making is ao important line of inquiry, the bulk of my reseaircher is concerned here witii 

the frames probation officers routinely use to manage their cases rather than in how those 

frames are translated into documents produced for conrtrooiii use." 

As an ethnographer, I endeavored to become intimately fainffiar with the social 

worlds of the probation officers by observing their behavior in a variety of setting, 

" For an, earfy, but still intainiatlve, look at the use of officer records see Ricliard McCleaiy's 1977 "How 
Probation Officerj? Use Records" Social ProMems 24:576-589. 
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leamiag their language, and recorfing as closely as was possible what they told me atoiil; 

their naderstandiogs of their work. 'Iliis approach deiaaiicled Ihat 1 -take their accoonts 

seriously, md to use an analytical approach that woiilcl accept as contextiially legitiinate 

all that 1 lieaKi and aw. Tlie methcMl of analysis I used closely resembled Glaser aiid 

Strattss's (19l>7) grounded theoiy approach. Thus, I began to foraaulate theoretical 

propositions aad constructs from the ethnograpMc data I collected, modifying these by 

comparing them to aew data, and devetoping working hypothesis to accouiit for tbe 

felatjonships between these coEstracts. The analysis presented here focuses on the 

discourse as it occurred during conversations aid meetings, rather than during court 

sessions or in documents produced by probation officers for the court. In order to 

analyze systematically tke issues regardiag the relatiosisMp between the frames used by 

probation officers and the underlying framing processes, it was necessary to ha¥e a 

number of general and neutral c»diag categories that allowed for initial data 

categorization and clustering. Therefore, the codlag scheme I initially developed was 

based on a broad categorization that could be formed into a sinaiier analytical imit as my 

analysis began to tAe focus; thereby, allowiag me to expand the coverage of my 

interviews and observations in order to clarify my research questions and address new 

questions as they emerged. In all of my coding I attempted to pieserve Barrative fidelity 

by using the language of the probation officers as much as was possible. 

For the purposes of operationalizatioii, I fbllow^ Snow and Miller (2001) and 

define frames as boimded, discursive units tfiat are constitoted by a constellation of topics 

that are differeatially articulated (fitted or linked together) and smplified (elatorated and 
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accented) in a fasliicm that focuses discussion and facilitates mterpretatloii and 

Iioderstanciing of whatever is, so to speak, on the table. The frames used by West County 

jweiaile probation, officers are the topic of the next chapter. 
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table 2.1 

west county eeferral statistics, 2000-2001 

2000 200) 

West County Popiiiation of Jweuiies Ages 8 to 17 
(based on U.S. Census Bureau data) 

117399 121,137 

Total Nuraber of Referrals 16,538 16,801 

Tola! Niomber of Juveniles Referred 9,514 9,689 

Violent Crimes Against Persons 

(Percent of Yearly Total) 

409 

2.5% 

4i3 

2.46% 

Grand Theft aad Crimes Against ftoperty 913 

5.5% 

i,02I 

6.08% 

O'bstructioii of Justice Probation Vioiatioos 2,li8 

12.8% 

2,250 

13.39% 1 

Fights, inctoding Assault and Domestic Vioieace 1,862 

11.3% 

1,921 

11.43% 

Drag Offenses I,948 

I I .8% 

2,009 1 

11.96% 

Peace Offeases, including Disturbing the Peace 3,661 

22.1% 

3,738 

22.25% 

Misdemeanor Theft 1,870 

113% 

1,875 1 

11.16% 

Status Oflijnse 3,755 

22.7% 

3,572 

21.26% 
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TABLE 2.2 

WEST COUNTY JUVENILl COIJMT^S RESTORATIW. JUSTICE 
FRAMEWORK 

Aecoimtiibilty; When, an, offense occurs, an obligation to the victim, incurs. 
Victims and comniunities should ,lmve their losses restored by the actions of the 
oftender making reparation, and victims sliouM be empowered as active paiticipaats 
in the jtivenile justice process. 
Comiimaily protection: The puMic has a right to safe and secure coiimiiin,ity and 
must be protected during the time the offender is under juvenile supervisio,ii. The 
jweiiile jiist.ice system m,iist provide a imge of intervention alternative geared to the 
varying risks presented by the olSenders. 
C«nipeteiicy ieveittpmeit: Juvemle offenders who come within the jurisdiction of 
the court should leave the system enable of being productive and responsible In the 
commiinity. Rather than simply receiv,iii,g treatment and services afiii,ed at 
suppressing problem behavior, offenders should make meas'urable improvements in 
their ability to fiinctios as productive, respomtbie citizens. 
Balance: Comimmlty!, victim, and offender should receive balanced attention. All 
three should gain tangible benefits from tlieir in.teracti,o,iji.s with the j weni,Ie justice 
system. 
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figure 2.1 
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FIgiire 2.2 
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CHAPT1M3 
FRAMING TO «GET THE JOB DONE" 

You have to understand the histories of these Mds before they get to me. I'm wtwking 
wiih kids who have experiemed ihe worst possible siimtiom in (heir homes or among the 
people they know and trust. They've been physically, sexually ami emotionally abused. 
And (b}n't underestimate the level of damage emotional abuse can do to a young child. 
Some people look at them md what they Ve done to other ki(h and. think "() my God 
he's a momier". Some probation, officers think, md my, the same things. That's why no 
one wants to work wiih this population ofjmeniles. They've had arid they've done 
terrible things in some cases. I bmk at them and say I know what they've done is horrible 
but they 'rejmi kids. Kids that need help and right now I'm the only one on their side. 
I'm the only one that is going to look at them and say it's OK. 1 don't mean that what 
they Ve done is OK, but that they are. I understand. lean still see them as children not 
just animals. 

Probation officers often relate "horror" stories—stories about cMMreo, who have 

done terrible things to other childretL adults or sometimes animals. Some cases are so 

disturbing that they haunt the officers for weeks, or even years, after the juveniles are no 

longer under the court's jurisdiction. For example, several probation, officers shared 

stories with me about a juvenile they felt "had serial killer mTitten all over him." Even . 

after the juvenile had been transferred to a psychiatric facility outside the state, the 

probation officers still talked about his case and wondered if he'd ever come back to 

Wes't Comity. But other officers, thinking about the same case, saw past the horror to the 

child that was at its center. Tliat one or two officers might make different interpretations 

about what other probation officers viewed as a horrific case isn't surprising. We might 

conclude that oficeis differ in their training and experience in such ways that some 

would reach different conclusions about the causes of the child's difficulties and the 

likelihood repairing the damage done. Yet, I fbuiid that iie interpretations made by West 
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County probation officers were niiicli moife complex lii nature to 'be explaked. away so 

easily. 

The first time the "serial kiilef case came to my attentioa. it was in the conlext of 

a court evaluation (CE) officer's difficulty constructing a court report for the case. She 

shared the story and tlie difficulty with other officers in the amie divisioa, who iii turn 

shared the story with me. I was struck by the fact that each of thein had aixived at the 

same coaclttsion that this child's destiny was to be a serial killer aiid that there was 

probably nothing that couM prevent that destiny short of life-tiine incapacitation. When 

Terry, the officer quoted above, first told me about being assigned the case after 

adjudication, I was awed that she could consider the same "facts" in such a different 

light. My anazement continued when I found that many of her colleagues in the sex 

crime unit sliared her vision. What I came to leam was that probation officers manage 

their cases in a cooiplex and often contradictory world of judicial orders, administrative 

rules, changing legislative agendas and their own understandiags of delinqiieacy and 

justice that they carry with them in their daily lives. 

Making Sense of Probation Officer Decisions 

Meaolng construction and its impact on the production of justice has received a 

great deal of attentioa by sociologists and camioologists (see Chapter 1). Despite an 

impressive body of research and a great deal of agreement on the factors associated wlA 

punisliment reconimenciatioiis and outconies, few researchers have addressed the 

wjiderlyiiig process of interpretation and coiistTiiction tliM inspires the creation of court 
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reports and recomnaentlations. Even fewer have systematically dealt witli the possible 

social origins of probation officer recommendations to the court. 

In 1968 Cicowel advised researchefs interested ia the activities of the juvenile 

court to Ijecome intimately familial* with their procedures awl policies, and even, then he 

warned researcfiers not to rely on official reports and documeEls irntil they possess or 

inveat a theory that explains "how backgrotttid experiences render everyday activities 

recognirable and intelligeEt" (329). I believe that the framing perspective outlined 

below is such, a theory . To date, the sociological literature regarding framing is most 

often directed at identifying the frames used by social movemeEt organizations and actors 

to mobilize support".. My work represents a significant departure from that literature in 

that 1 am, primarily interested in applying the fiaming perspective's mialyticai tools to the 

question of probation officer decision-making. My purpose, then, is to transpt)rt the 

conception of framing currtntly associated with social movements to the study of 

juvenile justice. Why? I believe that the previous language used to discuss the 

categorization of juveniles by court officials lacks the flexibility and conceptual 

grounding of framing. Perhaps tlie best example is the labeling perspective of Becker 

(1963), Lemert (1967) and others. 

The framing perspective is far removed from the labeling perspective, which 

generally focuses on the process by wliich individuals became more firmly entrenched in 

deviant lifestyles as a result of (typically) formal identification as deviant. IvCmert. 

(1967), i»r example, was particwlaily concerned with the centra! rote people's reactions 

A recent article by Martin (2002) oses tfee fnaiiiag perspective to describe shifts in Menl% that 
accoiapaay imolvemmt In voluntary' associations. 



to deviance played in tlie siibsequeHt behavior of the accused. Essentially, he argued that 

persistent negative reactions to primary deviance (usmlly minor forms of deviance that 

come to the attention of m individual or ^up capable of bestowing a stigmatized iaisel) 

may resiiit in secondary deviaiic® as prospects for cottventional opportunities and 

associations are withdrawn from the labeled (stigmatized) individual. While Ijsmert 

(1951) does show some concera for the ways in which deviance is defined and enforced, 

by people within particular communities, the work of Howard Becker (1963) and Hs 

notion of the "moral entrepreneur" most fully develops this line of thought. 

Becker suggests that definitions of deviance are socially constructed by people 

rather than based on the iiihereBt qualities of Ae act or actor under consideration,. He 

makes a distinction between "rate creators" and "rule enforcers" to eiaphasize the distiact 

but somewhat overlapping roles individuals may play in attempting to control 

delinquency within the community. .FoMowing a similar line, Herbert Blumer (1971), 

encouraged researchers to pursue the processes by wMch behaviors or situations are 

identified as "social problems" that must be acted upon. Togetlier tliey draw our 

attaition to the problematic, negotiable and emergent nature of defiaitions of deviance 

and control. 

While my research on framing does align with the labeliHg theorist interest in 

formal identification, and processing of delinqaents, the frames I am Investigating are 

those held by probation officers that assist them in accomplishing their jobs—probation 

officers are akin to Becker's nile enforcere. However, I do not make any claims about 



the effects "labels" may or may not have cm the s«K:ial oppoituiiities or self-eoncept of the 

individual being "framed." 

Tie Framing Perspectives Thewetical aid Empirical Issues 

My work draws heavily upon the iTafiiiiig perspective developed by social, 

movement researchere, paiticuiariy Snow, Benford and their colleagues (Benford 1997; 

Benford and Snow 2000; Gaiiisoii 1992; Snow, Rochford, Worden, and Benford 1986; 

Snow aad Benford, 1988, 1992; Tarrow 1998). As It is currently employed, the framing 

perspective focuses atteation, on the signifying work or meaniiig constrociion of social 

movement participants who are viewed as signifying agents actively engaged in the 

production and maintenaiice of meaning for protagonists, antagonists, and bystanders 

through the use of collective action frames (Snow and Beaford 1992; Snow and Clark-

Miller, in progress). Movement actors use frames to underscore the seriousness and 

injustice of a particular social conditioa by identifying the problein, attributing blame, 

and recommending a solution; thereby aligning events so that they hang together 

meaningfully and ultimately lead to action (Snow and Benford 1992). 

Snow, his colleagues, and otfiers (Snow et ai 1986; Snow and Benford 1988) use 

the term frame to emphasize the "inleipretive schemata that simplifies and condenses the 

'world out there' by selectively pttiictuating and encoding objects, situations, events, 

ex,periences, and sequences of actions within one's present enviroiinienf' (Saow and 

Benford 1992: 137). In this manner, frames organize experience and guide 'both 

iadividiial and collective action (Snow et al. 1986). Through the active process of 

framing, moveinent participants "assign, ineaniiig to and Interpret relevant events and 



conditions ia ways that are intended to mobilize potential adherents and constituents, to 

gamer bystander support, and to demobiiize antagonists," and generate the collective 

action frames manifestations of the signifying process (Snow mi Beafofd: 1988; 198). 

Snow and Ms colleagues (1982,198651992) are clear that framing is a process 

that arises out of iBtemction; however, they have been criticized for failing to elaborate 

OB the nature of the interaction. Beafoni (1997), in his insider's criticism, suggests that 

many have drawn, attentioa to the "morphology of frames" while ignoring the framing 

process. O&er critics of the perspective (e.g., Fine 1995; Fisher 1997; Jotoston, 1995; 

Olivei- and Johnston 2000) suggest that there has been "too much attention focused on the 

outcome or products of framing process, that is, on the frames themselves, and too little 

attention focused on the process(es) through which frames are derived or developed and 

maintained'' (Snow and Clark-Milier, in progress). To address this perceived weakness, 

a number of scholars have suggested that the key to understanding frame development is 

located in orgijnizational discourse, as reflected primarily in the talk and comments of a 

movement's leaders, constitments, aad so on (Fine 1995; Fisher 1999; Johnston 1995; 

Steinberg 1999). Ilo-wever, the most systematit da» on frames and framing processes 

have been derived primarily from written docoments that are themselves the products of 

•the framing process (e.g., Babb 1996; Clemens 1996; Gerhards and Rticht 1992; 

Stein.berg 2000; Voss 1996). Ill© coHsequence of contiauiiig to rely on written 

dociiments produced by movement adherents and leaders is that the iiiscii.rsive process 

responsible for geaerating the product frame remains hidden from our view. For 

Steinberg (J 998: 846) it is the neglect of these dtscttisive processes^ aad paiticuiiffly the 
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"kattentiveness to discourse as a coilective amd contested, process of iB.ea!iing 

production," that continues to itiidemin.e the capacity of the framing perspective to 

elaborate tbe processes of frame deve.lopiiieiit, mainteoaiice, aiid dom.,{n.aiice. 

A central task of this p.roject is to identify what frames, if any, juvenile probation 

officers use to make sense of their daily duties, orgaiize caseloads, justify d.ecisions and 

so forth; however, the primary purpose is to illuminate the process by which probation, 

officers develop, share and negotiate those firames with each other, and use them to 

categorize youth, interpret behavior, assess crinoiaal potential and identify suitable forms 

of treatment In this and subsequent chapters I will outline the context in which framing 

occurs, as well as elaborate tlie process of negotiation that aligns the various frames used 

by probation officers. 1 use the term fraroe in a manner consistent with the conception of 

Snow et al,, described above. I contend that probation o,fficers use frames to underscore 

the seriousness, and in some cases the injustice, of a juvenile's delinquent adjudication by 

identifyin.g the motivations (causes) of the behavior(s) responsible for adjudication and 

the significance of the adjudication for both the juveni,le and the community. More 

importantly, probation officers use frames to recommend a line of action that will 

prevent subsecpent contacts with the coiut, assess the likelihood of a successful, 

terroinatioe of probation, and identify those cases that are most problematic and therdbre 

in need of the most attention. 

Uniifce the social movement literatore, the outcome of framing in the probation 

departraeiit is unlikely to be mass mobilization.. Nevertheless, the framing activity 

engaged in by POs can still be thought of as collective action in that it involves collective 
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interpretation and negotiation as to what the youtMM offender has done, how likely s/he 

is to harm her/himself or the commiiiiity, and so fortti. Here, however, the outcome is tlie 

individual probation officer's recommendatioa and its impact on the management of the 

jiiveriile's case. It is collective for the reasons mentioned above, and it is action, in the 

sense that it represents the expressed iBtent or interest of the PO to sliape the court's 

opinion regarding the seriousness of the youth's delinquency and likelihood of success if 

the PO's recommendations are followed. 

Characteristics and Elements of Frames 

In attemptlEg to establish that the framing perspective is an appropriate and a 

usefiil analj'tic strategy for illuminating the world of probation officers, it is necessary to 

farther elaborate on the characteristics of frames. Prior research has identified a niimber 

of properties of frames and the framing process that I believe makes the perspective 

suitable for examining the narratives of juvenile probation officers (Snow et al,. 1986; 

Benford 1993b; Snow and Benford 2000). 

Frames are Processual. 

Framing is a process of reality construction in wMdi organizational members 

attempt to "persuade others on an ongoing basis that their version of reality rings tnie" 

(Benford 1993b: 199), The process of fashioning reality is known as frame aJignmentj 

and refers to the Unking of individual and organizational inteipretive orientations "such 

that some set of Individiial interest, values and beliefs and [orgaiiizationaij activities, 

goals, and ideology are coEgroent and complemeiitai'y" (Snow et al, 1986:464). During 
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a lunch break I observed the frame aligmiieiit process ia action as two officers, Terry and 

Jiilian, diseiissed the "seriai killer" case: 

Terry; We don*! have any place to send him. He's going to need to be moved out 
of state. 

Julian.: Why? I think we have facilities here that can handle Ms case until he tmm 
18. 

Teix)'; This isn't an issue of age, or jurisdiction. Did yoii read the psychfological] 
eval[iiation|? 

Julian: Yeah. Did yow? We can't do anything for Mm. 
Terry: Sure we can. We can semi him somewhere where he'll receive tlie 

treatment he needs. This kid is stiil salvageabie. 
Julian: How do you see that? 
Teiiy: Who wrote the eval? 
Mian: Oh. I didn't really think about it, bat you're right...lie usually does tend to 

put the most negative spin on things. 

"Salvageable" was a common, theme among the probation officers Terry worked wj'th.. 

Other POs within the court system also used the word, but for Terry and her immediate 

colleagues the word held special currency. Salvageable marked a point from which the 

"monster" could stiil return,, could be made whole and, ultimately, be returned to 

"noraiaJ" society. By asking about the author of the psychological evaluation, Terry cast 

doubt on the veracity of the "oflicial." inte,rpretatioa and, in effect, asked Julian to 

consider alternative interpretations of the facts. 

Fmmes are S&ciai 

A frame is not an intrinsic characteristic of any person In isolation,; rather, a frame 

Is an smergeiit property of the coiinection or linkages between individuals. ,Benford 

emphasized the ."social natiire of frames by axgiiiDg that inoveBient inobiiiatlon: 

...mpires th,at a critical mass of person,® collectively de,fio,e the situation as ri,pe 
an,d 'persuade others on an ongoing basis tliat tiieir versio,ft of reality rings true. 
This reality constitrtloa process entails, among other things, the emplo}^©.!!! of 
framing activity.... (1993l>: 199) 
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Framing, and frame aligiirnent, requires a network of peopte who are in ""ktense 

regular contacf willi one another (McAdaro. et al,., 1996). As McAdam et al. (1988: 713) 

note, "Even in those rare iiislances where new frames are constructed from scratch.. .it is 

'hard to see how the process couldl occur anywhere bEt Ib an estaWlstied collective 

setting." Thus, frames are context-specific and frames "held" by individuals are likely to 

shift or alter as the individual moves from one context and. into another. 

Michael says that it takes time working with, sex offenders to begin to see them, as 
ind,i'vidttals as opposed to focusing on their actions and victims. ladividualiziag 
the offender, he says, is the first step hi iniplenieiiting a therapeutic program for 
Mm. He notes that he was "fortunate to have several really good mentors" to ease 
Ms transition from standard probatio,n into the sex offender unit. Benjamin, the 
unit supervisor, was a particularly stron,g !iifluen,ce. "I didn't have the 
background that Terry, Julian, or some of the other people here have. I in,ever 
worked as a social wo,rker, my degree is in [humanities], and I spent ,my fust two 
years here working in Marc's imit When I requested the move it was for a 
change of pace.. -but I can't say I was qualified for this. But Ben, took me under 
Ms wing, so to speak,, taught m,e the ropes.. .he taugiit me a lot at»ut where this 
behavior conies from." (from field notes) 

Michael's self-review of his personal growth as a probation officer demonstrates the 

social iiatmre of probation officer frame—^wMle working with a new unit supervisor, 

Michael came to interpret the behavior of a stigmatized class of juveniles with new lens. 

It also suggests that multiple liraoies concerning the same behaviors or 'types" of 

jiiven,iles can exist in the same departmmt. 

Frames Identijfy Actors 

Framing allows orgaonizational actors to distinguish the "ideii,tity ieMs" of 

antagonist and protagonist (Hunt, Benford and Snow 1994). From ttie sta}idpoi,ntt of 

juvenile cou,rt, the protago,nist identity field includes all of those actors actively 
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coatributing to iie accomplistimeat of fiie courts goals and objectives~~i.e. seeking to 

reduce the involvement of cMMreii or juveniles In deliiiqeency. The protagonists include 

the court judges, police officers, tlie district attorney, probation officers, etc. What may 

aot be immediateiy a|3parefit Is that the protagoBist field migfit also indiide some of the 

same jweniles the system is attempting to control and their paxents. By framiBg a 

jwenile, the officer is identi'fyirig •wMch identity field &e juvenile tselongs to and 

implying sometMng aibout the juvenile's comraitment to tlie ideals of probation and 

likelihood of success. In general however, juveniles me properly considered to be from 

the antagonist field. They stand ia opposition to the norms of right conduct, treatment 

and coEtrol—^11 behaviors that probation, officere are seeking to alter. 

Fmmes Organize Acti&m 

Frames organize experience and guide action, both collective and individyial. 

They do so by: "encxxiiiig or punctuating" paiticttlar events, sitiiations or people as 

probiematic; identifying the "true" nature or source of the problem; and providing a 

rationale tor addressing the problem in a particular manner (Himt, Bentbrd and S»ow 

1994), The most important form of action In, the present case is the recommendation 

made to the court by a Juvenile's probation, officer. I contend that probation officer 

recommendations are oriented by the meanings they assign to the objects of their action 

(i.e., the juvenile); and, that once the meaning,, or reason, for delirsquency is made clear 

tlie question of how to deal with the juveniie becomes mech less probiematic. That Is, 

ttn,de,rstan.diB,g the ii.ature of the problem, whether it is a problematic case or a proMeitiatic 

Jiiveniie. fimies provide probation officera with the requisite tools to fin,<i a solution. 



Framing a juveiiile in a particular fasluon, facilitates tiie officer's recognition that the 

situation calls .for a particular response. For example, a child that reports sexually 

abusing a sibling represents a fairly unprobJematic situation in so far as the probation 

officers can understand the behavior and immediateiy compretiend a response. While the 

factors that account for Ms or her behavior may be complicated, and the 'ultimate soliitioD, 

may prove difficult to discern at the time, in the moment the solution to the "problem" is 

at hand. 

Frames are Often Conientious 

Regular contact may not always ensure homogeneity of ideas within ao 

organization (Diarii 1992). In fact, a wide variety of competing frames may be present 

within a single orgaiii?ation, and the presence of contentious frames can sometimes give 

rise to inter-group conflict within the organization (Zald 1996); thus requiring groups to 

continually negotiate and realign frames so that a working consensus, here an 

organizational frame, is maintained (Snow et al. 1986). This iiaplies the presence of the 

Itame alignment process described above. 

The conflicts 1 witnessed during my time with the West County probation 

department were primarily minor disagreements over the appropriate sanction for a 

particular case or the potential that a probationer could be rehabilitated. At times these 

disagreements resulted in officer.^ expressing their exasperation with, other officers to me, 

but I never witnessed an actual "heated" exchange Iwtween them. One officer did, 

however, tell me about a disagreement he experienced witli Ms unit supervisor that 

resulted in the PO seeking a tmiisfer to another unit. In the officer's words, "He's a 
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bleeder, you koow, a bleeding heart, no offense, but the guy's a real pmty waist when it 

comes to juvenile offenders," 

Fmme$ are OrgmizMwml Kmowledge 

Geertz (1983:75) suggests ihat '"coitiinoE sense' refers to knowledge that 

competent individuals consider obv lous—^what anyone clothed and in his right mind 

knows." To many probation otncers, asking how they knew how to handle their cases 

was a bit like asking them if they had common seiist 1 hey tend to treat their jobs as if 

they relied mostly on common sense. One probation officer responded to my questions 

in this way: 

"What kind of question is that? [Laughter] You take a look at the case. Has he 
been in trouble before? What did they do then? Have any other kids in the taniily 
been in trouble? Talk to the kid,, maybe his parents or someone else. And you 
make 
a decision. It's mostly common sense. If this kid has a dmg problem, you have 
Mm come in and drop. If he's beating up Ms brothers and sisters, you bring him 
in. lliere's really nothing special to know. Hell, jmt about any warm body could 
do this." 

In much the same way as police officers (McNulty 1994), probation officers often cite a 

"sixth sense" for motivating their decisions regarding a particular case, a sense that is 

most often activated when the officer notes inconsistencies in the juvenile's accounts, 

Kelley said that she decided to check up on Juan [a 13 year old Hispanic male] 
after she talked to Mm about his recent absences from school. Juan iiiitialiy told 
her that he missed school because his grandmother was sick and he couldn't get a 
ride to school. Later in the same conversation, when Kdley inquired about his 
grandmother's current health, Juan said that she was "just fine." According to 
Kelley, "1 didn't catch it until I got otf the phone with Mm and I was writing up 
my repwts. Then it hit me, I knov/ he's lying. Fm not sure what's going on there 
but something Is and fm going to find out So the next day I called back and got 
hold of his grandmother. She didn't even know he's missed a single class." 
(Field notes) 
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Juvenile probatioa officers, like A,e rest of us, are the recipients of a great deal of 

folk, knowiedge regarding the nature of the justice system. Steiricsr et al. (1999)s suggest 

that folk knowledge, or taken-for-granted Miefs about law, crime and punishment, is an 

important exteaiegal component of legal action.'® WMile juvenile cases seldom involve 

capital decisions, probation officers do on, a regular basis make iiecisiona that will 

profoundly afteot tlie lives of their wards. Fttrthemiow, probation, officers are embedded 

in tlie broader culture and share In the folk knowled,ge that shapes the publics' 

perceptions of juveji,lle court. For new probatioii o,fficers, folk knowledge is particii-Iarly 

important; however, the probatioa officer's folk knowledge quickly is tempered by the 

specific context o,f t!ie juvenile court, and the tlevelopmen,! of organizational knowledge 

specifically related to the court and its operation. TMs orgamzationa! kaow,ledge, or 

"court kn,owledge," is accrued by way of direct experiences with the court and juvenil.es, 

.conversations with other probation ofiiceTS and exposure to.jwveniie justice statistics. 

Unlike folk ioiowledge, wMcti may have some regional variation but by and large 

is widely held (Steinsr et al, 1999), court knowledge is raique to the iiiem,bers of the 

juvenile court as it largely co,iisists of information and experiences that are not readily 

available to society at large. Court kaowledge allows p,robatioii officers to assess the 

"rightness and el!«ctiven,ess" of their decisions and recoinmendations by compariag those 

decisions with aEecdota! examp.les a.nd impressionist reports drawn from the experiences 

'* Steiiier et al (1999) clea! specifically wltii juries and cap.itai pofilstimmt decisions. In sssencgj they argue 
tfiat the Aiamma legai comdmmem m m po,}lated by linages, Wli trm and felse, abort llie falraess of 
the crimiiial justice systeta that j«rora regularly resist fegal niceties, such as rotes to ignore panfstiDient 
alteraatives, in .fevor of cojiiroon sense sotations. 

Court kaowledge may eves 'be ttniqiw to each jarisdicli,o.o. CertaMy jwveBi,le cotiils across jinisdictioB 
wil,1, slmre nmiiy co.miiioi!alitles, but lep! and cttltare diSerences betweea, jtaisdiclions are iikeiy to produce 
t least some variatioa in .kwa! court faiowiedge. 



of other officers or court officials, and tbeir own experiences dealing with jiiveoile or 

compiling elaborate social histories. 

Framing Tasks 

Given the various char»teristics of trames. Snow and Benford (1998,2000), 

identify three core or primary tasks necessar}' for constructing a social iiioveinent frame 

when participants recognize that something needs to be changed or addressed. I will 

elaborate on these three tasks as they are iiii'fK)rtaiit to the process of framing jwetiiles. 

Snow and Benford (2000) describe these framing tasks as somewhat independent from 

one another^ aJttiough they do recognize a small literature which indicates that they are 

interrelated. In my work, these three tasks will be conceptualized as interfependent 

processes in the development of overall frames. Thus, tliey are three elements necessary 

to the development of any one frame. 

The first task they describe is diagnostic framing, or the process of identifying 

the problem and its source against which action is to be taken. Many of the frames 

identified in this research share a common problem., in essence the actions of the juvenile 

offender; however, the source of the problem varies with the motivations ascri^bed to the 

juvenile's conduct. Given this, the diagnostic framing element involves identifying the 

cause of the problem and specifying relationship between the jiiveniie and the probation 

officer throughoirt the process of probation, as diagnosing the moti vation for the 

Juveniie's conduct is a irst step in developing a plan for probatioii. 

The second task, priigneistk framiiig, concerns iie development of a line of 

action or plan, of attack to be used when approaching the proMem. Prognostic framing 
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appears to be at the heart of most jiivmiie probation reports in that tiiey are intended to 

provide the court with a specific account of bow the ctelinquency of a particular juvenile 

can Iw addressed and likelihood the plan, will be successful However, my research 

indicates that iiicon,gniities often exist between the plans devised by probation officers for 

official reports and tMr motivations for developing them. The prognostic element of a 

frame also includes articuktiiig the strategies for canrying out the plan or solution. 

Tlie third task is that of motivatitBai framing wMch involves establishing the 

rationale for eagaging in action, or behaving in a particular way, "including estaWishlng 

vocabularies of motive" (Snow and Benford 2000: 617). For exanpie, probation officers 

routinely provided one another with accounts of their activities in, reference to the 

development of a probation plan that identifies the characteristics of a juvenile that merite 

a particttlai' form of probation. 

Frames Used By West Coantry Prttbation Officers 

How does the researcher go about identifying frames? As I have already noted, 

the language used by membeis of West Couaty Probation is the crucial data. This 

app-oach is justified in two ways. First, talk, or the ttse of langEage, is the most 

important data for group memters themselves. ,Frames define the boundai-ies of 

legitimized accoiiats of action, ,Iii other words, frames in West County Javen,i}e Court 

provide a measure of standardlEatioft to probation officer experience an,d acti,o,ii by 

SEggestiB,g a certain line of action •will be taken iii response to a pwticalar jwenile's 

behavior. When members of the ciepartm,enl mak.e recommen<latio,ns or act in a manner 

inconsistent with the javeaile's frai,«e, they rislc violating departiiie,flital or unit nonns. 
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Where incongruities appear between framing and. acting, they are .reconciled, by talk, 

amongst groiip inembers and in the documents they prcxiuce, which In either case often 

begins with the officer attempting to justify his/her departure from the e.xpected fi*aming. 

Second, focusing on the day-to-day language of the participants promises to strengtlien 

the ties between lh.eory, data, and analysis—which as pointed, out previously, is an. area of 

much criticism in the frsming literature. Focusing on the eveiyclay language of 

participants avoids many of the problems associated with analysis based, on formal 

written documents. Such talk, is organized aroiiB.d what Goffman variously referred to as 

"niles of relevance and irrelevance" (1.96.1) or "arrays or presuppositions" (1983), wliich 

form, the assumptions used by .memfeiers to detennine the legitiinacy of action. 

Participants w!,th{ii formal organizations, such as WCJC, only accept ceitaia forms of talk 

as legitimate rationales for action, and recognized only limited phenonieiion as evidetice 

tor particular assertions (Dingwall and Strong 1985). 

In the following sections I will identify the frames used by probation officers to 

assign priority to their cases, justify their decisions to each otlier and their immediate 

supervisors, devise treatment plans, and write recommendations to the coiart—frames that 

I will re.fer to collectively as juvenile frames. In subsequent chapters I describe more 

extensively the social origins of the juvenile frames and how they are matched to 

particular cases; fttrtlierinore, I argue that all of the frames probation officers use to 

handle their cases are created through interaction, between the social structia*e of the 

juvenile court and the role-jde.ntities of probation officers. My focus o.n. juvenile fra.m.es 

is not meant to imply that other frames do not exist within the probation department or 
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the broader juvenile court; rather, by concentmting on the juvenile I am attemptliig to 

avoid creating a simple catalogue of organizationally specific frames tto vary in. their 

analytic utility even witMn, the WCJC context. The juvenile iTames negotiated and used 

by West County probation officere are "organizalional frames" (Evaiis 1997), or modes 

of interpretation that competent members of the probation depjatment can iiivoke and 

employ in ways that mot on!> suit their immediate purposes, but once recast resonate with 

the imderstandirigs of other organizational memhers within West County Juvenile Court. 

Previous research, while not invoking the framing metaphor, suggests that many of the 

West County juvenile frames may have analogues in other court settings (see Jacobs 

1990); however, each setting is likely to have its own idiosyncratic frames. Probation 

officers I interviewed from another jurisdiction, in a separate research project, recognized 

mmy of the frames used by West County POs, although they employed a different set of 

terms to describe them. That frames would resonate across departments and settings is 

not surprising given that roles performed by POs across departments are probably 

roughly equivalent. Frame resonance (within West County probation) and related issues 

of frame selection are discussed in greater detail in chapter five. For the moment it is 

useful to note that the adoption and use of a particular j uvenile frame is facilitated when 

the values, beliefs and other elements expressed in the frame are congruent with those 

held by its potential user, and consistent with the 'pertbrmance of his or her role. 

Previously I hinted that the frames ttsed by probation officers showed evidence of 

aligning the diagnostic, prognostic and motivational tasks of framing identified by Snow 

and Benlbrd (2000). The organizational frames of probation officers orient their actions 
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in their dealings with their clieBts, eacli other, and establish the limits of legitimate action 

they can pursue; however, that juvenile frames are available to all menibefs of the 

probation department does not mean, that ali probation officers utilize them willi the same 

frequency—a topic I return to in, chapter five. 

In the following sections I describe how the above described framing tasks are 

incoiporated into each juvenile frame as vitaJ, elements—elements that ib some cases 

appear to exist indepeiideiitl.y as less aninprelienslve organizational frames. 

Within this oi^anizational context, probation officers play a dominant role in 

detemiiiiing the iegal outcomes (i.e., the court's handling of juvenile cases) of a case by 

controlling the information, and language used by jud,ges to make sense out of juvenile's 

cases. 

Yottr hoaofs, Tim has a long ,history of coming before this court. Just in the last 
three in,oiiths he's been in detention three times and in front of yoii twice. He 
won't stay in school. He won't obey Ms parents. Nobody in his family can 
control Mm and he is a continual disraption to tlie lives of all those around Mm, 
I've talked with Mm on mimeroiis occasions to get across to hiiw the seriousness 
of the situation he's heading for, but he continually ignores my advice and my 
directions, as well as the advice and conditions of probation he received the last 
tiiii,e he was here. For all of these ,reasoiis I Wieve he must 1» held accountable to 
a higher standard by the court if we are going to see any change in ,his behavior or 
lackadaisical attitude. Th,erefbre, Fm recommending that Tim be place on 
ifiten,sive probation. (Field notes) 

In this particular instance, the PO used two distinct images, "order" and "reiatioiisbip", to 

signify to the judge the Importance a varioiis elenienfe in ti,e case file and to argue that he 

should be "held accomtable to a higher standard by the eoart." These images are 

elements of juvenile court organizational frames that judges, probatioa officers and other 

inetnbers of the court share, and make use of when negotiating the final disposition of a 
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case. My observatioas of courtroom proceedings suggest that framing activities within 

the courtroom are an integral component of final case disposition; however, framing that 

occurs prior to the trial and behind the scenes where probation officers coastriict their 

reports is crucial to understanding how the courtfoom drama will imfold. 

The Elements of Juvenile Frames 

Diagnostic Eiemeni 

The causes of deiiiiqiiency are, of course, fireqociitly discussed by probation officers 

informally when among Mends and foimally in the courtroom. However, when asked 

about the causes of delinquency many officers have difficulty cirticukting a coEcise 

theory of delinquency. Instead, their explanations tend to be vague and convoluted, much 

like the cases they are dealing with. A departmental supervisor responded to my 

questions about the causes of delinquency by saying, "I'm not sure if I coiild say there 

was a single cause, but I think most kids are here because they lack structure in their 

home enviromaents. But then again you'll sometimes see kids that come of the best of 

fainiiies and still wind up committing serious crime. I guess the answer j ust depends on 

the case." Nevertheless, ni,any officere have a favorite explanation that represents a 

starting point from which they can understand the behavior of a particular j uvenile. Brad, 

for example, felt that most delinquent behavior was the result of an iinstnictuped aid 

disorganized home life which produced children with littie ability to control their own 

behavior. Explanations span from common sense notions to academic tbeories; 

regardless, startitig points are easily ideBlified by statements such as "most kids are here 

because they lack structure in their home environment." However^ the lra:me.s 1 identified 
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.in, use by West County probatioa officers appear to have their own starting |X)mts tfial are 

common to ail probation officers invoking the frame. In tliis case the starting point 

Meiitifies the general motivations for engaging in deliiiqmeacy that can be attributed to 

"cases like ttiese." Tim, for example, provlde<l the foilowiiig description of "bad kids": 

Tim: [Holding up a stack of case files.] These are some of my worst cases, and 
for kids like these there's not really miicli yo« can do. llie patterns of 
delinquency are so engrained into them, tiiat a lot of them, aren't going to 
change much. 

Jason: They can't be changed? 
Tim: Oh, I'm not saying that. Maylse they can, but as a probation officer I'm 

working against years of abuse or neglect or, you might call it bad 
socialization. With these kids you've got years and years of conditioning to 
do. The negative aspects of their character are embedded ia them. 

The cause of delinquency then for bad kids might be expressed as improper 

socialization. Ail of the jftames used by West County POs are distingtiishaMe by their 

reliance on particular explanations, which broadly coastitute transient or persistent 

motivations {or causes) for delinquency. While not fully conceived or articulated by 

probation officers, persistent causes, such as biological predispositionsj cognitive 

patterns, socialization and so forth, aw beiieved to be relatively iong-term intrfflnsient 

conditions that are resistant to change. Transient causes, on the other hand, are more 

temporally proximate conditions or cireamstances which are malleable given the 

resources of the departoent, suet as peer influences. 

Ia all cases, identifyiflg the cause of delinquency is crucial to developing an 

effective treatment plan. For example, delmqiiency that stems from a poorly organized 

home life is ualikdy to be ameliorated by a program that boosts the child's seif-esteeiii. 

Althoiigfe a tew probation officers take a "one size fits all" approach to probation 
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planniiig, most tailor their plans aid level of involvement in accordance with the 

perceived causes of the juvenile's current problem, as well as the POs perceptions of the 

juvenile's anticipated level of cooperation. 

Establishing the expected levei of coo'peration involves what I refer to as the 

cooperation element of juvenile frames. Simply put, this element entails the attribution 

of an ally (helpful, cooperative) or a foe (defiant, uncooperative) identity to the 

probationer on the basis of personal experiences with the juvenile in question or with 

"others like Mm," as in one PO's assertion, "I've had others like Mm. I don't have to get 

to know him on a fi:rst name basis and already I can tell he's going to be a diflicult kid to 

get under control." Anticipating the degree of support and cooperation from the Juvenile 

allows the probation officer to set in place a probation plan that is tailored to the 

anticipated behavior of the juvenile while he or she is under supervision. An, 

uncooperative juvenile, for example, is typically considered -onlikely to adhere to the 

conditions of house arrest without the use of electronic monitoring thus setting in motion 

a particular plan of action, on the part of the PO. 

Fmgfimtic Eiememi 

The prognostic element of a juvenile frame suggests a preliminary plan of action. 

With several levels of probation and dozens of program,s to choose from, probation 

ofl5ce,rs are feced with the daunting task of designing a probatio,ii plan that fits the needs 

of the individual probationer. My conversations with POs suggest that the prognostic 

de]ai,ent of juvenile frames sift the alternatives into a naiVe plan, of action, that se,rves as a 
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fownciatioii from, which a more elaborate •recomiii.eiidation is tailored. Mian, a special 

needs officer^ told me; 

There are so many things that need to be done straight otf the bat. Does this kid 
need placement? Where am I going to do it? Are there any psych services that I 
need to get in place before we see the judge? For us it's kind of easy because you. 
already know where you're starting from, [with these kids]. 

"For us" probably meant for SNU officers who are more likely than the other probation 

officers I observed to adopt one particular jwemk h une, a subject that is addressed at 

length in chapter five. For the present it is sufficient to note that the prognostic eienieftt 

of jnvenile firaines equip the POs with ready-made plans for probation that initially take 

one of four forms: rehabilitation, deterrence, control and incapacitation. My field notes 

suggest that these strategies are not mirtuaily exclusive although many probation officers 

talk as If they are. For example, while officers place rehabilitation and control on 

opposite sides of a strategic continuum; nevertheless, my notes suggest they often mix 

these strategies although most officers demonstrate a distinct preference for one form 

over the others. Sarali, a SNU officer, broadly supports rehabilitation for the majority of 

her cases, but since she deals with many adjudicated sex offenders, she finds control is a 

necessary element of many of her probation plans. The following excerpt from my field 

notes descrites one of Sarah's cases: 

.liilie is a fifteen year old female with three referrals to juvenile court. Her first 
refeiTal, for truancy and running way, occurred when she was fourteen. Her two 
subsequent referrals have both been for prostitution. ...When Sarah asked why she 
quit the job that Sarah, had airanged for her, Mie told Saiah tlial it did not make 
sense to work "that many heiirs for so little money when she coiiki make the same 
iwnount in one night, Sarali then asked if Julie was afraid of getting pregnant or 
contracting a venereal disease such as HIV/AIDS. Julie responded that she was 
not afraid of either because she always used protection and was taking birth 
control pills. 
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Sarafi said that she will be recommending to the judge that JiiJie be sent to 
MxiUDtain Peak Facility for Girls, a seciiiw facility that focuses on the 
rebabilitation of feaiaie's with sexual conduct disorders. At Issae is the apparent 
reality iiat Julie can not be reliaMlitetecl using the tools Sarah has available in the 
coiminiittity. Up to this point Sarah has gone through several iocal programs 
designed to promote seif-esteeni and decision-inakitig skills, psycho'lheapy, 
placement in a local residential program, as well as placement with a foster 
family... .At tMs point coinroitnient to a secure facility is the only recourse due to 
Julie's contintted resistance to probation, and growing threat to her own [Julie's] 
personal well-being. 

In this case Sarah initial attempts to modify Juiie's delinqiieiit behavior are through tlie 

use of preferred rehabilitation strategies. After each of these strategies fails, Sarah 

recoiBniends to the Coiirt that Julie be sent to a secure facility that is capable of 

controlling her behavior by restricting her movements. Of note is the simple fact that 

Sarah chose to send Julie to a facility with a rehabilitative emphasis when she could have 

recommended juvenile iatensive probation or coiranitnieiit to the jiivetiile department of 

coirectioiis. These other altematives had many advantages to recommend their use: the 

paper work to justify theif use is less complex and tliey temporarily iigliten the case load 

by shifting tlie responsibility for handling the case to another probation officer or 

institution. As it was, her choice created more work. In order to increase the odds the 

court would SKcept her recommendationj, Sarali had to justify the placement to her section, 

placemeat committee, several supervisors and administrators, aB,d a judge—^a,!! of which 

wished to see flie justification in writing, Furthemiore, oace her recommendation was 

approved, the case remained on, her caseload. Now, in addition to her usually duties, 

Sarah imist travel .almost tm'o .houis (.four hours roiind4rip) per m,onth to meet ¥/ith Julie 

at Moufffaia Peak. The rationale for Sarah's reconimead,ati,o.ii is intricately tied to the 

third and final element of orgaBiatioral frames. 



Motivatkmal Element 

As stated previously the motivational component of framing establishes a 

rationale for action. West Ctwnty probation officers routinely call upon two such 

vocabularies of motive: protection, and success. The protection component identifies the 

segment of the population that is "at risk" should the juvenile engage in further acts of 

delinquency. This rationale encompasses protecting a specific victim or class of victims 

(such as the child targets of sex offenders'X protecting the cominmity in general, as well 

as preventing tlie juvenile him or herself from escalating iiivolvemcBt in delinquency. In 

a somewhat difterent sense, protection can also include the probation officer. Tom, a 

Standard PO with more than ten years of experieace, repeatedly emphasized a probation 

officer's need to protect liim or herself from legal liability in the event a probationer 

should commit a serious crime. As Tom. toH it: 

Case histories are about coverin.g your ass more than they are about doing the job. 
In a lot of cases I think they even take avs^ay from doing the job because of the 
time they take to prepare. That's time you've got, and ,I almost never actually 
read what the other POs write. But if you don't keep track, and I mean detailed 
records is what.you want, you're exposin.g yourself to real trouble. Let's say oii,e 
of your kids goes off and shoots someone, if it looks like you've been slacking off 
on. your watch, they can sue. Not just the department, but tfiey can hold you 
personally responsible. 

"CoveriBg your ass" to avoid persona! liability is a common, theme among probation 

officers itt general, but a topic of great anxiety atooag two of the divisions in particular. 

Recomittendations to the court to extend probation, increase the level of probation, and so 

forth a,re successfii! to the extent to which, probation, officer can tie the need to, protect to a 

probation plan. 



In addition to protecting the j uvenile and/or the comuminity, the ratioaale of the 

plan imist be coiuieeted to how likely the PO believes it is iiat the child wili successfully 

make it ttiroagh the probation process or possibly save a child from a life of crime. One 

probation officer referred to this as "salvageability" saying that a salvageable juvenile 

was one whose life trajectory eould be altered in such a way as to bring Mm or her "back 

into compliaBce wifli the maJiistreani." A few probation officers do not believe that 

delinquents are salvageable. Others claim that Mine kids are more salvageable thaii 

others. Saving a child from a criminal fotore is one possible outcome that a probatioB, 

officer can strive for. LooMng for success in that direction, orients the officer's actions 

and efforts in putting togeiier a probation, strategy. If the juveni,le is salvageable the PO 

should put more effort into rehabilitation. If the jwmile is not salvageable control is the 

best one can do. The choice between rehaMlitatioe aiid control is also a response to an 

officer's short term.or !on.g terra view of .succcssfu! probation. In tlie short terra, the 

officer must consider how successful a juvenile is likely to be on probation. For those 

delinquents perceived by the PO to 'be poor candidates for successful completion of 

probation, an officer might devise a probation plan that will trip th,ein up faster and thus 

move out of the probation and into, perhaps^ incarceration—^success here is deined as 

moving the juvenile off the PO's caseload with as little hassle as is possible. A few 

probation officers focus their a:tteEtio,n on keeping the juvenile out of trouble in the short-

temi while on probations with little thought to the delinqitent's .loag4enn prospects. 

Others design plans with a long-teroi view of success in mind, where long term, siiiccess 

means the deliiiqwent will not engage in futiwe criminal acts even as an adult. In. my field 



notes I fbiHid evidence that ceitak "types" of delinquents had better prospects than 

others. It is to Aose 'types," or juvenile frames, that I now turn-

Types of Juvenile Frames 

Formal probation guidelines generally operate as if there was only one 

perspective from which to view a case, as one officer put it, "a one size fits all 

ajTangement." However, it is clear that not all protmtion oficers view juvenile offenders 

in the same way. Two officers, iising different frames, can type a Juveniie diiBferently, but 

accurately from their own perspective. Probation officers routinely articulated two 

prim,ary juvenile frames during the period of my observations: a "bad kids" frame and a 

"good kids" frame (see Table 3.1). WitMii each of these primary frames, there are three 

variants. The bad kid variants are punk, hard core and predator. The good kid variants 

are angel,, player and victim (see Table 3.2). In the remainder of this chapter I will 

provide a description of these frames through the comments of the probation officers I 

spoke to while engaging in, their day-to-day activities. This descriptive overview is 

organized in. terms of the frequency each frame was mentioned in niy field notes. 

In the broadest terms. West County POs separate jiiveniles into good and bad 

categories. The categorization itself is relatively unkteresting until we recognize that the 

distinctions between good and bad provide individual probation officers with a heuristic 

for matiaging time and department resources, and. that these categories are shared among 

officers to such an extent that cases are made understandable by drawi.ng on a readily 

available f]ram.e rather than reconstracting and Jiisti.fyln.g categorization for each case. 

Furthermore, the categori.es become more interesting when we iinde.rstand that the use of 



the frames "good kid" or "bad kM" suggest lines of action that are constructed and shat'ed 

over time with other probation officers. 

Gmi KM Frames 

West County PO's ttiiiversally agreed thai good kids m&e the easiest cases to 

manage. To Alexander this seemed obvious since these cases require relatively less 

attention than most others—^and in. some instances none. Irish elaborated on this by 

saying that "Good kids do most of the work for you. What I mean is, by the time you get 

them in here they've already been scared sliaight." Other officers shared the same 

opinion; 

After a night in detention; they j ust want to sleep at home in tibeir own beds. 
They've got parents, friends, teachers all ready to come down on them. What do f 
even need to do? What could I do that's going to be worse in their minds? 
[Nicole, Standard PO] 

Probation officers told me that in the case of the good kids, the youth's experience wMi 

the jiiveiaiie justice system provides a dramatic incentive for cooperation with their PO's 

requests amd demands as well as adherence to the probation officer's plan of probation 

and the conditions of probation set down by the court. PO's also told me that the vast 

majority of good kids cooperate fully with tie terms of their probation. These attributes 

reduce the need to monitor good kids in the same way or to tlie same extent as is often 

necessary with other cases (i.e. bad kids). In other words, iie compliant nature of good 

kids eases the burdens of probation ofiBcers by ensuring the delinquents voluntary 

adherence to the roles of probatioHj which in turn reduces the physical and mental 

resources that must be allocated to the good kids' case, tiius allowing the PO to devote 

his or her attention to other more pressing matters. 
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The sele-ction of the good kid frame itself is the lirst step in aileviating tlie burden. 

The fi-ame identifies tiie most likely source or cause of the cMM's delinquency as lack of 

supervision. Lack of supervision can take many forms, but the most coiwmoiily cited are 

an liflstrijctured home environment and too mitcfi unstnictiffed time, Trisfi, for exampie, 

claimed iiat virtually all of her good kids' proMems could be characterized this way: 

"give a kid some free time out of yow sight, and you've got a kid looking for trouMe," 

This very simplistic attribution of the cause of the good kid's delinquency is often paired 

with officer's recognition tliat the juvenile's deHnciiienit offense was minor aad often a 

first offense, or at least 'the first serious enough to draw the court's attention. Robert cited 

alcohol offenses, shoplifting and petty vandalism as the most likely offenses to which 

Alexander and Trish added experimentation with marijuana, mnDtog away and domestic 

violence^'. Seriousness and frequency aloae, however, are not sufficient for 

comprehending the selection of a good kid frame.. Other factors, .such ..as subject . . 

demeanor and probation, officer role-identity are described in Chapters 4 and 5. 

The diagnostic e,lement of the good Md frame helps to establish the external 

causes of the juveaile's delinquency and the juvenile's propensity to cooperate with the 

terms of probation, both of which help to establish a plan of action that best suits the 

offender's ciirrent situation. The Mgher levels of cooperation shape what the PO\s expect 

from good Mds and shape both the short and long-term, goals laid out in the officer's 

probation, plan. Because good .kids are viewed as cooperative, .PO's l>elieve they are 

'' Da.mestic violerice might seem an odd chs^e to list amoag these; but as we shall see fiirtlwr on, domestic 
vioience as viewed throisgh the lens of jiivsalte probation can msm somefeiag very difiereot than It does'm 
the adult legal system. 
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more likely to adhere to the conditions of probation not only out of fear but also because 

they seek to make a positive change in themselves. With this attribution iti place, 

probation officer's by in large expect good kids to be successful both in the short-tenn 

and the loog-term. In other words, good kids are the epitome of the salvageable youth. 

Ill the sIio:rt-temi they can be expected to be smccessfully teraninated from probation and 

in the long-temt they will probably not have fiiture mn-iiis with the law. 

While this description represents many of the conversations I had with probation 

officers about their dichotomization of cases, in reviewing my field notes I discovered 

probation ofticers using phrases and attributes to describe cases that they did not 

characterize as bad kids but, nevertheless, did not appear to all be of the same type. 

Further conversations with POs about their good kids revealed that officers recognized a 

sort of internal variation within the good kid category. Peter explained away my 

conftision with the categories in this way, "That's more of a catchall distinction. There 

are some major differences between the kids that I don't worry about." In time I was able 

to distingttisli three variants of the good kid frame that are in common usage among West 

Country POs. there are the Angel, Player and Victim variants. 

ANGELS; Delinquency for an angel is also attributable to external sources, but 

this time the emphasis is on youthful indi scretions combined with lack of parental 

monitoring, llie faalts Peter said, was not so much with the parents as it was with the 

amount of time modem parents had available to monitor, reward and sanction their 

children's behavior. 

Kids are going to get into troubie—we all did. ITie difficulty here is that this 
glris' drinking wound up in court. It's not really her Imilt. I mean she didn't do 
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anytliing ttet you and I dida't do when we were her age. But she got caught If 
her parents were taking a bigger piort in, her life—f'm not saying they are bad 
parents or that they coiiki watch her all tlie time—but if they did they migtit have 
stopped it or got to her first. Kids are goiag to be kids. TTiere's not mwch we can 
do about that, but the iaw says miners aren't supposed to be drinking so we have 
to deal with them on that basis. (Peter, Standard PO) 

Many PO's tai.e a "kids will be kids but we have to deal with them'* attitude toward 

angels. Wliile this might be said of all good kid frames in general, angels arc also seen, as 

being easy to lead astray and thus very mceptiMe to negative peer influence. Trish 

described one of her cases this way: 

She's one of my angels. Always does what she is supposed to—you ktiow what I 
mean. Her big problem is her older sister. She gets into a lot of trouble at school, 
after school But Diedra isn't really a delinquent. She's just there when it's 
happening. 

llieir crimes are not bad crimes!, mostly just the result of thoughtless behavior and a lack 

of Ainking things through. Officers also describe angels as especially reniorseftii for 

their actions, saying that some juveniles are only sorry tliey were caught, but angels truly 

regret their actions and the hann or embarrassment that results from them. 

Of the three variants of the good kid frajrse, angels are tiie most likely to be 

corapliant with PO instructions and do what they are told to do. In addition, the parents 

of angels are typically very helpfcl in monitoring the future ^havior of their children and 

making these cases less difficult to manage. Following an initial period of involvement 

by the PO, much of the work toward r«habiiitation and deterrence from escalating 

delinqiiency is taken care of by the parents and the Juvenile Mm or herseif. All of this 

being the case, rehabilitation, is the goal for angels, mostly to save them from themselves. 

Since they are very unlikely to engage in farther acts of delinquency while on probation, 
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there is IMe 'tieed for control on the part of the PC). Ttierefore, much of the POs case 

management entails checking in to make sure the juvenile is stiJl on tfie right track. 

PLAYERS: Players are a second variait of the good kid frame I found in use at 

WCJC. Player is not a term, in wide usage among probation officers, ratb,er it is a term 

derived froira my field notes as when an officers would comment, "he reaily played me" 

or "he was trying to play a con game." In both statements is recognitioB, that some 

juveniles are especially adept at manipulating the system and system actors in order to 

make things easier on, ttKinselves. POs attribute priniarily transient external causes of 

delinquency to players as described above; however, these are mixed with internal, but 

also transient, Biotivations associated wth yoiitlL Anthony, the juvenile described in 

chapter one's opening vignette, is a player. In tliat vignette, the PO suggests Anthony's 

difficulties are a result of the dysfunctional relationship he has with his mother. In a 

subsequent conversation regarding Ms case, she added his age as a motivating factor. Her 

description of youthful deviance included a more specifically cognitive dimension than 

does the "kid will be kids" characterization of angels. For this PO, some youthful 

offenders are criminally minded, meaning they possess established criminal cognitive 

patterns that are unlikely to change, while others are still in the process of cogoitive 

rnaturation that occurs throughout adolescence. Anthony's delinquency represents some 

middle ground. While not criminally minded, Ms behavior is linked to cognitive patterns 

that go beyond the 'normal, idiocy of youth," to coping strategies for Ms stressful life 

circumstaaces. For children, like Anthony then, deviance is a phase that will pass with 

time. The object of probation is to ease this passage, Fortimately for Anthony and the 
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other players, their offenses are relatively ininor. The vast majority of players enters the 

system, as a result of alcohol, nmrijuana, aad associated status ofl'enses. 

Players are verj' effective at impression management and are typically vety 

sociable. In playing con games, they attempt to manipulate the PO's evaluation of them 

so as to liiflMence their trajectory in the system, A positive demeanor, quick wit and 

faster smile combine to make a probationer especially appealing to officers accustomed 

to repeated interactions with very dour cases. 

POs don't take players ve.ry seriously and their con games are typically thought of 

as surface acting. Marc described one of Ms kid's good natured attempts at manipElation, 

"Sometimes Jose will cry and carry on, and when, he realizes it's not going to work the 

biggest dam.n smile you've ever seen will break." Both Marc and Kim believed that 

players m.anipulation was understan.dable. As Kim describes it, "The kids come from 

extremely dysfunctional families, with parents that are downright unreasonable. If 

they're manipulative it's because they've been working adults .for years. .But they're not 

bad kids. They just want to make things as easy on themselves as possible." 

Despite knowing that players are primarily joking around and being very 

transparent in their attempts at manipulation, POs perceive players to be somewhat 

antagonistic and uncooperative. While players are perceived as salvageable and likely to 

be successful in comp.letiHg probatio,n, they require more attention than do angels. The 

plan of probation centers on deterrence which is described by officers as a combination of 

control and .rehabilitation. 
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¥ICTIMS: AccoKiing to Brian, a probatioa officer who Im! just moYed to 

detention for a change of pace 'before quitting to become a teacher, a few juveniles find 

thek way into the system througli, no fault of their owii. Several, officers told me that I 

should be sure to inteiview bclbre fee left since he bad very strong opiiiio,ns about 

the court and .its o|>e,ratioii. During our first mterview a ttiirteen year old femaie was 

brought into detention by a male police officer o,n a domestic violence charge. ,After 

taking some prelimiBary iirformatioa from the police o,fficer, Brian called the girl's 

mother to ask when she would be coming dow to pick her daughter up. The moth.ef 

refesed, saying that the father might be milling but that she had all she could take of her 

two daughters fighting for one day. Apparently the mother, unable to stop the two girls 

fighting, had called, the police for help. For the police officer this was a do,fnestic 

violence call md departmental policy required Mm to arest one of the combatants. Bri,an 

then called the father at work who asked Brian if the daughter could be held in detention, 

to teach her a lessoB. Because the paurents were unwilling to take custody, Brian began, 

filling out a detention form, with the hdp of the yoiing teen who 'began to cry when she 

realized she would be spending the niglit In detcBtion. Bri,aji fomed as we walked back to 

tb,e ifita,ke co.iitrol room, "ITie parents should be spsEdiog the iiiglit here." Wtieii I asked 

why he felt that way, he responded, "Don't you see? She's spendiog the night here 

because her mother refused to pawnt." This case exemplifies the victi,ni. vaiiaet of the 

good Md fram,e. but was far from the most egregious exampie. 

Victims enter the juvenile Justice system through no fault of their own. In. the 

particular instance mentioned above, Brian was upset by what .he perceived as a parent's 



abdication of responsibility that resulted in, the arrest of an innoceEt. Ultimately, as he 

predicted, this girl would go on. to probation, ;for engaging In what he cdled sibling 

,rivalry . "She didn't use a bat. No one was seriously tianned. Her mother, or father tor 

that matter, skmM have stepped in to separate ttiena. Instead she called, the police, and 

those giiys just see domestic violence, must Jirrest. That's o,n,e place where the law just 

doesn't make sense." There is no doubt that many of the kids seen by javeiiile probation 

officers ai'e victims of abuse, ncgiect, and so forth. But, the victim tram,© described here 

is based on the juvenile's involvement in the cowt as an offeader rather that victim of a 

crime. Here, juveniles are victims of the system. The most common cause of the 

victim's involvement in Juvenile court is bad policy. For example, POs relayed many 

tales of juveniles unjustly detained and placed on probation as a result of mandatory 

domestic violence arrest policies. Another PO, Steve, desc,ri,bed a case in which a 

juvenile had been detained after ilagging down a police car and telling the officers his 

mother threatened to kill him. According to Steve, the boy had multiple siblings, all of 

whom the police officer would need to find placement for if the mother was arrested. 

Instead of citing her mother for domestic violence (the child had large, raised welts 

across his back from a telephone cord), the officer cited the child for pushing his mother 

in an attempt to escape the house. Steve believed that knowing that arrest was 

mandatory, the officers chose to arrest the easiest rath,e.r than, the most respoiisible person. 

Steve told me v,l,ctiitts, because of a mistake of the systeai or bad policy, are 

brought into the WCJC and are fort,lier victimized by judges and attorneys who believe 

tliey are working in the best interests of the child. POs clai,m to recogn,lze t!u,s type of 
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juvenile cpickly and say their goal is to interfere as little as possible in order to avoid 

furtfaer stigmatization of the yoiitii. "You don't want ttefn to get iitirt more by the system 

than they already have been." Victims are very luilikely to enter back into the system and 

as such, it is determined that with as little interference as possible on the PO's part, the 

juvenile should be J ust fine. 

Probation officers cite other examples of victimization by the system. Ray, for 

instance, believed that one of his cases had been victimized on the basis of ethnicity; 

Tie one were going to see over a New West High School is a 
good kid. Comes from a good family. They live in a bad neighborhood, 
but Ms family is really close so they keep ai eye on ail their kids. He 
should have gotten divwrsloii...wottld have if he'd lived on the other side 
of town,. [Ray, souih side] 

And Kim told me about a case she worked in, which a juveni le female wras placed on 

probation for a sex offense (lewd and tecivioiis conduct in public), even thou,^. her male 

counterpart was not even, cited by the arresting police officers. 

Bad KM Frames 

While having cases which Ml into the good .kid frame are preferred, the .most commoa 

frame I observed in use among West County probation officers was the "bad kid" frame. 

I did Ms CE interview. Yob could tell then that he wouidE't be successful on 
anythln,g less than JIPs. I recoinmended to [Judge] Fartey that he be seat to fa 
secuK juvenile fadlityj. .Farley said, "No. .Fm, going to give you a chance," Now 
here he is basically on, Ms way to DOC [jiivenile departin,ent of coi*rectioo,s]. He 
doesn't have any resfsect for anyon.e or anything, not even Ms parents. He comes 
from strong family with strong morals, lliey've got several other kids, ao 
problems. ,And this one can't even have a co,nceptioii of the difference between 
right and, wroBg. He jiist does whatever he wants regardless of how Ms a,ctions 
affect others. He wasn't going to leara aaytMng. [Dean., south-side] 
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Bad kids, in contrast to good kids, appear alMost predisposed to engage In delioquency. 

Bad kids are "bacf Itecause of what one probation officer called, "a defect in character or 

morality". At times this defect takes on the tone of a biological argument, as when a 

probation officer suggested that the children of a particular family were genetically 

predisposed to delinquency. At other times the detect is located in cognitive aod 

Ijehavioral patterns that were inculcated within the child at an early age, as when a 

probation officer claims that a child learned Ms delinquent -ways from, a pareat or older 

sibling. At mittimum, their delinquency is attributed to a characteristic that is resistant to 

change due to its long-standing operation on the delinquent. Psychological problems and 

improper socialization are the most common predispositions mentioaed by PO's in, 

reference to bad kids; however, a smail group of POs hold out more hope for the 

"salvageability" of bad kids due to their youth. While a small percentage of bad kids 

may be likely to escape deiin,queEcy, most bad kids will not. In fact, many officers claim 

that unless bad kids are extremely well supervised their participation, in delinquency is 

likely to continue and possibly even escalate both in frequency and seriousness. 

According to so]on,e, a reason, for this escalation is that bad kids are perceived as 

micooperative by the POs. POs do not expect, nor do they receive, high levels of 

compliance from bad kids without a trem,endoi!S amount of contro,!, exerted over the 

juvenile by the PO. J.G, pointed out that by more closely monitoring a juvenile a PO was 

likely to discover more acts of delinquency—delinquency that might remain hidden if the 

good kid frame had been applied. 



Ill® perception that bad kids' deliaquency is primarily caused by persistent 

factors and tfiey are unlikely to willingly comply with their coKditbns without a great 

deal of intervention, leads POs to conclude that mmy bad kids are not salvageable. In 

addition, to extending bad kids little hope fo,r probationary'' salvation, many POs also 

attribute a career criminal appellation to their bad kids, which marks them ,for fertlier 

difficulty with otlier probation officers they might encounter—a description of this 

process is included in the next chapter. Thus, according to the bad kid frame, bad kids 

are sometimes able to successfully navigate their way thxiiigh one period of probation 

but are highly likely to enter the justice process again and for increasin.gly severe crimes. 

Motivated from this perspective, POs organize most probation plans for bad kids around 

varioas levels of deterrence or control rather than, rehabilitation. 

As with the good ,kid frame, I quickly realized that not all bad kids fit into die one 

broad category of "bad" and that there was variation in the diagnostic, p,rognostic and to 

some extent the motivational elements of this jframe. The variations of the bad kid frame 

are: punk, hard-core and predator. 

PPNKS; Punks are similar to the good kid feme of 'player/ but with some 

importan,t differences. .Punks, as with players, are known to play con games with their 

POs; however, probation officers seldom consider the punk's con good natiired banter. 

As Kim put it, "the difference with pank,s is they're not jokin.g." Paul, a JIFs officer who 

previously had Anthony while working south-side probation,, said: 

There are some pretty big differences with, the jo,veniies Fm working now versus 
the ones I had then. One of item is tliat these kids kn,ow more about how the 
system, works. AD.d they know more at»iit how probation officers work. They've 
seen it a,{l before. But they aJ.so kii,ow .more about individual officers. Piinks .like 



tMs one [points to a computer temiitial dis|5tayjng case infomation] will want to 
know all Mncis of inftOTiati,oii about you on a personal level. Tm from the same 
iieigliborh0o4 so lie knows who I am. I had one punk teli me he kiiew wbere I 
lived,... Yeali, I took it as a threat. 

Beyond attempts at intimidation, Paul suggests that punk con games are a form of 

resistance to the justice system where "they're really trying to get away with sometHng." 

This stands in opposition to players that Paul believes are trying to ease tlie pain of 

probation without escaping it altogether. With more restrictive condifioRS and more 

severe fonns of pimishmeiit awaiting them for violations, punks have greater inceative 

for taking their cons seriously, 'Fhey know the consequcEces for tailing at their attempts 

to manipulate the system have more severe consequences for their futures. When I asked 

John, a south-side officer, if he was familiar with the term p'unk in its WCJC context he 

responded: 

Sure, tliat's a common one., .it means you're talkiEg about a real deiinqiient, oae 
who's got a bad attitude and is going to do pretty much anything to get out from 
under your thumb—if you're a tough PO.. ,it also means he's only a few steps 
away from DOC. 

With the threat of greater sanctions held over them, intensive probation, 

commitment to a secure facility or the juvenile departinent of corrections, punks go to 

greater iengfli to hide information tliat will get them in trouble and are much more likeiy 

to lie outright to POs, thus inMbiting trust between POs and the juvenile. Marc claims 

that many of the jiiveniles he's carryiag have enough, experience with the system that 

they will try to woA both it and the probation officer. Many of Ihein have multipie 

referrals, mostly status oflmses, that have kept them in and out of the court for years, or 

tliey have family members—btt)lhers usually—that have the experience to help them 
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work the system. "I've had jiiveiitles before tliat liave walked straight up to nie; just like 

they've known me for yeans, because they lifid a brother oi* something I 

supervised...they'll try to use that persotiM cotinectxon to get by you,." 

Probation officers attribute the punks' delinquency to both interaal and external 

causes. Jotiii, for example, believes it is the juvenile's personality that drives thcra to 

engage in delintpcnt acts, as well, as making them more likely to re-offend. While most 

officers who use the punk franii. direct at least partial attention, to the personality or 

psychological aspects of crime, others include the family as a major source of attitudes 

that promote delinquency: 

For the most part wc re only going to be as good as the place we came from. If 
you're living in a fanniilyj, brought up by people without values, where are you 
going to get them from? That a diffii.ulty of many of the juveniles we see. They 
come 'from homes where they have parents, brothers, siblings doing crime, selliag 
drugs, gang-banging. And then when they get caught, they come down here or 
the adult court, and the kid gets to see all of this first-hand. They don't have 
anyone to be a role model for a positive force. Instead all of their role models, .ate 
eoforcing the idea that crime is OK. [Ro'bert, south-side] 

Whether the ultimate motivation is psychologically or socially derived, probation otiicers 

like John and Robert recognize that at times the causes of delinquency are en.trenched too 

deep to resolve them in the six to twelve months the juvemle is likely to be on probation. 

In addition, their probation efforts are .further tempered by the belief that whatever effort 

they might expend to reach the child is likely to be thwarted by the juvenile's attempts at 

deceit and manipulation, 

Willie often aiitagonlstic and uncooperative with PO's, punks are unlikely to skip 

out on probation all together. They are, however, very likely to make things more 

diflicult than they need to be. Ponks are typically easy to fi.iid ,in order to check up on 



and wiil come in for a drop if asked to, but they aic also very likely to test positive Iw 

drug use which coastitutes a violation of their conditions of probation. 

The plan of action typically taken, toward panks is deteireiice, witti refiabilitatioE 

'taking a distant second. Deterrence focuses on preveatiiig tlie punks from escalating to 

more severe types of crime by using a coniijination, of methods of control and efforts 

aimed at attempting to "scare them straight." 

Robert: What am 1 going to do with you? I've tried everything but asking the 
judge to upgrade yon... 

Louis: No, don't do that. 
Robert: ...toJIPs. What do I have left? And you, know who'll you get don't 

you? 
Louis: Paul? 
Robert: Y'eah, you got that right. And he's going to take it easy on you, right? 

Paul is widely regarded by south-side Juveniles as being the most unreasonable probation 

officer. Robert often trades on that reputation to gain leverage over his more recalcitrant 

cases, and in this particular case, Robert was attempting to leverage Louis back into 

compliance with the conditions of standard probation with the threat of the more 

imposing conditions under the guidance of Paul. The overall goal is to protect the 

juvenile and the community at large (consistent with the overall mission of WCJC). If 

deterrence is successful, punks are likely to age out of delinquency and thus be saved 

from advancing into the more serious variants of the bad kid frame. 

HAED-CO,RE: Hard-core juveniles are committed to a deliiiqiient way of life. 

They are very likely to belong to juvenile gangs and thus have been socialized into a life 

of crime. But soclaligation, or external factors arc not tie primaij causes of delincpeiicy 

for hard-core kids. PO's chamcteri.ze hard-core kids as being "bom criminal,'' with 
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pajticularly }3ad peer tafluences a,cceritiiating the proMetns. The specific behavior is 

often associated with their criminal background Ib. gangs but they are predisposed to a life 

of crime based upon petsonality or biological characteristics. 

Kira: I don't know why, maybe it's social But you know some dogs are just 
bad? Nothmg you did, they just are? This kid is like that. Well, yoiill see what 1 
ffiean. He's Just evil [laughs]. [.Kira, north-sidel 

PO's spend a great deal of time chasing after hard-c-ore kids. They are uncooperative and 

the ultimate antagonist of the POs. Hard-core kids are likely to skip out on probation and 

are very difiicuit :for PO's to find during randoin check-ups. Thus, PO's frec}ttently have 

bench warrants issued to bring hard-core kids in. Simply asking a hard-core kid to come 

in for a drop will not suffice. If they do come in, they wit! test negative for drug use 

'because they will wait to come in until they know they will test negative, or they will 

have taken some remedy intended to dilute the urine. Water, for example, was a common 

remedy used by punks, and others, to defeat the drag sticks common used by POs for 

testing urine. Several officers told me that they had seen punks and hard-core kids in the 

parking lot consuming "gallons" of water prior to dropping, only to deny that they had do 

anything to attempt to fool the test. Hard-core juveniles are openly defiant in word and 

deed. 

PO's see little chance for rehabilitation in the case of hard-core kids. Thus, the 

prognostic element of Hie hard-core frame is focused on controlling the juvenile in order 

to protect the cominiinity. This plan is motivated by the fact that PO's perceive hard-core 

kMs as iMisalvageable and very uniikely to be siiccessfi.il on probation no matter how hard 

they try. Katherine states, "No, no, tliis kid's hard core...I mean, he's so wrapj^d up in 
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that kind of lifestyle [gangs and drugs] that we're never going to get liini out. Maybe 

what he needs is a shock, like DOC, but he's not ever gonna get it here," Hard-core kids 

are most likely to be sent on to the juvenile department of corrections prior to the 

completion of probation. 

PREDATOR: ftedator s are the "scariest" variant of the bad-kid frame due to 

their perceived, cimning and cruelty. Ilie cause of predatory delinquent comtuct is 

attributed almost entirely to biological and innate personaiity characteristics of the 

juvenile. In most cases, officers characterize predators as having severe psychological 

deficiencies, such as the lack of empathy often, associated with a sociopath. SexuaJ 

predators, .in particular, are also likely to have been sexualized'® as cMldren and as such 

failed to develop an age appropriate sexual identity. Although many c hiklfen are 

sexually abused, this experience has such severe effects on the predators'#at the efiects 

can not be removed or reversed. Essentially, the experience has left a biological mark. 

Interestingly, many of the probation officers I spoke to claimed that predators are 

fairly compliant with the conditions of probation, and to an extent are relatively easy to 

work with. However, the difficulty officer's face in supervising these cases is that while 

predators are not usually antagonistic to the rules, conditions of probation, they are a 

danger to people. Or as one PO put it, "Even when they give you maximum cooperation, 

they are still a danger. And you never know which moment they are going to break 

loose." Several members of the SNIJ, the unit primarily responsible for supervising 

Nicok, a Special Needs Unit probatioft officer, often talked about the sexualizatiori of predators and 
other children adjiKiicated for sex offenses. Sexisalization Hian.ifests itself as mappropriate sexual behavior 
or speech. 
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predator cases, also made reference to the unpredictable yet tedinically compliant 

behavior of predators, and suggested that teEg unable to predict ib& predator's behavior 

made the tMk of designiBg a probation plan that addressed the needs of the deliftqueiit at 

the same time is protected the coimmunity. 

The solution for iiiaiiy probation ollcere is to deeniphasize 'treatmefit or 

refeaMlitation, goals in favor of eoatrol Nicole told me that because most predators are 

extremely compliaiit in word, but not necessarily in deed, they retjaire a greater degree of 

coiitrol and monitoring than other cases. For example. Nicole coatroiled predators to the 

extent of planning their bus route to and from work in an attempt limit their access to at-

risk populations, such as younger school children. With the route plan incorporated into 

the offeftder's conditio®, Nicole or a surveillance officer could shadow the predator's 

movements and take the predator into custody for taking alternate routes. 

Thus, the overall plan of action with regard to predators is control in the name of 

protecting community. However, a secondary rational for control emerged during my 

conversations with probation officers that involved protecting the officer from legal 

action should a predator act. While the officer's statements to the court regarding 

custodial arrangements, electronic monitoring, or inflexible travel routes are usually 

couched in terms of the potential harm the predator might do, many officer's reported 

that conditions of probation, like these also served to protect them from potential personal 

liability. Or as Miles pot it, "Predators bring out in PO's a sense that they need to also 

protect themselves by itiakiag sure everj'tlikig that can be done, is done—in addition to 
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the cominuiiity." Thus of all the JuveBile types, predators pose ttie most risk to the 

comtn'iiiiity and to the PO's job. 

Most of the officers I talked with emphasized the rare appearance of true 

predators anoiig their probationers. TMs was especially tine among members of the 

SNU, the iinit that was primarily responsible for haadling the ii ut- predator" cases. 

Aaron, a fiver year veteran of SNU, explained the difference 'this way; 

These aren't tallies Fm talking about. Sometimes you'll hear a PO say, 'I've got 
this kid who's a real predator,' when what they really mean is that they've got a 
kid whose looking for other kids to bully in school What Vm talking about is a 
juveniie that truly hunts Ms victims'^. He identifies a victim and ultimately he 
moves in. 
With a few exceptions, probation officers offer little hope for the true predator's 

rehabiiitation, so that most are classified as umaivageable. However, this is a long-term, 

prognosis and comes much to the dismay of many officers since most predators can 

modify their behavior sufficiently to complete the probation, program before re~olfending. 

Many see the only available option as long term commitment to a secure facility in which 

they can be monitored at all time. A few probation officers hold out hope against hope 

that something can still be done. Terry, for example, sought to have the juvenile from the 

opening vignette traBsferred to a facility out-of-state that specialized in treating juveniles 

with sexually compulsive behaviors. Ultimately this did not occur, a result that she 

blamed or d.epartmetttal aiid parental budget constraints. 

" H'ffliting or stalking an. intended target, tj-pically a yoariger and weaker yoatlt, was the most comiaoBly 
cited cttteria for ideirtllyiiig a predator: "Yois know, they ceb be that way. SQmetimes, most 'litrtes, they'll 
actaally bufit—looking for their next target. I've got this ofse kkJ f m working how stalked a sever year old 
for almost a moatli before moving ie." IKyle, SNUJ 
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Conclusion 

A delMng cliaracteiistic 'that differentiates the two broad groups of frames, good 

kid and bad kid, is that of time; time spent coEtacting their families, time spent traveling 

to their homes, time spent checkkg on tbem at work, and time spent in court Bad kids, 

for example, require a great deal of time and management; good kids, on the other hand, 

require wety little. Alexander provided the following rationale for dividing Ms caseload 

in this fashion: 

This issue here is really time nmoagenttent, I have ak)iit forty cases right now. 
Between what I n,eed to do, what I should do and what I can do there jiist isn't 
enough time in the week to make all the meetings, hearings, inlert'lews aoad so on. 
You've seen what it's like arownd lieie on. Things get busy and you get behind. 
One of the best ways to manage your cases, then, is to do a sort of informal risk 
assessment on them,. What's the worst thing this kid could do? How likely is it 
timt she'll do it? Wili she hami or herself or someone in the community? I can 
tell yoii now that one-third of my cases are going to adhere to their coriditions 
pretty closely , if not to the letter, without my coaching. Those arc the cases that 
don't need my Ml attention. 

By assessing the risk associated with each case, Alexander told me he was able focus Ms 

attention on those probationers most likely to commit a violation of their probation or a 

new offense; 

Those are the kids that need, that I can help. If I don't stay on top of those cases, 
something bad is going to happen. They're going to come back, the might even 
hurt someone. The others have pretty much been scared straight already.. .they've 
seen the light. Those are my good cases. They know Fm going to be checking in. 
They understand what's going to happen if they get cauglit. As long as they know 
I'm looking in on them occasionally they're going to stay with the program. 

In this chapter I have argued that juvenile frames influence the way probation 

officers approach their work. I have also hinted that the inlbimal. stroctoi'e of the 

probation department facilitates the work of the probation officers by giving tliein greater 



latitude to fbcys aiid apply tlieir energies in ways that, would not be encouraged by the 

fonmal structure; and 1 focused on juvenile frames which 1 believe are chief aniong the 

tools probation officers uses to handle their caseloads. 

Cicourel (196§) suggested that the "delinquent" is a product that emerges over 

time, is transformed in conversatioB, and recreated in cowrt,reports as different agents of 

the juvenile system ena)uiiter, process md fit Mm into a world that makes sense. In the 

next chapter I will discuss the process of how the frames elaborated above are part of the 

negotiated order of Juvenile probation. 
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TABLE 3.1 

JUVENILE FBAMES USED BY WEST COUNTY PMOIATION OFFICEES 

ELEMENT FRAME 
GOOD KIDS IAD KIDS 

Diagnostic Cause or Primarily external forces or Pranarily internal 
motivation 

Juvenile 

Cooperation 

Prognostic 
Motivational 

causes for delinquency, 
such as poor home 
environment and negative 
;peer influences 
Juvenile as Protagonist 

Rehabilitation of juvenile 
Greater likelihood of 
successful compIetioB of 
probation wthout a great 
deal of interaction with 
probatioo officer or system 

motivations or causes for 
delinquency, Imckding 
psychological problems and 
improper socialization 
Juvenile as ABtagonist 

Control of or over juvenile 
Less likely to successfully 
complete probation, without 
a great deal of control and 
involvement by probation 
officer 
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TABLE 3.2 

ELEMENTS OF THE VAWOIIS ,IIJ¥ENILE FRAMES 

FRAME ELEMENT 
DiagiMJstic Frogfflostic Motwstlonai 

Canje of the Javeaile Overall pisa of RatioB«!e for action 
problem CooperatioD Action 

Good Kids 
Angel Extemai Protagonist Relnabilitatioa/ Likely to be successful 

deterrence and are satvageabie 
Player Primarily extomi, MiMiy Deterrenee Likely to be sticcessfiii 

some intefiia!— airtagonfstic and are salvageable 
largely attributed to 
age (yottth) 

Victim Extemai Protagoirist As little interference Likely to be successful 
as possible and are sglvageaMe 

Bad Kids 
Punk Primarily External, Antagonist Deterrence Successful corapletioR 

somewhat inleraa! (rehabilitatioii); of probation is likely; 
.tiSgber lev^l of salvageable 
control tha« aay of 
the gs»<l kids? 

Hari-Core iPrimarily latema!, Aatagonist Control Unlikely to successfully 
somewhat Ext'erual complete probation— 

likely to bs sent on to 
the juvenile department 
of cotxections-—thus 
not salvageable 

Predator Internal Aii,tagonist Control Likely to successful 
complete saiy one 
paiticalar sentence of 
protetion, but long-
teitn pro^osis is bad; 
not salvageable 
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c:HArnE4 
THE riIFFl,EENCE BETWEEM THEORY AND mACTICE: NEGOTIATING 

PECfflATIONWCJRK 

It's about 3:30 on a Friday afternoon. Fm riding in the passenger side seat of an older 

model car, a "beater" says o»e PO. We're on our way to pick up a thirteeti-year old 

named Enrique from his sowth-side school. I'm with two POs, Marc and Jtilie. Marc, am 

old hand at the juvenile court with a law eaforcement mentality, is Julie's supervisor. 

jEiie is a yowng female PO still on probationary status herself, although her probation is 

adiTiiiiistrative rather than Jegal. 

Driving over to the south-side school. Marc and I talk about the probation 

department and how things have changed since he has been a probation, officer. The 

topic that seems to excite him the most concerns his observations about the. changes that 

have occurred in the administration of the court, in, particular the probation depaitmeiit, 

and his anticipatioa that the court mi,ght change again in the near future. 

You know, this place is like on a pendulum or something. You know, they sort of 
swing this way and then back. Right now we're at one of the extremes. Everyone 
is talking about how we need to serve our clients better, how we can, do tliis or 
that. Rehabilitation, restorativejustice, and all that other stuff. But wait. Who 
are our clients? Not the people that pay our salaries-—^the comnaunity. Our 
clients are the kids that are causing all the h'ouble In, th,e first place, and here I am 
thinking were supposed to 'be protecting die commuiiity. That's shit. I mean, 
.hey, there's a place for rehabilitation and all, but our first priority has to be to 
protect the community. To keep this Md, punks, clients, whatever you want to 
call them, off the streets so they can't hurt no one else. A,Ed now [name of 
administrator] says tliey are our cye,ttts. 

Marc continues speaking for several mimites, almost without pause, I ask how be deals 

with the frustration, this is ca,usiiig him. 

It's really that obvious, isn't .it? Eve.ryone knows. If you're looking for someone 
imhappy with how things are going right now, everyone knows where to look. 
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But, hey, I' ve got almost, a lot of years in this place. They're going to have to run 
me out But to answer you, I jiist do my thing and wait. 1 till out all their stupid, 
fbmis, just like they want me to, and! wait for the peiiduJimi to swing back my 
way. It will sooner or later, we've all seen this before. The same old tired crap 
comes back eveiy so often. You just wait for it to pass and things get better. 

All the while, Julie sits quietly in the back seat apparently considering what M'arc is 

saying. As he turns the car onto the street leading up to the school, Mai'c asks Julie if she 

is ready, if she has her "game face on,." JWie replies that she is as ready as she is ever 

going to be. Max- laugh,s and says: 

Just re.meiiibe,r what we've talked about. You've got a job to do and you need to 
let Enrique know who's ni,rimiig the show. [To im,e he said] ,EjMique just came to 
her from ai.iotih,er PO, so she hasn't met with him yet. 

As an initiate Julie has a lot to learn about being a probatio.ti officer. WMle all probation 

officers are required to attend a state-wide ac.adeniy, their real train,ing l>egijis on the job. 

And se,nior POs, like Marc, emphasize that "fact" ti.ttie and again by pointing out the 

differences between theory and practice. The di,ffe,reiices between theory and practice are 

a common and reverberating the,me among probation officers. Whether it is a theory of 

delinquency they leamed in school or a new assessment instrument provided by the 

admioistration, "theo:ry" is typically dismissed as irrelevant by experienced POs. In my 

time mith the WCJC probation officers I found that "theoiy" was almost universally 

described as out of step with the real world they eacoiiiitered in their day to day work^®. 

In the preceding chapter I presented the juvenile frames probation o.fl3cers use as 

they work their cases. In this chapter I will, begin to illutniaate the social contexts ti'om 

^ As a researcher fironu the iiniverstty with academic interests in, probatbn, I was often the sw'tject of good 
natared ridiculing by probation officers. The statement is fairly typical of those commeats made by 
{jrobation officers to express their arouvseraent at my "lliawtical" interests; "Hey stranger! Where you 
beein? Did yoa come down here to see the real world? {... | Oh, I see. I tiliougjit yoa'd just retreated to tfie, 
what's it called, t!ie ivory tower. Richard and 1 were just telking about yoa the other day. We thought 
maybe you'd had enougti." 
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which flamfis emerge by describing the context in which probation, officers are located as 

they attempt to accomplish the formal goals of probation work in a large j uvenile court. 

Drawing oa Strauss's negotiated order perspective, I argue that probation officers 

employed, by WCJC occupy organizational roles that are governed by both foniial an,d 

informal rules and expectations. Both are situated in a setting where occiipation.a.l goals 

aire rooted and sustained by the overall logic of probation, but Aey also emerge from 

interaction that occurs among probation officers and their immediate supervisors. 

Theoretical Background 

Previous exaini»atiotts of'the organizational context of probation officer decisioii-maki.ng 

are typically guided by rational theories and positivist methodologies (Drass aod Speacer 

1987). Th,ese in,vestigations proceed on the assumption. th.iit conceptions of the 

organization's purpose are uncritically accepted and reproduced by organizational actors. 

Further, researchers using this approach frequently mate reference to the legal and 

philosophical changes occurring in legislatures and court systems throughout the country, 

but treat the interior of any one particular system as if philosophical changes at one level 

are automatically applicable to another and that once established new organizational 

structures are static and subject to inertia. My observations suggest, however, that 

organization,a! order at WCJC was much more problematic. While goal, acceptance .might 

appear auto.matic on the organizatioral surface, there is in fact a great deal that occurs 

'between actoire on a daily basis that indicates this is not dm'ays the case. Rather than 

un,critical acceptonce, the puifiose and practice of juvenile probation was constantly 

negotiated, by its :nieni.bers. The focus of this chapter, then, is on highlighting the 



institutional axitext in which tlie probation officers' sense of tteliiiqumcy and puipose 

lor action emerges. 

Therefore, rather than following the traiitional rational-buireaiicratic models of 

probation organization,! draw on the "negotiated orfer" perapective associated with. 

Strauss and Ms colleagues (1963; 1964) in, order to assess the organization of the WCJC 

probation departurieiiit The negotiated order perspective addresses tlie question of how 

social order is liiaifitained in the face of change and ambiguity. Critical of the emphasis 

placed on formal stractures and reguJatioris which chiracterized rational bureaucratic 

models of orgaBizations, Strauss et al, (1963) proposed an aitemative approach in which 

the social order was conceptualized as a constracted prtxsess. Strauss (1973) used tfie 

concepts "negotiatioa context" and "structurai context" in order to MgMight the factors 

that shape scxsia! action witMii organizational contexte. The negotiated order perspective 

indicates that shared perspectives, bodies of knowledge, and repertories of action are 

developed through interaction within the organization and can be transferred to other 

members over time through communication (Strauss 1973). Furthermore, the perspective 

suggests that organizational actors fona the basis for social order (i.e. notms, routines, 

definitioms of the sitnation) when they are confronted by proMematic situations that 

require them to "engage in interaction strategies such as negotiation, cooperation, 

noanipijlatioa, the formation of coalitions^ or coercion in order to forge solutions that 

further their itidividiial and ajllective interests" (Uimer and Kramer 1998: 251). All of 

these comprise the basis for the negotiated order, which refers to those arenas through 

which structural constraints, in the foTO of rules, policies, laws, normttive pnjscription,, 
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and ideology are defined, interiireted, and incoiporated into tiie daily activities of 

organizational members (MMiies and Charlton 1985:303). In other words, the process of 

negotiating the practice and purpose of organizatioaal activity is both constrained and 

enabled by the organizational stnictiire. This chapter emphasizes how the structure of the 

probation department shapes the contexts ia wMch juvenile probation otlcers, 

collectively and individually, detme situations and makes decisions that have 

coflsequences not only for iadividual cases, but also the production of juvenile justice 

more generally. 

It is difficult to imagine any form of social, order occwrriog without some type of 

negotiation (Strauss 1978: ix). Even within the WOC, where rules and procedures often 

have the appeaimce of fixedness or rigidity, probation officers negotiate their own, 

coEstmcti ons of the social order by replacing departmental regulations with "rales" that, 

while tacit, have a similar moral force as those made more explicit by the court 

administration. The concept of negotiated order highlights the process by which social 

participaats come to secure their own preferred ends within settings that are defined by 

rigid fonnal rules, norms and expectations. As Strauss states; 

The negotiated order on any given day could be conceived of as the sum total of 
the organization's nties and policies, along with whatever agreements, 
understandings, pacts, con.tracts, and other working arrangements currently 
obtained (Strauss 1978: 5-6). 

Thomas (1984) maintains that negotiations take place in overlapping contexts which he 

labels the slructiiral context, mesocontext, and awwness contexts" . According to 

Accordiag to lliorens (1984), iiiesostractores exist within the fraiaework of existing fomial 
organizations where "they take the chamcter offomai stractores within ostensibly foriual organizatioaal 
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lliomas, the stnicteral context "ixes the limits of liiteractioii" by eiiibedding intem'ition 

within the organization's ideology, mission, fonaal rules and otlier procedures of 

operation (1984; 216). Factors outside the «gaiikatioB (such as fiscal constraints, public 

opinion, and. the economy) shape the stmctoral. context in ways that will, have subtle 

effects on aegotiatiojis within tlie orgaiiizatioe,. For example, low pay, high caseloads 

and few benefits protnpts many probation officers in WCJC to view the juvenile 

probation department as a stepping stone toward a more lucrative position witln another 

agency^^. Regardless of where they inteiid to go, viewing their jobs as a tenipofary 

certainly has implication for long-term organizational commitmeet and interest in 

meeting organizational goals. Or as one unit supervisor suggested: 

If you've got someone just marking time, be or she's not going to have much 
incentive to be very innovative or outgoing in finding solations tor difficult cases, 
or tiyiEg new iiings. Hell, you're lucky if you can get him to even follow your 
advice, if it [the advice] involves more than two steps, INana, SNU supervisor] 

The externa! enticements that lure probation officers away from WCJC also direct the 

officers' attention away from their duties during the time they remain with the court. 

Thus, the impact of the court's structural context on the actions of the PO is tnediated by 

an externa! envh'onmeiit that decreases the officer's responsiveness to organization. 

Within the structural context "emerges the laesocontext, in which a variety of 

mechanisms for altering the asyrttmetrical hierarchical power relations combine to 

structure, cimting in efiect an abernaiim framework thmugh wMcli aa organization operates" (p. 214). He 
coanecte -ftis to the idea of loose coapliBg. la csseace he says that tfte teawa befcveea soekl stracture snd 
practice allows the participants of a formal orgaslzation to exercise more discretionaiy power in getting 
their work done. This allows the alteoiatrve stractore to complete the lasiks of the foriaa! organization. 

Many officers at WCJC expressed the same sentiment as one five year veteran wlio clainicd to be 
"bidding my time aatil sottjethiiig better comes along," For some that "soEiettiiag belter" is a position with 
the federal depaitmeiil of probation, for others it is a job witii tie local police force. 
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fedistribute partial advantage" to those at the bottom of the organizational hierarchy 

('Thotnas 1984: 217). Within this context of shared and conflicting goals and power 

anrangements, members of the probation, department oegotiate the actual work of the 

probation officer. Here field probation officers work out the routines of their dai ly 

activities such tiiat they are able to accomplish the explicit goals of the organization, w,itli 

the limited resources (fimdi,n,g for special programs, number of POs, time) provided by 

the Court to accomplish those goals. One niethod used by probation oificers is to 

circmiwent the formal requirements of probation, sopervision. For example, several POs 1 

shadowed during my fieldwork routinely made telephone contacts with juveniles instead, 

of making field contact at their homes or school, even, though tiie terms of probation 

clearly stated that the juveniles were subject to routine visitations at these locations. 

Although, officers .implied that this option is less and less tenable given the current fear of 

litigation among POs, the time I spent with West Connty officers suggests it is still an 

important too! for managing caseloads. 

Embedded within the other two contexts is the awareness context, which refers to 

the "interpretation of experience of participants by which they become aware of the 

possibilities and strategies of negotiation" (Thomas 1984: 218). Thomas's work in 

prisons emphasizes the negotiations that occur between prisoners and guards for favors or 

changes in the enforced rules. While probation officers occasionally m.entioned this form 

of negotiation, fte scope of my research i,iricluded few direct obseTOtion of this context; 

instead, I focused almost exclusively on, the in.esostiructiires, which are the contexts In 

w,hich formal structures and social processes intersect: 



Mesostmctiires are realtiis of human conduct thiwgli which social structures are 
processed and social structiires become structured. The negotiated order thus 
requires a mesostmctural analysis in whicfi structure and process are rightly aii,d 
complexly joined. It is not just that new processes lead to new structural 
afrangements, or fliat stractural change leads to associated procedural 
change., .but that stractiiral arrangements exist in, and through processes that 
render those structures operative, (Maines 1982: 277-278) 

The value added of the negotiated order perspective for this research is that it facilitates 

our assessment of how organizational members (field officers) org8aru,ze themselves in the 

face of others' (judges, administrators, legislators) attempts to organize them along 

different lines—all of which occurs within the boundaries of the structural context in 

which the organization and their members are embedded. The perspective focuses 

attention oa the ways in which the mesocontexl of the juvenile court influences the 

relational processes implied by the formatioa of occupational role and the frames that are 

constructed and managed by probation officers in their eftbrts to accomplish the formal 

goals of the juvenile court. The questions addressed in this chapter include: How do 

members initiate, resist and mediate both their fomal and informal working relationships 

and roles? Does the notion of a negotiated order help us to better understand the framing 

process as it occurs in situ? 

Negotiating Frames 

.fust as probatioE officers recognize that they do not all start with the same 

"mentalities," they also recognize that these starting points influence their constructions 

of delinquency an,d juvenile justice. As noted in Chapter 3, Nicole, Andrew and .f.G., 

three probation officers from three different units, all raised questions regarding the 

influence of probation officer mentality oo frame selection, and the implication that holds 



for the justice individual j uveniles fine! in WCJC. The following section liiglilights the 

fiaming process in West County Jiivefiiie Coitrt iisiiig flie analytical tools of the 

negotiated order perspective, v^Mch will set the stage for the final chapter in which I will 

discuss the confluence of frames and role-Meatities In the processing of actual, juvenile 

cases. Miller and Holstein's (1995) description of dispute domains, coincides with this 

overlap bet^'een frames and negotiate order. Miiler and Holstein define dispute domains 

as the social contexts witMn an organization that parameterizes disputing and provides 

the "fundamejital assumptions, vocabularies, orientations, concerns md constraints" for 

conflictiial interaction (1995:38). While most of their resea'ch focuses oa disputing 

dyads, the concept of dispute domain has utility for the present aialysis. 

The negotiatioa of frames at West County probation involves a give and take 

between multiple actors and multiple domains. For iidividuals, the interaction order sets 

up rules for the proper level of invoivement in a given Irame (Goftman 1967). If we 

ittclttde within the interaction order the formal airangements of the juvenile court, along 

with the obvious interactions between administrative and field officers, we discover that 

the aMiify to frame is also limited by tlie Interaction order. By this I mean that within the 

context of juvenile court, its philosophy, mission, and stracttire, not all framiags of 

juveniles or the juvenile justice sj'stein will be equally "valid" (i.e., legitimate in the eyes 

of the participaats). Legitimacy is in part recognitloa of the officer's competency, m^here 

competency refers to the officer's ability to use language in a manner consistent with 

others' notions of the purpose of probation and so forth. The organizational fianies 

invoked by a new officer, disparagingly referred to as a newbie, are frequently questioned 



by tlieir more experienced peers. A remark by Caj, a south-side officer, illustrates the 

point: "Why woiiM I waste time listening to the opinions of a newbie? What's he going 

to tell me that 1 don't already know?" Learning to iise the language of probation 

competently does not nrieaii that framing challenges cease, although Caj claimed they did 

become less frequent with experience as other officer's begin to trust the assessments of 

the newbie. BeyoHd the issue of competency, the legitionafiy of a frame depends in large 

part upon the domain in which it is negotiated. Frame selection and negotiation occurs 

witMn lljree primary domains: peers, juveniles and the courtroom. 

Peers: Probation, officers communicate their prefe:rredl framings for juveni le 

cases through written reports and face-to-lace interactions. First, and foremost, are the 

initial negotiations that occur as probation otlcers attempt to sort a newly received case 

into one of the Juvenile frames by reconciling the preliminary information with Ms or her 

own preconceived notions about delinquency. While at first bhish this may not seem like 

a negotiation, PO's rely heavily on the CE evaluations, adjudication reports, and judicial 

orders generated by other officers of the court in forming their initial assessments of the 

jiivenile; thus, while the negotiation may not occur in person, there is an attempt by one 

officer to influence another's subsequent fi-amings. In many instances the negotiations 

that begin in the reports continue in person when field officers discuss probation plans 

with other officers and CEs. Regardless, the definitions and perceptions of others are 

communicated iirough official documents and serve as the prdiiniiiary data for each new 

case a PO takes on. 
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The probation re|x>rt coiistitotes the PO's account of casework decisions that are 

either proposed or already taken.. The reports themsel ves may take the fontn of an official 

report \¥ritten as part of the court's investigation, reflections on court proceedings, or 

summaries of case related coatermces. Th,e report structure and gmideline manual 

provided to WCJC probation officers iacludes the following advice for effective repo.rt 

writing: 

West Count Juvenile Court refxwt formats incorporate Balanced 
Approach/Restorative Justice concepts as well, as reflecting research based 
information concerning risk and protective iwtors related to j uvenile delinquency. 
The structure and content of the CoErt Report must reflect the philosophy of the 
Court. The report niiist be clear, concise, complete, aad fully address the 
iiifoiBiatioia and issues stuETownding the juvenile, Ms family, aad other concerned 
members of the comnumity as well, particularly, tlie victims. [WCP HB] 

The manual places p*eat ejn.pliasis on the officer's ability to keep Ms records up-to-date 

and to provide in tliem unbiased, factual accounts of the jweni,le's social and legal 

history to the court and other interested parties. The fashion in which they are actually 

written, however, often falls fer short of the idealized probation reports described in the 

manuals. For example, one south-side office, routinely left report writing to Friday 

aftemoofiSs which meant on several occasions he was caught unprepared by judicial 

requests to juveaile records that were not yet up-to-date in, the department's computer 

system. In, two separate instatices I observed as he "cut and paste" large sections of 

earlier reports into ttie file of ifflotib.er jwenile. .Each, time he carefully searched lor a 

mention of a n.ame that iiiigli.t give away his report writing secrete. Oa one of these 

occasions .he justified his actions by siiggestiti,g that maiy of Ms cases were so simiiar he 

felt like he was just typing the same in.fo.rmatioii over and over anyway. 
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Other officers spent considerable time writing and organizing reports, especially 

those documents that contained theii recommeiidatioiis for iipcomlng hearings. Chase, 

for example, toM me that she viewed report writing as the most important element of her 

position because it w® in report writing that she tMt like she could make the biggest 

difterence: 

If I can write a clear and persuasive argument, the Fm going to get this kid into 
the services that he needs. If I don't, if the argument is weak or the report is 
convoluted, then what's that going to say? How's that going to reflect? At best 
fm, not serving the aeeds of tlie court, because then I'm not a strong advocate for 
probation. [C.hase, north-side] 

Many probation, officers emphasized the importance of report writing in influencing 

judicial decision, making. Taken together, these comments suggest that the organizational 

records of West County probation officers are fundainentally self-conscious and self-

interested narratives designed to influence the perceptions of others who in turn, will use 

them to iBterpret other events. 

Representations of delinquency, or of the delinquent, are crafted through the 

manipulation of appearances, routines, practices and language. This often means 

presenting information to the court in maimer that is most favorable to the 

,recomniendations made by juvenile probation officers, either by suppressing infbmiation 

that is inconsistent or highlighting other information that is consistent with the probation 

ofticers recommendations. 

You, have to take what it says in, the fcase dociimentsj you get from court 
evaliKilion w,itli a grain, of salt. It's one person's take on a very limited interaction. 
They don't have the time to get to know the kids like we w,ill How could they? 
I'm not saying that their reports don't provide good, u,seful. infomiation. ,lt's just 
that they are more superficial, more an,ecdotai, than a similar report I miglit 
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produce after spendiiig time over the next severd.1 nwHiths getting to know the kid, 
the tamily and their situation. [Aaron, SNIJ) 

Probation officers, of course, recognize that their files may be scmtinized by Individuals 

or groups outside the probation department, such as judges, juvenile court lawyers, 

parents and reporters. While many of the "interested parties" are interested only in 

imdetstanding bow a probation officer arrived at Ms or her conclusions regarding a case 

disposition and so forth, all probation officers dread the thought that their recoids might 

be evaluated by someone searching for evidence of officer misconduct. 

Jacobs (1991:233) reports that probation officers "can learn to abide all sorts of 

casework frustration, but they cannot abide challenges to their cultural authority," such as 

those that occur when judges, supervisors or other officers challenge their interpretations 

of a case. Probation officers at WCJC felt much the same. Larry, a field officer with 

almost five years ex-perience, was repeatedly challenged over his interpretation of a 

domestic abuse case that many officers apparently viewed as a family problem rather 

than a delinquency issue: 

Some people look at this case and wonder why Fm, giving the kid .such a hard 
time; this isn't the first time that family has given the police a hard time by 
calling and'hauliag off the kids. Bwt I just think they need to be taught a lesson 
here, and there's a lot of resentaient and anger built up in the kid. Fm, it's my 
feeling that taking action now is a form of inter\'ention, otherwi,se we're going to 
sse more of Mm in the future. [Larry, north-side] 

Challenges that arise among the probation officer's immaliate peers are 

especially difficuit to handle since these ace more directly threats to the POs competency 

and repiitJtion wittiin the department. As Larry totd me on a separate occasion: 

It's easy to say to yourself that a judge is just too far removed from the real 
world, from what's really happening on the street, on probation. But when one of 
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your fellow POs is giving you a hard time, well that's another story. Say 1 look at 
a kid, talk with Mm, ao.d say, Jesus, this kid's is a real punk but t}iey other people 
in my unit won't back noe up. What am I going to do? fm relying on them to 
help me out, to keep an eye out and their ears open 'cause their kids know mine, 
and they will hear about things before I do sorofitimes. If tlwy think I'm just 
being a hard ass or that I don't have a haodle on what the kid, his family, is really 
all about, they might let things slide thai I need to know. [Larry, north-side] 

My observations suggest Larry's concerns are well founded. Casework often takes the 

form, of "shop talk" among probation officers as they meet infonmally with one another 

'both on and off the job (see Jacobs 1991). During "shop talk" officers routinely share 

tidbits of inforiTiatioJi they gleaned about each other's eases while working their own, but 

on three separate occasions oflicer's reported to me that they were aware of a possible 

technical violation of probation committed by a juvenile on another's caseload that they 

didn't feel comfortable sharing because of the frame that was being imposed or likely to 

be imposed in light of the information. 

Direct peer to peer consultation in classifying offenders is less common in the two 

standard probation units and JIPs than it was in SNIJ where officers frequently engaged 

in "shop talk," shouting advice over the tops of each others cubicles. Rather than 

consulting extensively with one another, officers outside the SNU often made remarks to 

each other about a decision they had made regarding a case or announce that decisions to 

one of their close colleagues. Robert, the south-side super\'isor, once referred to this as 

"fishing a case" when a member of his unit poked his head in and quickly said he was 

sending a juvenile to a particular after school program. Approval seeking from a peer 

like this us'uaily began with a statements like "Just to let you know...." or "What would 

you think if..and did not appear to necessitate a comment from, the party being 
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addressed, aiici most officers appeared to take a lack, of comment as agreenieBt that Iheir 

course of action, met with the others approval. 

One lioitb-side officer suggested that consuitatioa wMi other officers was 

inefficient in making routine decisions about cases: "You. caii.'t check yoiirse.If with 

anotlier perso,n every time you tiim, aroiind. That's what you're getting paid tiie big bucks 

for. [Lauglisl If you've got sometMng that complicated, yoit take It up witli a supewisor 

or in a staffing |meeting]." 

"Staffings" provide office,rs with another oppo^rtunity to discuss their cases. The 

majority of staff naeetings are preoccupied with discussing the issues officeis are facing 

in dealing with particular cases. Field officers frequently refer to these .meetings as 

"staffings" and suggest they are an invataabie resource for orgarazing their thoughts and 

arranging treatment for problem cases. Professional feedback from peers provides 

stability and a sense of "truth" that makes the work meaningfoL Staffiags are also the 

primary arena for frame disputes among peers. In this arena wherein officers attempt to 

cast and re-cast theu* framings, one usually emerges as the conseBSws choice. While I 

witnessed officers contiaiiing to fight for their initial framings outside of the staiBmg with 

supervisors and peers, most acquiesced to the consensus anci altered their plans for 

probation, choice of treatment alternatives, or recommendations to the court to fit the new 

frain.e with very little discussion. Terry, a SNU officer, felt one of her assessments was 

gi ven a particularly biased .hearing in light of the previous experience another SNtI 

officer had with her client's fajii.ily. A.lthough she felt there was little that she couid do 



since lh.e "adaitiiistrators control tiie fufidiiig and base those decisiofis on the staffiiiig^'\" 

it was several weeks before she could cany on ao amicable conversation wth the other 

officer. 

Jmeniles: The first phase of tram® negation begins when the PO receives the 

case reports from, or otherwise discusses the case with» the court evaluation officer and 

other POs. The second begins when the PO meets the youth for what is often the first 

time. Interactionists have long recognizeci that deviance is an exchaoge between an 

individual and some other set of individuals' clamiBg to represent the interests and 

staii,dards of a pailicyJar group. Becker, perhaps the most persuasive exponent of this 

view, put it this way: "Social groups create deviance by making tlie rules whose 

infraction constitutes deviance and by applying those rules to particular people and 

labeling them as outsiders.... The deviant is one to whom that label has been 

successfully applied" (Becker 1963: 8). The official assessment of delinquency in the 

probation department operates in the same way. In the previous chapter, I suggested that 

juvenile frames are tools used by probation, oflicers to make sense of their clients needs. 

Frames and their outcomes represent the normative responses of probation officers to 

delinquency and potential delinquents. An issue that remains problematic at this point, 

then, is this: what are the norms which regulate juvenile conduct and by which juveniles 

are judged? At the most basic level we can say ttjat by law and practice juveniles on 

probation, are expected to adhere to their conditions of probation. The specifics of how 

Officers, especially in the SNU, recognized the importfflice of reaching a consensus when it came to 
reqaestiiig money for treatment Witt! a limited bwdget, treatment request were routinely dcBied by fte 
court's adfjiiaistrative supervisor unless they were accompanied by a statement of sopport fi'oin fee sMlng 
committee and the officer's direct snpm'isor. 
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closely juveniles are expected to adhere to the coadMoas are a matter of great concern, for 

my work and, tlie probation officers iiemselves. Of course the greatest among tfi,ese 

concerns are tlie specifi,c behaviors and attitades of jiiveniles that slioiiM be considered 

problematic by the officers ,ia j'ttdglri,g the jiiveiM,le's behavior when considering 

recofflntieiKiittg the probationer for successful teraaiiiation or revocation of probation,. 

Some norms appeal- almost siniversal Ai! probation officei's, for instance, are legally 

boiiii,d to report instances of chiM victimizatioioi (whether the juvenile is the victim or 

offender). WMle these specific behaviors obligated the probation officer to bring Ms or 

icr client to the attention of the court again, maay other behavio,rs clearly do not result in 

the same action being taken by all offiwrs. 

la order to be considered for a "successful" temiiaatioii of probation, all 

probationers must maintain a miniimim level of compliance to the conditions of their 

probation. The standard of siiccess depends in part on the orientation of the probatio,Q 

officers viewing the case. Evidence at odds with taken-for-graated assumptions about the 

right way of dealing with a delinquent and the possible dangers of deviating from those 

methods often fails to resonate with probation officers with firmly fixed, frames, as the 

following conversation iilmtrates: 

[3:15 AM: Mark and Dave are writing up a report for a juvenile picfced-up in the 
city police departeent "safe streets" sweep. A member of Dave's unit was the 
juvenile's former PO.] 
Dave: How long have yon been off probation? 
Juvenile: Almost, six, five months. Yeah, five. I was,e't doing aiiytljing wron,g. 
Dave: When was the last time E-lise checked in on you? 
Juvenile: Sometime before I saw [the judge] last. For.... 
Dave: And now here you are. Screwin' up again. 
Jirveniie: No man. I wasjastcominiii'home from my tia's. We were all over at 

there and ,I had to drop my brother off at my dad's house. 
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[Later, after the juvenile was traasported to intake] 
JCM; He's not going to have enough points to hoM Mm ia intake is he? 
Dave: See, he's the kind, of kid we've been talking about. You're never 

getting through to him. A gang-banger, Elise.,. 
Mark: Yeah, he's in one of the soiitli-side gangs. 
Dave: ... said he was just a pimk to work with. 
Mark: No, they'll probably just call Ms parents. 
JCM: Couldn't you just do a paper referral? 
Dave: It's not going to m'ork with Mm. You've got to seBci a clear message. 

Hardiiosed is the oiily way he's going to leam. You've got to realize, 
these kids are tough today. They see things and do things you 
probably never even heard of when you were their age. That's why 
the message has to be loud and clear for them to get it. 

[According to the juvenile's case file, the charge was dismissed with no further 
action taken by the court after his mother confirmed his story.J 

This incident illustrates the difficulty many Juveniles face when confronting the frames 

imposed on them by probation, officers, although in some instances juveniles are able to 

negotiate iframes with officers. In this case, however, Dave was already aware of the 

juvenile's previous history with the court and that Elise had alresdy formed an 

assessment of the juvenile's character and treatment needs. 

The attempts I witnessed by juveniles to alter the frames imposed by their POs 

met with little success. While a juvenile, like Anthony in the opening vignette of Chapter 

1, might be successful in "conning" officers at the outset, most officers were reluctant to 

change their positions once frames were set. In part this was because officers are very 

aware that juveniles and their families have a vested interest in ensuring that the PO 

thinks favorably of the •them: The more positive the evaluation, the more likely the 

ofieoder is to be cast in the good kids frame, and the less likely he or she is to receive an 

extended period of probation, intensive probation, detention, or another of the "harsher" 

Juvenile court sanctions. With tliis "healthy skepticism" in mind, Robert, the south-side 
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supei-visor, provides Ms new officers with an eia'borate set of guidelines for avoiding tiie 

coE (see Chapter 5). Clearly, while juvenile's have a vested interest in manipulating tiie 

initial and subsequent framings of probation officers, the frames employed by the 

probation officer wili in some cases insulate tie officer from fn,aaipulatioii. TTbis is 

especially true when dealing with puiiks and players who will deploy elaborate cons to 

convince officers into downgrading their conditions of probation; however, once the 

player frame is applied to a case^ officers are relatively immiuae to the players charms 

since flie frame provides them with aii lens iiroiiigli which to view all of the jovenile's 

behaviors and statements. 

Of course, attempts at maaipulation run both ways in West Count}' probation. 

Officers sometifnes approach their new cases with a particular frame in mind, but proffer 

a more extreme version to the juvenile in their first meeting. Avery, a north-side 

member, toid me this gave Mm a position from which to aegotiate: "As long as I play 

close to my chest, Fm going to get exactly what I want, and thek going to think Finn 

either being nice to them or they got sometMng over on me. Either way, I still come out 

ahead." In one interview I witnessed J.G., a north-side officer, actually begin by 

accusing a Juvenile of "hard core" gang involvement, only to allow the teen to 

"convince" him he was just in the wrong place at the wrong time. Later, after the 

interview was completed, J.G. laughed about the seeming success of his deception, 

claiming that he knew from other sources what was really going on mth the juvenile, his 

siblings, and Ms family. He told me he was using the gang-related activity charges and a 

restrictive set of conditions of probation to send a message to the jiivenile. Since the teen 
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was not yet in a position to uiiderstaiid the •tnie powers of his pTObalion officer, the rose 

was siiccessfiiL 

The Court: Few mediaiilsms exist for probation officers to exert direct iRfliience 

over the policies of the court; however, they do exercise power insofar as they directfy 

interact with, the probationers md influence judicial decisions thrcwgh their case reports. 

On iie way to a disposition hearing, Tajtiiiny, a north-side officer with ten years of 

experience at WCJC, toM me that she "tries lier best to see that the interests of the child" 

are served no matter what judge is hearing the case. In one particular instance, Tammy's 

case was before a judge known, to mmbers of her unit to be particularly puaitive in, the 

treatment of juvenile cases, paiticulariy when they involved drag offenses. Tamiay 

suggested that through careM preseatatioo. of the ''facts" sht- tntd to convijnce the judge 

that this particular child required institutionaJ, treatment that ww only available outside 

the auspices of the state's correctional, facilities. Tlie follomng exchange too,k place 

between Tammy and the judge: 

Judge: Mr. McCoy, I'm ,not iiiclined to give your client another chance. 
However, Jamie's PO, Ms, Tomlin, seems to think I should do 
otherwise. Is that right? 

Tammy: Your honor, this case requires special attention if we're going to 
resolve Jamie's s,ttiiatioii twtbre it get worse or he does something that 
will, require long term comiiiitiiie.iit, or even transfer to the adult court. 

Judge: And yoa have a program in mind? 
Tarnniy: Yes, Your Honor. NorthMlls, they ha.ve a very good team up there and 

they've been very successlli! for us ia ii,e past. 

At issae is receiving a di spo.fi tion from the court that .is consistent with the 

framiEgs of the probation ofl.cer. Officers know well ahead of time mMch judge will be 

hearing a case and reading their reports. Armed with their knowledge of the judge's 
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reputation, officers frequently atteiiipted to hide the "real reasons" for their 

recomm.eiidation,s in the frames most accessible to the court. Carmen, ibr example, knew 

that a particular judge was "soft" so she included the following accou,iit in. her rationale 

for committing one of her cases to a residential treatment facility; 

James is consistently disrespectful and uawilling to comply with the instnictions 
of Ms parents, teachers or probation officer... it is my opinion that the lack of 
structure at home and in his daily activities is not conducive to piwduciiig change 
in Ms routines or behavior or increasing the possibility for successful termination, 
of probation. Tlierefiire, I ana recommending that James be placed with [name of 
facility] for a period of six weeks, at wMcli time the court can assess the 
iikelihood of success in contimiing his probation at home. 

Outside of the courtroom Camnen offered another account: 

James and Ms whole faniily is a pain in the ass. Oops, I didn't say that, [waves 
her hands and laughs] What I mean is that they are all extremely uncooperative. 
And his family suppo.rts Ms behavior by refusing to teiieve lie'd done anything 
•wrong. I mean its j ust one of those families that you can't work with. The only 
thing you can do is find a place to put Mm or he'd be sitting down in detention all 
the time.. .I'd be in court all day. 

So while James' success on probation may be tlireatened by a "lack of structure," 

Carmen's decision to have Mm co,iiirnitted to a treatment facility was at least partiMly 

motivated, by her desire to manage her caseload. 

Probation officers are treated with some ionbigmty in tlie literature regarding legal 

outcomes (dispositions, comioiitnients, etc.) in the juvenile court; while substantial 

agreement exists that the reports produced, by probation otlicers are influential, not 

everyone agrees that the oficer's recommendations, per se, are important d,eternnina!its of 

case d!spositlon,s. My conversations wit!i juYenile court judges suggested that at least in 

West County, the POs reconiiiietidatioiis weighed heavily in the judicial decision: 
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JCM: II has been my obiservatioii that judges rely heavily on probation, officer 
:fec»iMnen.<iations. 

ittdge: Absoiuteiy. 
JCM: S.hoiiIclttiey? 
Judge: Absolutely. Hopefully you're not dealing with a new court' employee. 

lliey jiist don't have ttie experience necessary to know what to at in. temis 
of treatinent facilities, coiiaseling and other services. But we don't jiist 
serve the cMM, we serve the entire cormn'iiaity, and the victim, but finding 
and pro¥idittg caire arid, treatinent for the juvenile does serve the 
comimiaity in the loag term. Assisting the victim does the same. If we 
can repair the damage done to the commiinity by the loss of Iriist between, 
the victim aad the oftender, we've made significant siiides riddiii.g the 
commttttity of criminogenic .influences. 

Conclusion 

At the oiitset o f this chapter, I proposed to describe the situational nature of 

framing and i.Ilustrst.e how framing works throitgh the interactiott order by which 

ptobation officers negotiate with each other, juveniles an.d judges. Ilie iateraction order 

can be coatrasted to the fbmial organizationai. order in that it has its own stractiire that is 

not depea.dent on the formal organization, although it is responsive to the formal order, 

la looking at the various domains of the negotiated order of probation (peers^ Juveniies, 

artd judges), I have iitostrated the process by which officers initiate, resist amd mediate 

their formal and inforaial working retatioasMps and roles. In doing so, officere find room, 

within the anibigiiity of the roles and maidates of the court (see Chapter 5) to construct 

accounts of juvenile behavior, risk, and poteatiai that are used by the court to impose new 

sanctions on or remove old saactions from jwendle offenders. Field officers are allowed 

considerable latitude by their mit supervisors, colleagues and judges, but like the 

members of a Jaaz efisemiile, impro viatlon. (discrctioB md creativity) is coiistraiaed by 

the twunds of estaMished co.riveiitiotis (rales tad conventional roles) (ICatz 1994). In this 
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underetanci the frarnkg process as it occurs within the juvenile probation process. 

The domains discussed in this chapter illuminate the p,rocess by which POs 

construct the social order of WCJC. The negotiated order perspective allows us to view 

PO's as actors who create social order through '.repeated interactions over time within a 

given organization. The seemiHgly stetic organizational stmcture is shown to be miicli 

more dy.naniic and complex than might be perceived by outsiders. While the 

organizational stmcture of the WCJC does set limits or boundaries in the fo,rm of .miles 

and regulations, these 'boTOdari,es are negotiated by PO's in. ways that allow them to join 

structure and process in unique and viable ways. The negotiated order of probation work 

is a complex set of strategi.es and behaviors which both result in and depend upon the 

frames discussed in Chapter 3. Within the structural and procedural constraints of 

WCJC, POs negotiate frame selection and usage with their peers, juve,ailes and other 

court officials. By controlling the information presented to the judge and other court 

officials, the framing activities of probation officers have a much greater effect on. the 

adjudication and disposition process than, Ms or her status within the court's hierarchy 

might suggest. Beyond the impressions formed during the trial process there are few 

opportijn.ities forjudges and lawyers to develop information that is independent of the 

probation officer's accounts. .In many cases, if not the .majority. Juveniles admit to the 

charges rather than face a fonn,a! adjudication hearing, thereby further red,ucing the 

degree of contact the juvenile has with the judge who Is ultimately responsible for the 

disposition decision,s mad.e. With so little information to go o,n., it is clear that reports 
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generated by probation officers are among the most inipoitaiit elements of jucllclal 

decision-making. Importantly, however, the extent to which probation officers are able 

to commmiicate their preferred juvenile frames to judges directly through personal 

conversation or indirectly through court reports, makes clear that the framing activities of 

tlie juvenile probation officer are also important determinants of dispositional outcomes. 
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CHAPTEE 5 
BIYOMD THE WGIK; PROBATICW OFFICER lOLMDENTITIlS 

Probation work encompasses a multitude of diverse tasks, including visiting clients in 

detention, at home or at school, aiTanging placements with social service agencies, aid 

writing court reports. Officers may evea, take on additional work only tangentially 

related to their official duties as probation officm. For example, one afternoon I 

overheard a phone conversation between Amanda, a south-side officer, and a client, 

Liipe, in wMch AmaHda discussed the importance of prenatal care ami olfered to iielp tte 

juvenile locate a physician. Over the course of the next se-veral weeks .Ajnanda not only 

met witti Lupe on "official business," but aiso talked with her at length about physical 

and emotioiiai ctiaiiges that accompany pregnancy. When I asked Amaacla about her 

invoivemetit in Lupe's life, an involveiBent that appeared to nie to extend beyond 

departmental recpirements, Amanda told me that probation officers needed to be 

sensitive to the needs of each case and that "sometimes being an effective PC) requires 

yow to go beyond jttst doing the work." Although not required of them, many officers 

bel ieve their involvement in the personal lives of the jiiveniles under their supervision is 

essential for effectively managing tJieir cases; however, not all POs are willing to go that 

far. But as for Amanda's own conception of the job: 

Do you mean mine or the duties of all probation officers? "Cause they aren't the 
same, you know.... For me, I have to say that, first there are the responsiblities 
that are the official duties of all probation officers. Things like keeping your case 
files up-to-date, the basic stuff. Tfien there are tlie things that I believe are 
essential to managing a case, things that aren't necessarily part of the job 
description but help me to do what needs to be done for a particular case.... I 
think it comes down to understamiing what the purpose of probation is and 
working that purpose into what you want to accomplish. An officer cao, stick 
with the department's rales, regulations, but that isn't always going to fiilfili the 
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true piirfKSse of probation.... Bot yeah, unfortunately, most of the oflicers here 
aure just doing the minimum. They're working from a different perspective than,! 
am. It's like what J.G. and I were talking about the other day [referring to a 
previous conversation between Ae three of us], not all the probation officers in 
West Couttty have the'same mentalities. Some are cops, some are soda! workerSj 
and there are others probably in between. We're all going to focus on different 
things. We'd all probably handle tlie same case in slightfy different ways. 

Probation officers face serious dilemmas when enacting their.occupational 

responsibilities. Do they faithfolly adhere to the letter of the guidelines laid out for them 

by adnainistrators and law makers, or should they follo w the "spirit" of those guidelines 

when the guidelines provide inadequate information for dealing with cases or appear 

contradictory to the day-to-day experiences of the officers themselves? Decisions like 

these are mediated by the officer's location in the organizatioiiai context, their 

perceptions of the probation officer role in the administration of juvenile justice, and their 

perception of their personal roles in the juvenile probation department. Experienced 

probation officers like Patrick, the department supervisor, are very familiar with the 

competing organizational expectations of juvenile court; 

We have several competing forces to contend with in our department. On one 
hand we have the administrative rules and regulations that arc derived from the 
state. You might say the judges are the representation of those. Then we have 
the experience of the unit supervisors and experienced POs. All of these groups 
have ideas about the best way to run probation and how services, what services 
should be delivered. I'd say the guidelines are the starting point. 

TTius, the actual probation oifficer role is not specified, rather it is situated. 

Viewing the role as a situated accomplishment requires us to recognize that the 

perfomiafice of the role exteads beyond the organizational proscriptioQs and prescriptiofts 

to encompass not only the organizational role recpircments, but also the character of the 

individual occupying the role (McCall. and Si]min,onsl966). The perfownance of 
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probation officers wilMti their position depends upon what I will refer to as a role-

identity. This diapter examines variations in role orientations among probation officers 

and presents a typology of probation officers bssed on my obswatlons at West County 

Juvenile Coint. More speciicaily I am addressing the following qaestiom: How are the 

perfomiaaces of roIe4dentities situated witMn the organizational stmctiire aod culture of 

West Coonty Probation? How do tie rok-ideiitities occupied by probation officers 

influence tbeir perceptions and performances of their duties? 

Tlieoretical Bucltgriwiiii 

McCali and Simmons (1966) provide a definition of role-identity which captures the 

essence of tlie ideality work I observed among probation officers at the West County 

Juvenile Co'oit; tbus^ my wse of role-identity is consistent with their work wMcii draws 

heawly from Golfman's dramatorgicaJ perspective. According to McCall and Simmons, 

role-identity Is: 

.. -the character and the role that an individual devises for himself as an occupant 
of a particular stxjial position. More intuitively, such a role-identity is Ms 
imaginative view of himself as he likes to think of Mmself being md acting as an 
occupant of that position. (1966:67) 

The central feature of role-identities lies in their construction by the actor over the coiirae 

of repeated interactions. Tbis sense of roie-making was particularly evident in my 

conversations with and observations of West County probation officers. In contrast to 

other definitions of role or identity, this definition is based on the individuals' perceptions 

of their occupations! roie, a perception that develops as they iateract with other oceiipsats 

of the orgaaizational role. This conception allows actOK more creativity and flexibility in 
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their role enactments, while recognizing that actors are at least partially constrained by 

orgaiiizaMoBai role norms (Turner 2002). 

McCali and Simons preface their discussion of role-ideiitities by drawing 

attention, to the limitations of predicting behavior solely on the basis of social mles: 

"Social ;position alone is not sufficient to specify role behavior, for the demands of such a 

position, are filtered throiigli one's character or seli-conception and are modified to blend 

with it" (1966:67). Thus, role-identities as defined above involve two elements; 

conventional and idiosyncratic. The conventional dement is associated with the 

structural requirements of a social position, such that certain behaviors are expected of 

anyone who holds that position. For juvenile probation officers this means adhering to 

official court policies as described in the Probation Officer's Handbook and elsewhere as 

discussed in Chapter 2. However, within this set of expectations, variations exist in 

performances that are associated with the individuals involved. The idiosyncratic 

element of role-identity is comprised of the individuals own interpretation of the 

conventional role in light of the individual's other roie-identiti.es, personal biography, and 

interactions with other occupants of the role in question. Understanding behavior 

requires acktiowiedgem.ent of each of these aspects of roie-identityj and the particular 

contex,t ill which flie role-identity is being played out. Role-identities give meaning to the 

probation officer's day-to-day experience by shaping the officer's interpretation of 

situations, events and people e,Q,coiJ!itered during i:he perfoniiaace of their official duties. 
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'ITie performance of any roie requires a coherent cottceptualization of the role 

itself So what does the role of the probation officer entail? Krisberg and Austin provide 

the followittg role descriptioa for a probation officer: 

In theoiy, probation officers represent a more sophisticated or professionalized 
approach to jiwenile deliiiqiiency than police. Tliey tend to be college educated 
and are required to write numerous reports...aurgiiing for dispositions that serve 
both the interest of the youth and that of the commimity. To present intelligent 
and persuasive argwrnents before the court, the probation officer must be aware of 
principles of law relating to jurisdictioa, evidentiary restrictions, appeal motions, 
and dispositional alternatives. The officer must be a therapist able to diagnose the 
etiology of the delinquent's problem aad adnaiiiister the appropriate assistance. 
Although probation officers are expected to possess academic skills and broad 
knowledge, this professional image invariably is negated by the reality of most 
probation departments (1993: 53). 

For many of the probation officers I interviewed, only the last line of Krisberg and 

Austin's description had the ring of truth. As Jim, a Borlh-side POs, said; 

Sure. That's a great description but it doesn't come close to the reality. We've 
gotten memos wth descriptions very similar to that. Let's be professioB,al, and so 
on. But tlie reality is, Fve got 35 cases aiid so does everyone else. There's no 
way I call live up to expectations like that. And I've got more experience and 
better training than half the guys here. 

For many juvenile probation ofiicers, then, the role of tfie PO is not derived from formal 

proclamations like that of Krisberg and Austin or the mission statements of the West 

County administration; rather it is more often tbund in the informal gatherings and 

discussions of line officers as they attempt to get work done. Administrative expectations 

are something to work around, not a set of prescriptions to work from., if for no other 

reason than the probation officer is more involved In fhe actual process of probation work 

than any other agent of the court. Or as another probation otficer stated, "Ho w could a 

judge or anyone else teli us how to do this? We've got the birds-eye view." Patrick, ft.e 



probation depaitment's supervisor-, coimnentecl that most of the role descriptions 

available ffom the court were actually very vague, since by remaitting vague most 

members of the court couicl agree upon the general oiitliiie «')f the role requirements, if not 

the specifics. However, Robert, a unit supervisor, believed the current descriptions used 

in West Coimty were far more specific than they had been in the past and ufinecessarily 

constrainsd the discretionary lattode of officere and put into question their professional, 

competence. 

He probation officer is charged with putting the ciiitent philosophy of the court 

into practice by presenting court assessments of the juvenile past and iikely conduct, and 

making recommendations consistent wilh. those assessments. This simplistic 

cha'acterization of the probation, officer's duties belies the very real difficulties faced by 

probation officers in identifying the current pr^tice of the court given the divergeal 

pMlosopMss present withia the department. How the officers put their recommendations 

into practice is largely left to the discretion of the POs as they aane subject to little direct 

oversight. Many older ju venile probation officers, steeped in the traditions of pare,ins 

patriea and rehabilitative justice, frequently coasider th,eir uaderstanding of human, 

motivation to be paramonmt to the performance of their jobs. However, recent political 

trends in the state calling for greater accountability of the individual offender and more 

emphasis on puiiishmmt by the system has resalted in serious coiiceni,s for ii},any 

probation officers regardlflg their roles, as well as an increase in, the number of officers 

with more punitive orientations toward juvenile justice at the same time the depart)r!i,e»t 

was trying to inipleiiieiit a "balance, restorative justice model" as discussed in chapter 
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two. My coaversations with West County probation officers, as well as th.eir reactiom to 

formalized notions of probation, led me to conclude that day-to-day enactments of the 

probation officer role were more responsive to the idiosyncratic elemeats of role-

identities thaa to the coiivetitional guideiines for their peifofiMiMce^'*. The cottventlofial 

dimensions of the probation role are discussed at length in Chapter 2; in the following 

section I will MgWight the idiosyncratic iiatore of probation otlcer role-identities. 

Probation Officer Roie-Hcntities 

Members of the West County probation department frequently claimoi tfiat there were 

two types of pfobatiott officers: social workers and police officers^l Amanda believed 

that the two types coiild be distinguished by the overall probation goals they ascribe to. 

Social workers work together with the juvenile and Ms family to tailor a specific 
treatment program designed to address their needs. Folic® officers look to the 
"letfcr of the law" tor guidance and respond almost exclusively to their clients' 
ability, or inability, to adhere to their conditions of probation. 

Probatiott officers found it easy to broadly categorize themselves and others, but 

they found it more difficult to articulate variations within those categories. Many POs 

appeared to fit neatly into one of the categories described by Amanda and other officers; 

however, as I coded my field notes, themes emerged that weren't easily reconciled, within 

the department's bipartite system. For example, some probation officers that labeled 

McCal! and Simmons suggest that th® idiosyncratic eleinents of a role arc, m part, negotiated in 
conjunction with other occupants of the role in qaestion. For West County probation officers this would 
incliide both the frames and negotiated orders described in tfie previous chapters., 

West County probation officers used the terms cop, police, and law enforcement with little distinction 
between them. Wtiea! asked about tlie vwrkms terms the invariable respon.% was that they all meaM the 
same thing. Nevertlteless, 1 initially coded officer self-classifications using the term of ttieir choice, but 
was unable to make meaningful distinctions between them. The term social worker was universally used 
by POs aid Its typically usage translated tMrly well to .my coding; however, I would have prefesred case 
worker or some other term if only to make the distin,ctioas between the two types of social workers more 
semantically pleasing. 
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themselves "police officers" accepted the restorative justice model embodied in, the 

court's mission stateiBeat, while most rejected it completely. Tlie themes identified in, 

my field notes suggested a more elaborate typology of probation oficer role*identities 

(Figure 5.1) tliat was comm,eiisiirate with the experiences of the probation officers 

tlieniselves. 

In tlie following sectioBS I will expand the police officer aad social worker 

identities—what Amanda earlier referred to as "mentalities'—recognized by iitfomants 

to lEciiide several subtypes of PO identities that are distinguished on, the basis of their 

idiosy0cratlc approaches to the probation oliicer occiipatioioa! role. The idiosyncratic 

elements of the probation office,r role-identity are tlienisekes embedded in conventional 

role stracteres supported by the orgaiiiEational context of West CouBty probation, if not 

the very logic of pixjbatio.n itself. As discussed previously, the department's mission 

statement, the probation officer's HaEdbook and various other "official" sources sought 

to standardize the experience of juveniles on probation by providing POs with a set of 

commoa definitions and guidelines. 111,636 official statefflents can be separated into two 

groBps boil of which constitute the conventional aspects of the probation officer's role; 

the purpose of probation and the duties of a probation officer. However, how probation, 

officers received these statements and the manner in which they enacted tliem in their 

daily activities was dependent upon their peKonal experiences and inteiiictlons m'ith both 

peers and j uveniles. 111,6 variations in their enactments formed the priinary basis of rny 

elaboration of probation officer role-identities described below. Conventional elements of 

probaticffl, work figured proiainentty in the eiiactmeits of both police officer and social 
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worker probation officer types; however, coding the two for the officer's understanding 

of Ms or her occupational role using the role of the probation officer and the purpose of 

probatioia as starting points made it clear that there were differences not only between the 

two types but also witMii them. 

Typttlos' of West C»nnty Probation Oficere 

During follow-up interviews, several POs asked if I could tell tliem how many officers fit 

into each of the role-identity categories I describe in, this chapter. The first distinction, 

between police officer and social, workers, was easily accomplished since most POs self-

identified as o,o,e or the other durifig the course of conversation, or in respo,ittse to my 

direct questions about th,eir identities. With that information 1 could con,fideiit}y tell the,m 

that police officers were primarily located in, JIPS and south-side probation, while social 

workers were common in the special needs and north-side units. Tliat meant that the 

department was roughly divided between the two. Enumerating the more restrictive 

identities proved more difficult, but after re-sorting interviews and observation data by 

officer and unit a new pattern emerged that allowed me to coftstmct Table 5.1. 

As the table indicates, social workers were located primarily in the special n,eeds 

and north-side imits, and so forth. This information confirmed the impressions of 

virt,iially ever)'- member of the probation department. However, as 1 indicated above, 

when probation officers spoke about the philosophy of juvenile court, the purpose of 

probation, the role of probation officers in jiivenile co,rrectioBs or respoo,ded to my 

questions concerning the characteristj,cs of a good probation officer, self-described social 

workers described qualities distinct from those d,escribed by police office,rs. 
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Nevertheless, social work and police oriented officers share majoy of the saooi,e concerns, 

but this should not be surprising given the court's efforts at stendardlzation, and the logic 

of probation that stands iire the heart of the probation officer role. For example, both 

groups shared a similar concern for protecting the comiBunity from future victimizations 

by the juvenile offender. What I found varied between the two broad orieatations was the 

relative importance of the concern and the methods employed by the officers to deal with 

it. Ultimately it was these qualities that formed basis for distinguishing between the two 

broad subtypes of probation officers and elaborating them into more distinct sub-types. 

The role-identities of West County probation officers vary along three dimensions; 

identification of the problem, the problem of probation, and problem solving. In, 

discussing these differences 1 found it useful to fliither delineate the probation officer 

role-identity typology by distinguishing between two variants of social workers and three 

variaote of police officers as shown In Table 5.1. 

Social Workers versus Police Officers 

The Probation Problem 

From the start social workers and police officers approach their duties from 

different perspectives. The first task an officer must accomplish upon receiving a new 

case is to work through the pre-adjudication reports and case histories that accompany 

each juvenile. In the process of reading, the officer forms an initijiJ, opinion of the 

Juvenile based on her past experictices with other similar cases, the obsewations and 

recommendations of the ce, and her evaluation of the ce as a competent or iacompetent 

member of the probation stalf. While officers are obligated to follow the initial orders of 
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the court, if any, once assigned a case each officer has tlie responsiMiity of foiiiittlati»g a 

probation plan, tfiat meets ttie specific needs of the offender, the victim, attd the 

Balaiiciiig the coiiecti¥e .needs of these parties is a daiiMiflig task, which I 

wlii take up in more detail below. ITie principal concern in designing the plan is 

identifying ex«tiy what the source of the javeiiiie's current trouble is, aiMj whose needs 

a,re of pafMioufit iiiiportattce^'^. These coastitiite what POs variously refer to as the 

probation problem or the problem with probation. Both make reference to the current 

charges for which the juvenile is facing adjudication, but the fomner inclines the officer to 

make decis,ions focused on the specifics of the juvenile's case, while the later is 

consistent with concerns over the safety of the comfntiaity and a more restrictive view of 

probation practice and purpose. 

Ib, identifying the problems social workers are more holistic in their orientations 

toward the oflenderj and this is reflected in their probation plans. Social workers attempt 

to take many dilTerent factors into consideration when deciding what will work with a 

particular juvenile and what course of action wili best serve the juvenile, victim aid 

coiBmunity. They attempt to identify tlie root causes of behavior rather than, responding 

solely to the conduct of the Jitvenile. In this sense it is not tlie Jiiveiiite's delinquent act 

that is of primary concern but why the juvenile eii.gaged in, the behavior in the first place. 

to some instance a juveniie will come to the probation officer with a probatioa plao in |3iace, but even ia 
those cases Ifae officer mast often decide exactly how tl»t plan wil! be Implemersted. fc virtBslty all cases 
ilie field probation ollcer is, at the very least, cotisuited prior to the CE handlag off tiie case. Tliere were a 
.few instances of CEs "coM-cocM«g" tield POs, but each of these appeared to be the result of poor working 
reiatioHships betweea the officers. 

"Of ccjuree, saying which of Aem .is most inipoitaat goes against rhe philosophy of oar balanced 
apprc»c-h. Biit still. oa.iy a fool would, claim that it is actually possible to baiatt.ce needs wben a real, 
possibility for danger can exist" [Rotert, soatli-side siiperv,isoFl 
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Staffling through the papers on Ms desk, Peter explains that with so many 
treatment programs to ctioose from, selecting the right one can, be fairly difficult. 
Peter claims that being able to sort tlirough the alternatives, and identify the best 
match, is one of the halimarlcs of a g<>od PO and Ms strong suit. He feels it takes 
time to develop a sufficient working knowledge of the therapeutic altemati:ves~ 
this includes knowing about the existence of alternatives as well as evaluating 
their effectiveness with, different ty|)es of offbnders—aad time to get to imow the 
offMder well enough d.ecid,e which a!ten[i,ative is the best. With one case he is 
working now iDvolviiig a 15 year old male hitting a 14 year old wi,th a stick, he's 
says that he is conviii,ced the kid j ust made an error in judgment that is not 
indicative of Ms normal be,havior. Peter claims that many probation officers 
would react more to the assault than the context in which the act occurred. 
However, in this case Peter accepts the j uvenile's story of the assault occurring 
only after a verbal con.iict .had escalated into a shoving m,atch. Peter says that 
while the juvenile has a story that some might use to excuse their actions, this 
particular Juvenile told the story in a maaner that suggested to Peter he was only 
providing a co,ntext for understanding the assault rather than a justification for it 
occurring. With that ia mind, Peter is willing to accept the juvenile's statements 
that he is sorry for what he had done and wi,lling to work on modllyirtg his 
behavior in the future as genuine. With no prior .involvement with, juvenile court 
and no school record of aggressive, violent behavior, Peter is willing to give this 
particular kid another chance. Peter told me that if he had found evidence of a 
larger pattern, he would have recommended an anger msinagemeat treatment 
progran, perhaps even a secure site if only to prevent future encounters with the 
victim. So even though the victim lives nearby, Peter feels that he [the victim] is 
not in danger of being assaulted again. The.refore, Peter is recommending that the 
judge prohibit any future contact wi.1h the victim for a period of six months as "a 
small measure of intervention." [Peter, north-s,ide] 

Assault, even a m.inor scuffle between two juveniles, is among the more serious offenses 

found in juvenile court. Peter's decision to essentially do nothing in this particular case 

was based on his holistic notion of delinquency. The holistic approach takes a step back 

from. th,e specific charge to consider the juvenile's behavior in light of his past behavior, 

recogn.ition of wrongdoing, wiUingiiess to change, family background, school record and 

so forth. 

Police POs on the other hand teke a mo.re restrictive approach to tfie probation 

process and the problems of delinquency by concentrating more on the offense than on 
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the otlfender. They primariJy concern themsetves with preventing further acts of 

deMnqiieiicy while the olfeiicle-r is under supervision rather than devoting time and 

depaitmefltal resources to tiying to igure out why the Juvenile acts the way he or she 

does. As one officer put it: 

The problem with crime is crime. It's the choice people m,ake that matter, not 
how their parents didn't love them eiiough or their ADD.... What I mean is, 
ultimately no matter how you look at it, it comes down to individiial choice. I 
get, it gets so frustrating dealing with people that are tiying to make excuses for 
these kids. As an officer of the court I can't do much about what sets up a 
decision, but 1 can influence the decisions they are going to make by sanctioning 
their bad choices and holding them responsible, accoiintaMe for the future.... 
Yeah, some people in here are going to waste a lot time, spend a lot of money 
coddling these kids, saying "Ah, I, know it's not your fault 'cause you didn't come 
from a strong family." Meanwhile the kid is going to be down the street 
victtmlziiig someone else. There's nothing anyone one here can do to fix what's 
wrong with, these kids that turned thero agaiast society. It's a waste of time to try. 
What we can do is punish them for what they've done, monitor to stop them from 
doing it i^ain, ami maybe scare them into a new line of thinking. [Paul, JIPS J 

For Paul, and other police-oriented officers, identifying the current charge is tantamount 

to identifyiEg the problem that is to be addressed while the juvenile is on probation. A 

child's past history is interesting only in so far as it indicates a pattern of victimization 

that increases the juvenile's threat to the community. Whereas the social worker finds 

the juvenile's history useful for identifying a pattern in behavior, the police officer's 

primary concern is with what the past says about the level of risk and supervision 

necessajy to manage the case. 

Dining aa interview with Paul, he identified himself as a probation officer with a 

"law eriforceriieiit approacli", which means 'I'm going to be proactive ahoirt stopping 

crime." Police-oriented officers use the term proactive to mean restricting the juvenile's 

movements in order to prevent future delinquent conduct. For many, the problem, with 
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probation in general and the adminislration in particular is that neither is proactive 

enough. ITieir usage of the term, can be contrasted with the social worker's approach to 

proactive probation which was illustrated during a conversation, with Andrew. 

Andrew, a social worker PO from the north-side unit, explained that "proactive 

probation," is central to his duties as well. During one conversation, regarding the court's 

mission he told nae about an, administration email to the probation staff mcouraging 

officers to become more proactive in their attempts to protect the conumunity. While the 

term proactive in this case did not necessarily mean proactive.!y engaged in preventing 

delinquency before it occurred, Andrew argued that interpretatio,o, was consistent with his 

mission as a social, worker oriented probation officer. Andrew said tliat probation 

officers disagree about the definition of proactive: 

For some of us, proactive means getting down the real source, but for most it 
means Incapacitating so that the kid won't be able to act out until he gets off 
probation. In my mind that's backward. If you're run,iiing a probation 
department that way you're really reacting to crime.... I think what it conies 
down, to is police-types don't think you're being p.roactive unless you're in their 
face an,d yelling. That's not my style. And frankly I bet it does more harm than 
good 'cause they are taking the kid out of probation by making Mm an enemy. 
[Andrew, north-side] 

Proactive probation and the problems that account for its need are common 

themes among officer's who posses a police identity, and these themes allows us to 

distinguish between the seven-il variants of the police officer role-ideotity. .For caps, 

proactive •policing means respoiidiiig to violations of the conditions of probation wilh 

action. A. common complaint amo,ng cops is that th,e department is not doing enough to 

protect the com„muiiity from repeat olTmders, nor is it doing e,nou,gh to protect officers 

from violent juveniles. In order to rectify this problem cops are more than willing to 
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participate in raids and arrest warraot searches. The following excerpts Itom, my ield 

notes illustrate this practice and the themes that often accompanied it: 

It is approximateiy 9:30 on a Saturday night I'm with three south-side officers 
and two JIPs officers on otu' way to a rave downtown. Tonight these officers are 
looking for probatioaei-s violating tfieir conditions of probation and kids out with 
warrants. In the past officer have been very successfM finding probationers at 
this diib. I'he officers are disciissinig the importance of covering the exits so that 
none of the kids tliey are looking for catri escape. Dean tells me how important it 
is that kids with warrants and orders to appear are brought in so that the integrity 
of the system isn,'t compromised. I've heard this story before from J.G, and the 
others. The gist seems to be that in the past probation officer's themselves did 
little to round up juvenile that have skipped out on probation; instead, they waited 
for the police to catch them doing something else and bring them in. Now "things 
are changing," Dean promises. With the support of a new juvenile court judge, a 
unit is going to be created for the specific purpose of locating and apprehending 
juveniles with bench warrants. Until then, south-side and JIPs are going to "get 
the job done." We arrive at the club and the officers begin to gear up-—ptttting on 
and tightening their bullet proof vests, removing the safeties from their pepper 
spray canisters, etc. Martin throws a vest to me and jokes that I should keep my 
arms down at my sides."® Marc laughs and says "It's go time. Let's go. This is 
what we get paid for." I head around to the back entrance with Paul and Timothy. 

Cops "proactively" pursue violations of probation, many of which constitute technical 

violations rather than new chargeable offenses.^* Thus, for cops being "proactive" means 

uncovering conduct that can result in a juvenile's probationary status being modified or 

revoked. Once a new offense is uncovered or an absent juvenile recovered, cops request 

that the juvenile's conditions of probation be modified to include more restrictions on his 

behavior, and often follow this request with another that the juvenile be transferred to 

.intensive probation. For those Jiivetiiles already on IP, cops often file a petition to 

Probation otBcers are generally required, to wciw vests when operating at nigbt Robert required Ms 
officers to wear tliera anytime Aey were dealing witli fcno\¥ii gang members or other juveniles with violent 
pasts. The joke Martin makes refers to an often repeated stoiy among the JIPs officers aboHt a police 
officer who was killed when a bullet struck the unprotetted area under his ami rather than the vest. 

Technical violations iBcIaded many activities that would not fsonually constitute a delinqaent oflwse, 
but are nevertheless violations of the conditions of probation set forUi by the court 
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terminate the juvenile's probation. unsuccessfoUy so that the deliiic|tieiit can be sent on to 

tfaeJDOC. 

Guards, the second variant of the .police-officer role-Identity, seldom go to such 

extremes to uncover new offenses, nor do they expend much energy tracking down their 

charges that stop retorning their phone calls or attending court hearings. Fwrthe,nii.ore, for 

essentially Ihe same violations, whether they be B,ew charges or technicaJ violations, 

guards are more likely to file for the revocation of probation. 'When I asked one guard 

why he did not ask that more of his cases be sent up to intensive probation, he told me 

that he did not see the sdvantage of doing that since the Juvenile had already proven he or 

she was unfit for probationary status. Another guard echoed much the same sentiment 

when he said: 

Filing for new conditions really isn't the answer either.... Look, this kid, right, is 
already a two time loser. He got caught the first time, and now I just cawght him 
using again. How's tightening the screws goBoa do him any good? Don't yoii 
think adding new conditions, new limitations is just gonna get Mm caught for 
something else faster? Besides, it would just mean more headaches and 
paperwork for someone else down the road. {Caj, south-side] 

Robert, &e south-side supervisor, commeoted on several occasions about the tendency to 

do this among some of his officers, a tendency that he seemed to think was tx)th, 

unimaginative aiid lazy. lie suggested that this teadeocy developed when officers "got 

long in tlie tooth," and were working in probation as a second career while tliey 

approached retirement age. WMie it may have been the ease that guards were on average 

older than cops, i identified several guards that were younget and fresh out of college. 

One of these, Kelsie, explained to me why she became a probation, officer during an 

ittterview: 



Really I was ia a posMoii of not knowing what to do with myselC I got a BA in 
[social science] and to get a real job I thought I'd need to go to grad school, or 
something like tJiat. A friend told me about youth probation., and I thought I 
could get some real world experience here wMIe Fin working on. applications. 
Plus, 1 needed the money. And they're d,esperate for POs. But it isn't like tliis 
was my dream job. [Kelsie, south-side] 

Identifying the Source 

The two variants of the social worker identity are distinguished by their primary 

orientations toward the sources of delinqiiency. While all social workers share a more 

hoiisti.c o,rientatio,!i when, ide.r>.tifyiB.g the problem of probation, as individuals they make 

very difFerent assuroptio.ns about the causes of delinquency. Psychological soda! 

workers link delinquent con.diict to psychological and biological predispositions. As a 

group they demo,ttstrate a proiiouiiced tendency to look toward internal motivations, 

primari.!y as they can be articulated as stemming from anti-social personality disorders. 

The ultimate source of anti-social perso.naiity remains poorly art.icii!ated. The apparent 

consensus among psychologist, however, is that the source of anti-social personality is 

located in the early socialization of the juvenile, and that a traumatic experience, such as 

sexual and emotional abuse, can prime the individual for future difficulties. 

Psychologists are also more likely to note the biological factors that can be associated 

with delin.quency and anti-personality disorder, such as the effects of drug-use on 

neurological development. Environmentalists, .meanwhile, focus o.n. the social and 

physical contexts which encourage and facilitate the same behaviors. My conversations 

witIi em-'iro.amei'italists indicate that on the whole tbey are far more interested in causes of 

delinquency that are both more temporally proximate and reside in the juvenile's soci,al 

environment (such as neighborhood, family, peers, school experien.ces). 
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The following exchange illiistotes the diiTereaces tetween the two social worker 

variants. Nicole and Alexander both consider themselves social workers and both are 

members of the SNIJ. 

Nicole; No, ho, you're still only scratcWng the surface. Look at this history 
[hoMieg up the case file], the other siMing's Mstory, a mother involved 
in drug-iise with-how many male partners? This kid is in aeed of serious 
therapy. Tliis screams sexual abuse. 

Alex: Mayte, but I don't think this her case is going to benefit from the kind of 
therapy she'd get at Mouataiii Peaks. Look at the charges. What are we 
going to do with her? And what is it telling her that nothing is 
happeatng to her dance partner? I think this is just a ease of teenage 
hormones teaming up with too much imstructiired time. The motiier is 
clean,. She had problems in, the past but she'd doing fine, and she's 
working hard to put her and her femily's life back together. I believe her 
aad I think we've got to give her a chance, so right now I'm thinking we 
can get better results with family counseling [interruption!. 

Nicole: But that's your answer to everything, 
Alex: And you're always sending kids off to that mountain retreat. 
Nicole: (Laughs] 1 like the drive. 

Nicole's previous experience as a "bonafide social worker" orients her reactions to the 

case toward detailing the psychological trauma associated with sexual abuse. In this way 

psychologists construct much of delinquency around the previous victimization of the 

offender. Psychologists also emphasize the destructive nature of parent-child 

relationships when confronted with a Juvenile offender. In this particular case one mi^t 

argue that child's current conduct is the result of parental neglect by the mother. 

Alexander, however, sees opportunity for meBding the bonds between mother and child 

where Nicole focuses on the previous harm caused by that relationship. Terry, another 

psychoiogiBt-oriented social v/orker, helped to iliiiBiiaate this dlfferertial focuses: 

It's not that we don't want to see the relationships repaired. In feet, I believe the 
keeping the juvenile iavolved with an intact family is often the best solution 
regardless of the other trealments and resources provided. My hesitation is that 
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not ail families are capable of dealing with, overcoming so maoy successive years 
of abuse. CMMren become so habituated to mistreatmeirtt they aren't able to make 
trasting relationships with adults. Knowing that makes it doubly sad when you 
see theni crying [when they are removed from their patrents custody]. 

Later after the staffing Alexander further justified Ms probation plan to his supervisor by 

suggesting that the jiweflile's school atteadaiice, grades and paiticipation in extra-

curricElar activities indicated that she had formed stable relationships adults among and 

peers despite her own victimization. Fach of these ties to conventionality, he argued, 

would be ttireateaed if she was tratisferred to a distant treatment facility. 

Police officers, who place most of the blame for delinquency squarely on the 

shoulder of the individual offender, stand in sharp contest to psychologists. For both 

cops and guards delinquency is the result of individual choice or poor decision making. 

Several quotations iised in Chapter 2 to illustrate WCJC frames that made reference to the 

negative influences of family and other aspects of the social environment were from 

police officers. At first glance their statements appear to be on the whole consistent with 

those made by environmentalist social worker; however, after fiirther examination the 

similarities prove to be only superficial. Police officers demoiistrate their willingness to 

exclude these "causes" as mediating elfects or central component of their probation plans 

time and again, while at the same time acknowledging their importance in fully 

understanding the etiology of delinquency. How and why did they do this? 

The answer to these questions appears to reside in tlie officers' conception of 

choice, as illustrated by the following example. 

PauJ, recognized the important role Jose's family played in his developing 
deliiKiwent career. Both of Jose's paimts worked long hours to provide their 
children with opportunities that they did not have when they were young. As a 
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result of the long hours, Jose's parents were seldom at home to monitor or 
discipline their cMldi'en in a manner consistent with the development of internal 
controls. Furthermore, wlien problems were brought to their attention by Jose's 
school principal, they refused to acknowledge tb.e problems were real; instead, 
they preferred to believe that teachers and other students "had It in, for Jose." Paul 
claimed that the patrerits essentially dismissed the court's probation plaiis for the 
same reasons, £ind were in essence "subin.ari.niBg" Ms cmd the court's authority. 
IJnaWe to secure the parents cooperation, Paul felt that it was only a matter of 
time before the situation cooie to head and Jose was caught engaging in a much 
more serious fomi of delinquency. Over the course of several months Jose's 
delinquency continued to escalated in frequency and seriousness until one day he 
touched a lit match to gasoline dripping from the fuel tank of a minivan "just to 
see what would happen ." 1 asked Paul if he was recommending some form of 
family therapy, if he was going to council the parent's Mm.self, or if he though the 
parents had learned their lesson. He replied, "No, I'm not going to do any of 
those things. Jose is a big boy and it is time he faced the consequences for a big 
boy's decisions instead of letting him off"the hook with more pampering." 

For police officers, then, the origins of delinquency may be as diverse as those postulated 

by social workers; but ultimately delinquency is still a matter of free-will and choice. 

Jose could have opted for a different line of behavior. He did not. Therefore, he should 

pay for the consequences of his actions. 

There is also variation that allows us to distinguish a third variant of the police 

officer role-identity not previously mentioned; community officers. Community officers 

include peer associations in their explanations. For most community officers the 

explanation is more complicated than the naive "my friends made me do it" approach that 

a juvenile might employ; rather, community officers recognize that delinquency can be 

inspired or facilitated by a social environment but never excused by that environment. 

Where an environmentaiist might design a plan around remedying the environ:mental 

causes of d.eliniq'ueiicy with aa eye toward rehabil.i,M.ijig the offender, a comm.unjty 

officer acknowledges the source but still focuses on sanctioning the offender so that the 
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beliavior does not reoccur despite Ms ufldianging social environnient. Still, cominuraty 

officers work hard to assist the commimities tiiey serve in reducing drug-rekted and 

gang-related offenajs, as do cops. But where cops join county and city police units 

designed to combat'^® the gang and drag "problem," coininiinity officers work with 

commwnity and neighborhood leaders to educate parents and children about the cost and 

consequences of gang or drag involvemeat. Cops and guairds, on the other hand, focus on 

the offense arid its implications for controliing the teen rather than what may have led the 

j'ttvenile to choose delinquent over conyeational behavior, as illustrated by the following 

exchange with a cop: 

Lairy: He mad a bad decision and now he needs to pay for it. I'm. goiag to see 
that he does. 

JCM: If he knows that lIPs or DOC is waiting for him, why would he violate 
conditions? 

Lany :̂ Don't know. Don't care. Wliat I do care about is that he did even thoEgli 
he knew what was waiting, what the punishment was. He made the 
decision, no one else made it Mm, but he got caught. And as far as I'm 
concerned it's really that simple. 

The need to pay for bad decisions was something that 1 heard many times from police 

officers and cops especially. Payment sometimes refeired explicitly to monetary 

compensation to tlie viclims, but more often it referred to payment in the fomi of 

punishment. In this sense a police officer told me payment insures that the offender 'will 

think twice about engaging in delinquency agaia, the victim will be satisfied knowing the 

sanction was more than a siap on tlie wrist, and the coramnoity will feel safer knowing 

•flicre is an agent capable of protecting it troin a repeat offender. 

Combat is the optimal word choice here. The airti-gaag aisd drag asits that probatloa ofllcm jols are 
paramilitaiy-style poilce units comptete with body amor, combat boots, and high tech weapons. 
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Cops often extend their explanations to iiicliMle a sort of biological dimension, that 

is quite different fornt the biological precursors of behavior discussed by psychologiccd 

social workers. Essentially cops argue that some individuals, or even entire categories of 

people, are "bad." This was evident in many of my conversations witti cops, a,s with 

Melanie (JIPs) who toid me "Some people are bad and there is nothing you can do about 

it. Badness comes from within." Earlier quotes from cops in Chapter 3 also implicate 

innate characteristics as crucial to understanding and controlling some juvenile types as 

in the cases of bad kids generally, but predators and hard core Mds specifically. I 

frequently overheard POs make statements like those of Kira, the north-side cop who 

spoke about the origins of evil, and Marc, who argued that "Some families are more 

criminogenic that others...! mean it's in their genes." In, each case, the cops 

understanding of linkages between innate characteristics of the individual and the risk of 

re-offending lead them to devise probation strategies that are more controlling than those 

applied to juveniles that have receive difterent, less threatening frames. 

ProMem Sfflvimg 

Social workers see themselves as problem solvers. This quality may be clear 

from earlier discussions of the social worker's holistic approach to probation and 

rehabilitation, but the extent to which they define themselves using this quality is difficult 

to over exaggerate. Solving the problem means addressing the needs of the specific case, 

which Chase (north-side) contrasted with "cookie cutting": "[police officer's] fit their 

cases into more fixed, cxiokie cutter categories. You know, a one size fits all And what 

doesn't fit gets ignored.'" Another officer told me, "We are presented with a case and 
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work to solve not oaly problems specific to the juveEile but also proMems related, to other 

aspects of the jweoile's life such as their family, peers, and relationship to their 

community." 

Social workers see the overall goal or purpose of probation as helping the 

juveniles assigned to them. The victim and commiiiiity, however, are also intricately tied 

to the probation process jfom the perspective of the social worker, in that they are to 

receive compensation for the crime committed by the juvenile aiid need to be protected 

from furtlier delinqueacy. 

Social workers seldom envision a direct path to helping these parties. Instead, it is 

depmdeat upon the characteristics of each individual and each individual case. While 

there may be, .for example, sinaikr characteristics amoag the juveniles they work with, 

each has his or her own personal ex,perie]tic;es with their parents, friencis and others timt 

m,ake their situation unique. Social workers believe that these unique elements must be 

considered rather than applying one tj^pe of punishment to a given type of crime. 

Furthermore, unlike most police ©.fficers, social, workers do not view the conditions of a 

juvenile's probation as punishmeBt per se but rather as steps toward saving or 

rehabilitating the juvenile. 

Peter: Have you ever watched Babylon 5? 
JCM: Sure. All. the time before it went off the air. 
Peter: Me too. Juvenile court is a lot like that. This place is the last best chance 

most of these kids have before the get committed to adult. Or committed 
to a pattern of living that can.''t be shut down. 

JCM: What do you mean? 
Peter: These kids come from horrible situations, right? Mostly. But kids are 

plastic. They can be molded and remolded. But only for so long, and oaly 
so much. So here, we have the chan,ce to do that. To remake theiii, to 
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rebuild their self-esteem and sense of morality, to teach tliem that people 
can be better. 

Police POs maintain that tlie purpose of probation is to deter fortlier deliiMpeincy 

through pnuiishment and control of the juvenile. There is, in general, very little concern 

for the juvenile's psyche or sense of self or even social relationships. To the extent 

iiidividiiaJ teens are incorrigible, the piii-pose is to protect the community through the 

saiictioniiig of the offender, not througti their rehabilitation. Thus, the overall purpose of 

probation is to protect the comiriuiiity. Witli this in mind, police officers practice a 

more control-oriented style of probation than do social workers^ ^ Martin, a JIPs officer, 

clearly intertwines Ms concerns with the purpose of probation, Ms identiication of the 

causes of delinquency with his strategies for gaining the compliance of Ms wards: 

Martin: My observation is that there are about two kinds of POs. I consider 
myself a police-officer type. 

JCM: What's that? 
Martin; I'm not a bleedin' heart social worker like Julian and those guys over 

tliere [in the SNU]. They're far too soft. What I mean is that those kids 
are a danger to themselves and the commuEity., especially other kids. 

JCM: How are you different? How's a cop-style probation officer different? 
Martin: Don't say cop. Cops hate it when you refer to them that way [laughs]. 

Police officer's provide the stracture their probationers aren't getting at 
home. We make them follow the rules, the conditions of their probation. 
We check on them to make sure they are doing what they're supposed to 
be. Where they're supposed to be. I have them come in an drop at least 
once a week. Sometimes I go pick them up from their house or school so 
I can make sure. But we don't, I don't, take any crap from them. 1 don't 
tolerate excuses. I tell fliem, ills is your last chance. You made your 
decisions and now you're facing the consequences. If you'd done what 
you were supposed to do when you were with your other PO, I wouldn't 
be in your face today. So straighten up, or get ready to go down. 'Cause 
I'm j ust not putting up with it. 

With the social workers inonitoring and control of predators being the pri ncipal exception. 
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Police are more likely to treat subsequent acts of delinquency like a "new" cases, rather 

than evidence of some imderlying and yet unresolved problem. For serioiis crimes, all 

probation officers have little difficult deciding that th,e juvenile's probation status should 

be revoked. For police officers, especially guards, this option is much more frequently 

exercised. 

As stated previously, all PO's are subject to the conventional, aspects of their 

social position. There are rules and regulations set by the juvenile court that are expected 

to be enforced with probationers. How exactly this is done is once again variable among 

the probation officers. The social worker role-identity tbciises on the relationships with 

the juveniles (again, getting to know them and the various aspects of their lives that may 

have contributed to their delinquency) while also keeping the broad rules in mind. Many 

police officers, especially a)ps and guards, concentrate their attention entirely on the 

rales. Community officers represent a sort of middle ground. While they are more rule 

bound than their social worker colleagues, they also have a keen eye for building 

relationships between teens and social institutions that inhibit future delinquency by 

getting the juvenile involved in building rather than destroying bridges between 

themseives and their communities. In this regard, comrminity officers embodied the 

spirit of restorative justice with a clarity seldom found in WCJC. In order to do this, 

.many comraimity officers work hard to establish "real relationships" with their wards that 

extend beyond simple probation,. This strategy for resolving delinquency is evident in the 

relationship that Amada was attempting to establish between herself and Lupe, and also 

ill my observations of and conversations with Kristin, a north-side community officer: 
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Dam lias been on probation for tliree moMths now. Sbe has cooperated witt her 
probation officer in virtually every way save consistentiy attending school. Her 
probation officer remains reluctant to charge her witli a violation of amciitions on 
the basis that Dana is a "brigM kid who just needs some time md a friendly tlgure 
to help her sort out her home life." Kristin, is attempting to gain Dana's trust and 
cooperation by staying on friendiy terms with the juvenile, and in the process 
otfcing Dana a few insights into "life's lessons" so that she doesn't have to 
experience them the hard way. 

Comiiiiintty officers seek to develop strong relationships between themselves and their 

juvenile wards, as well as to streagtlien the relationship between the teen and his/her 

commiinity—wMch is a hallmark of the balanced, restorative approach the court's 

administration is seeking to establish as the new organizational norm, llnfortttnately for 

the administration,, commETiity ofScers and environmentalists are virtually alone in their 

attempts to imptenoeiit restorative principles. Nevertheless, both work under the belief 

that if you are able to build, maintain or repair strong relationships the teen will be less 

likely to engage in :fti;rther delinquency. One outcome of tliis is that environmentalists 

and comni'ittiity officers are both more likely to bend the rules jn order to do what they 

believe best serves tlie interests of the juvenile, the victim and the community. This often 

includes not reporting small or slight violations of probation. 

Conclusion 

The descriptions of WCJC probation officer role-identities presented ia this chapter 

surest there is a connection between framing said identity processes, iiarlier in this 

clmpter I noted that the roie-identitles of West County probation officere tended to vary 

along three dm&mom: identification of the problem, the proMeni of protjation, and 

problem solving. Clearly these dimeiisiom are iiiiiTored by the framing tasks described 

in Chapter 3; however, the exact nature of the relatlonsMp between framing and identity 
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remains, in my research, vague'Nevertheless, my observations at WCJC suggest that a 

probation officer's role-identity miglit prime the officer's selection and use of particular 

frames. In. olher words, the officer's ideatity provides Mm with mode of action that will 

allow Mm to get the job done by maintaining consistency between the day-to-day 

activities of the officer and the frames he employs to make sense of Ms cases 

Perhaps a more imaaced conception of role-identity would alford us a better 

vantage point for dsscribiEg the connection between framing and id.eiitity. McCall and 

Simmons (1966), for exiimple, discuss seveical related concepts to those I presealed above 

that might enhance our understanding the probation oficer role-ideiiti.ties present in West 

Coimty: role support and role performance. Role support comprises "the set of reactions 

and perforniances by others, the expressive implications of whicli tend to coiifimi one's 

detailed and imaginati ve view of himself as an occupant of a positioB" (McCall and 

Simmons 1966:72). Thus, role support is an important part of maintaining and 

legitimizing role-identities. The relevance here is that not all reactions or alters are given 

equal weight in assessing the degree of role support. This leads probation officers to seek 

out audiences or interactions with people (judges or other probation officers) who are 

more likely to provide positive role support. la other words, probation officers are 

motivated to mittimize the discrepancies between their role-identity and the social 

support they receive for their role perfomtance. Because their working environments are 

complex, there will always be discrepancies between, probation officer role identities and 

their role support. For the most part, the discrepancies on a dally basis remain small 

For a deKiiption of bow framing bas been iniplicated the coastwctioii of social inoveiaent Identities see 
Hunt, Benford and Snot? 1994. 
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enough for officers to continue .foiictioniog wittiin a role-identity and esseotially dismiss 

the lack of support (rcwmis) received from others and/or Mm or herself (feeling good, 

etc.). Once established probation officer rote-identities are resistant to signiicant change. 

Therefore, probation officer role-identities will dramaticaily affect the perforniance of 

their work, perhaps in, spite of the iiidividial characteristics of the juveniles they 

encoimter while working their cases. I will discuss some of the implications of this, and 

its relevance for framing, in the final chapter. 
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FIGURE 5.1 

TYFOLOCY OF WEST COUNTY PROBATION OFFICE ROLE-IDENTITllS 
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table 5j 

CHARACTERISTICS OF PROBATION OFFICER ROLE-IDINTITIES 

Characteristics Social Worker Police Officers 

Identifying the 
problem 

Attempt to identify the root causes 
of behavior rather than responding 
solely to conduct; trying to get at 
the causes of delinquency ratfier 
than focusing on the art; holistic 
f®hlon 

more restricted; more concerned with 
preventing foilher acts—focused on the act 
rather the root causes—they just want to 
control tlie juvenile; "problem with crime, 
,is the crime" car the "proWeiin, with 
delinquency, is delinquency 

Identifying sources of 
the problem 

Psycliological or biological 
predispositions, or social 
envitx»,imient 

lndiv.iduai cho.l,ce making; 

Some s«ggestio,tii of biological determinism 
(bad families; bad Wood—-this group of 
people is bad and there is nothing you can 
do about it) 

Problem solviiog See tisemselves as problem, soivere 

Therapeutic rehabilitation; 
restoration of social boads; 
environmentalists are most likely 
to follow restorative justice 
With an understamding that there is 
a need for controi—-but it is 
control while you're trying to 
rehabilitate the kid—once 
rehabilitated then they will no 
longer need to be controlled or 
managed 

Focus on, protecting the juvenile 
from victimization and habituation 
within the system; also talk about 
protecting the victim through 
immediate control of the juvenile 
(through mooltoring, etc—wliich 
differentiates it fro.m law 
enforcement idea of control) and 
protection of th© com,in,unity 
tlirough rehabilitation 

Fa,iHily involvement in the 
tr€a,t!nent plari^—fewiilies to go to 
coanseling sessions, to be 
supportive of therapies and 
provide loving homes 

Co.ntrol solves tlie problem 

Some do restorative justice, but focus on 
compensation to the victim and 
cotHmwnity—-do not focus on restoring the 
juvenile's status 
Deterrence and incapacitation are most 
favorable solutions 

Talk about protection, but it's protection of 
th,e community through sanctioning that 
promotes deterrence and immediate 
incapacitation of the juvenile; juveniles 
must be responsible for their past actions as 
well as their CBirent ones 

Family as a source of saaction„itig; want 
families to watch the kids so the law doesa't 
have to; stress a need to keep a log of what 
the kid has done—what bad things have the 
kids done—and to bring logs with them, 
w,heii dealiag witJ) PO's; tell fmulm timl if 
they don't do this and if families d,o.n't 
report violations of probation, they will lose 
their kids 
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CHA:rr,ER6 
CONCLUSICINS 

The operation of a probation departraent re,fl,ects the historical and political cli,mates of its 

coiHmiiiiity aad state. A large department in an older city with, a stable population i>ase 

wooM Iw expected to ditler considerably from a sin,aller cleparlinent ia a rapidly growing 

area. Ratlier than attempting to make global generaliEations aboiit the operations of 

juvenile courts or the practices of juvenile probation officers, I ,have attempted to 

illuminate the process by wliich soiii,e offi,cers in a paiiicttlar context re8po,iici to the 

actions of juveniles and their social and political eiiviroana,ents i,E the hopes tliat these 

observations might broaden our understanding of the more generalized practice of 

juvenile probation. In doing so, I tiave Mi^ligMed the negotiated context of imich, of 

jiiveflile probation work. Specifically I attempted to address the followi,ng research 

questions: 

4) What are the organizationally relevant featm*es of West Coiintry Probation 
Department? 
a) How do the organizational and ciiltisiral features influence the handling of 

specific cases? 
b) How are probation officers included in the organizational culture of the 

d,epartment? 
5) What resources a« employed by probation officers to handle their wo,rk loads? 

a) How do probation officers represent juveniles and acts of delinquency m their 
informal co,nversations, appearan,ces before the court, and in written reports? 

6) How do the roles occupied by probation officer influence their perceptions of 
their duties? 
a) How are role performance sltiiated within the organizalionEil striictwre and 

culture? 
b) .How are role performances related to the dispositions of individual cases? 
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Sumimry of Findings anci linplicatioiis 

Each chapter of ray dissertation sought to address these questions in turn. I began by 

qiiestioniiig what I coBsidered an overly rational portrayal of probation practice by 

acknowledging that bureaucratic rules do partially determine probation officer acrivity, 

while recognizing that within great iatitude, officers interpret those ades in particular 

ways. Chaj3ter 3 highlights the manner in wliich the frainitig perspective, more 

conimooly associated with social movement literature, may be applied to the process of 

juvenile justice. I elaborated on how the interdependent tasks of diagnostic,, prognostic 

and motivational framing produce two primaiy frames, each with three variations, which 

are utilized by probation oflicers io WCJC. The juvenile frames have a significant 

influence on the ways probation officers approach their work. For example, the frame a 

probation officer utilizes influences her pe ^t-ption of the probability a. given javeiiile will 

successfully complete the terms of his or her probation. This perception liirectiy 

influences the formal recooiinendations typically made in court- report.s and produces 

variations in expectations and the treatment of good versus bad kids. The good and bad 

kid frames, again each with three variations, are a primary too! probation officers use to 

handle their caseloads on, a daily basis. 

My observations of report writing in the West County juvenile probation 

cleparime,frt are consistent with those of Manning (1982), who suggests that records are 

iastituti.ofial forms meant to convey the impression that they are dispassionate and 

accurate reports of what .has traospirecl, v/hen in fact., their primary purpose is 

legitimizing the activities and interpretations of social control agents. The records .kept 
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by some West County officers are vague, eobbled together, and out of date; while for 

others, mairitaleing well ciociimented, elaborate, and current records in the face of other 

organizational demands are a source of pride. Ultima,tely, however, my conversations 

with probation officers lead me to question if record keeping truly makes a differetice. 

Do writtefi reports reflect in any way the framing processes I described in Chapter 3? 

This is a question for future research. Assessing the connection, between the framing 

done by juvenile probation officers and the reports they create would require coding the 

m-ritteii documents aiid attempting to connect the written documents to the actiial practice 

C5f the probalioii oflicers i observed during my time at WCJC. 

A related area for future research would be to identify the frames used by other 

court actors, most importantly judges. Both judges and probation, oflicers described the 

itiforraal discussions they had regarding cases. Surely in those informal conversations, 

judges and probation officers are to some extent negotiating vAich frames should be 

applied to a particular juvenile (i.e., the appropriate interpretation of the juvenile's 

actions aiid possible case disposition). It would be informative to determine if the frames 

used by probation officers to describe tiieir cases had any bearing on the actual outcomes 

of juvenile court cases. More attention should also be given, to the negotiation, of frames 

that occurs between probation officers and juveniles, Howeve,r, .my research currently 

does not include many direct obse:rvatio!is of either of these contexts. 

In chapter ,f<)u,r,! use the concept of negotiated order lo illuminate the social 

contexts from which frtJiies emerge. ,As I, slated (p8), the negotiation of frames by 

WCJC probation officers involves the give and take Ijetween multiple actors and multiple 
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domains, thus iiidicatiog the situatioaal nature of the framiDg process. The interaction 

order creates and is also constrained by the social order or organizational structure of 

WCJC. The probation officer's peers, the juveniles with whoffi, they work, and the court 

(i.e. judges and other adminislrative personnel) are the princia^ry actors with whom, the 

interaction order is established. In, looking at the negotiated order of p,robation, we caii 

see that probation officers rely not only on the formal structure or regiiMons of the court 

but also have a great deal of leeway in developing their working relationships and 

negotiating the frame selection and their usage in daily activities, I, argue that the 

fianing activ,ities of probation, officers, established througli the negotiated order, have 

iroportant implications for the priictices of Juvenile justice in West County—much ,more 

than would 'be expected by simply reviewing the formal structure of the cou,rt as outlined 

by the county administration. 

Acco.rding to Thomas, mesostructures exist within the framework of existing 

formal organizations where "they take the character of forma! structures within ostensibly 

formal organizational structures, creating in effect an alternative framework through 

which, an, organization operates" (1984: 214). He connects this to the idea of loose 

coupling. In essence, Thomas suggests that the tension between social structure and 

practice allows the participants of a formal organization to e,xercise at least some 

discretionary power in getting their work d,one. This allows the alternative structure to 

complete tlie tasks of the formal organization. My research focaseci al,iiftost exclusive.l,y 

on, the "alternative structure" of probation, officers within, the West County system, and 

thus falls so,mewliat sho,rt in its d,escription, of the other relevant organizational features at 
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WCJC such as the physical layout of the court building, the formal and informal 

relationships between the field probation units and other fbms of probation, or number of 

service agencies and programs available in the community as placement alternatives. In 

the future greater attention should be given, to the other units of the court, especially as 

they pertain to the administration of probation. Loosely coupled formal organizations 

lack the internal consistency between units to ensure that rales, procedures, and decisions 

that originate at the upper levels of the organizatioa are carried out by the subordinate 

divisions. In the case of West County, the looseness of the system sufficiently removes 

administrators (especially judicial administrators) from, the daily routines of probation 

officers, upon whom administrators often impose regulations that would be difiScult, if 

not impossible, to implement given the heavy caseloads and insufficient resources 

possessed by the POs. In a sense, the two major components of the WCJC—^the court 

and the probation department—exist in separate worlds. Thus, the loosely coupled nature 

of the j uvenile court system leaves considerable discretion to the individual probation 

officer, and provides virtually no oversight by the judges vylio aissign juveniles to 

probation. 

llie gap between the formal and informal structure of West County presents 

probation officers with certain challenges when performing their responsibilities. 

Chapter 5 began with an impo,rtafit question facing all probation officers; "do they 

feithfully adhere to the letter of the guidelines laid out for them, by administrators and law 

m.akers, or should they follow the 'spirit' of these guidelines when the guidelines provide 

inad.equate information for dealing with cases or appear contradictory to the day-to-day 
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experiences of the officers themselves?" The answer to this question is not easy and, m I 

argue in Chapter 5, depends a great deal on the probation officer's percqjtion of lier role 

within the process of juvenile justice. In my research, I found two primary roie-ideiitities 

maintained by WCJC probatioB, officers: social worker arid law enforcement llie 

approach taken to occupational responsibilities depends upon the pajticiilar role-identity 

enacted, by the probation officer. The relationships maintained with peers, juveniles and 

the court are all mediated by the probation officer role-identity. 

My coaccm in this work was not to illusteate how what probation officeis do or 

don't do determines the success or failure of their juvenile charges, but rather to indicate 

that not al.1 probatioa officers approach their occupations from the same perspective and, 

therefore, handle their cases in very different ways. Part of my concern, a concern that 

many officers also alluded to, is that Ae system does not treat all cases of like 

circumstances equally. If this is true, one might wonder what the utility of juvenile 

system is when even here the best interests of the child are often a reflection of the best 

intentions of the probation officer handling the case. 

Certainly it woMd be possible to more flilly elaborate the differences between 

social workers, law eaforcement, and other probation officer role-identities; however, it is 

not clear to me horn' learning that law eiiforceinent probation officers are more cynical 

than social workers would advance our understanding of the process of probation. 

Perhaps a lesson, can be drawn from the policing literature where researchers have long 

traversed over the same groand by devising more complicated tj'pologies of police 

officers with all too few attempts to connect tyf»Iogies to street behavior. In the present 
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analysis, I too have stopped short of linking the typologies to actual cases oiitcomes. But 

like many police ethnographers, I have left the reader with indications of how tli.e 

typologies miglit play out using quotations and observations. 

ImpMmtmm of the Presemt Research 

My initial task in this project was to identify the frames used by probation officers to sort 

and classify their probationers; thereby making their caseloads easier to manage as well 

as more meaaingful The training perspective offered here represents a significant 

departure from mainstream criminological analysis of juvenile court processes. Snow et 

a]., (1986: 464) state that their perspective links "social psychological and 

stmctural/organizational factors and perspectives in a theoretically informed and 

empirically grounded fashion." Field officers face real practical issues in attempting to 

carry ottt their duties in aa institutional environnaent that is seemingly oblivious to the 

adaptations it forces probation, officers to make in response to the formal rales. In. this 

context, frames emerge to solve practical problems. ITiey are tlie result of a complex and 

ambiguous eEvironmeat They are the shared perspectives that help to guide the oficers' 

efforts. This work has examined the strategies used by probation officers in a large, 

metropolitan juvenile court to deal with their varied and often ovem'belming caseloads 

through the process of framing and negotiation. The approach presented here expands 

current approaches to studying criminal justice settings by illustrating the usefulness of 

the framing perspective for understanding the discretionary practices of juvenile 

probation officers. 
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However, my research also expands the current literature on framing more 

generally. Franaing iBvolves more than identifying the most appropriate category in 

which to place a juvenile. I have highlighted how tlie probation officers define, negotiate, 

and enact role-identities in a given context. My research indicates that framing is a more 

dynamic activity than is suggested in many of the framing articles found in the social 

movement literature; however, this may be an artifact of the movement research's heavy 

reliance on the products of framing rather than the process. The process of juvenile 

justice is complicated, complex and multifaceted aad as I have tried to establish is 

itttricately connected to the interaction order and specific role-identities maintained by 

those involved. 

Ill additioB, to adding to the theoretical perspective on Iramtng, my research also 

has applied implications for those working in the process of juvenile justice. Framing 

involves and depends upon the negotiated order and the role-identities of probation 

officers. The relationship between these elements has very real and very important 

implications for the experiences and outcomes of juveniles in the justice system. For 

example, while this project did not focus specifically on juvenile outcomes, I collected 

data on the recommendations made to the court by probation officers. Using data derived 

from probation officer interviews and court reports, I tracked fifty-five cases handled by 

twenty-nine officers duriag the period of my research. Eight of the cases I followed were 

"lost" when a juvenile either failed to report to his probation officer for em extended 

period of time and a bench warrant was issued for his arrest, when the juvenile moved to 

anotlier court's jurisdiction, or when the probation oflicer left the department. The 



reinainiiig forty-seven ultimately were terminated by the court when the juvenile either 

completed tier probationajry period siiccesstiilly or was remanded to the custody of the 

juvcEile departineet of corrections. For each of the remaMing cases I discussed at length 

the nature of the case with 'the supervising probation ojflicer in an attempt to fix ttie frame 

assigned to the case by the PO as well as his or her response to subseqiieot oflsnses, even, 

when official action was taken (approximately one-fourth of the cases had no subsequent 

court iavolvement while on probation, and almost three-quarters successful completed 

probatioa). Figure 6.1 presents probation officer recommendations to the court in those 

cases where a subsequent oftense (re-arrest) or a violation of the j uvenile's conditions of 

probation (technical violation) resulted in a second appearance before the court. 

The figure suggests that frames do influence the level of sanction juveniles 

receive for subsequent probation violations. More than any otier type of frame, those 

PO's that maintain the "bad kid" frames (identifying a juvenile as a predator, punk or 

hard core delinquent) recommend commitment to the department of corrections as the 

solutioa or outcome for their cases. Probation officer recommended incarceration ibr 

only five percent of juveniles identified as good kids (good kid, angle, player, victims); 

whereas, officers recommended incarcerating forty-four percent of the bad kids (bad. kids, 

punks, hard core, predators) brought before the court for a second appearaiice^^. Perhaps, 

this is associated with the issue of salvageability, since bad. kids are viewed by most 

probation, officers as less salvageable than others. Regardless, commitment, .rather th.aii 

l;o fact, probation otlcers recommended s!.gn.ifica!it changes in. the status of bad kids in one hundred 
percent of the cases I tracked, white they recoininended continuing good kids at ihe sstm level in sixty-four 
percent o.fthe cases. 
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merely ctiaiiging the conditions of probation or recomineiidiiig intensive probation, is 

recommended bad kids. It is temptlBg to speculate that juveniles with more serious case 

histories are more likely to have a bad kid franies applied to them; thus, leading to the 

conclusion that it is the seriousness of the offense rather than the frame that influences 

the officer's recomimeiidatiojri. However, when I compared south-side and north-side 

probation units (units with very similar case profiles), I found that south-side officers 

were both more likely to use the bad kid frames and recommend up^diiig to 

JlPs/incarceration (Figure 6.2) than were north-side officers. 

Figure 6.3 presents the association between various role-identities and frames 

used by PCs. The data indicate that law enforcement POs are more likely to invoke the 

bad kid frames than are social workers, although among the forty-seven cases presented 

here only the psychologists mvoked the predator frame to describe their cases. This does 

not mean that other probation officers have never used the predator frame to classify a 

case. In fact several of those I interviewed outside of the SNU told me about predators 

they had supervised in the past. At the time I was collecting my data, however, none of 

these other officers were using the predator frame wiA an active case. Regardless, the 

vaiiations evident here suggest a strong connection between role-identities and framing 

due to the patterns observed here in the types of frames used by the different role-identity 

forms. 

Impikstioms fm FmiPMiim .Practice 

For probation officers, jwenile court administrators and judges, and for those 

involved in establishing .social policy regarding the process of juvenile justice, f offer the 
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following recomnientlations based on nay observations of probation officer performance 

and the trends described above: 

First, departoieat supervisors and court admisiistrators must leam abo'ut and be aware 

of the inconsistencies between policy and practice. Tliey shoald not assume that all field 

officers will automatically adopt and piit into practi.ce a new policy or philosophy. For 

example, my cottversations -with probation officers in West Coiaity indicated a general 

reluctance among many "law enforcement" officers to implein.eet the coiMt's Ctttrent 

balanced, restorative justice philosophy. Many offices told me they would continue to 

work their cases in a inanaer coasistent with previously supported philosophies until the 

court swung back in ttietr favor. With little direct sepervision or support from tlie 

administration, probation officers have little incentive to change, especially given that 

the major indicators of PO performance, ix. written reports, can easily be aligned with 

the dominaiit philosophy of the court even if the actual practice of the officer has not 

changed. While being aware of the gaps between policy and practice may be difficult to 

accomplish, and increasing the level of supervision adds to the complexity of the 

super%'isors role and perhaps threatens to lower the moral of probation officers overall, 

any effective evaluation, of a probation department or new pMlosopliy's effectiveness 

requires that each of the members of the department be utilize the same guidelines when 

worki,Eg their cases. 

Second, pnAation officers shoaM be aware of the diflereB.ces bet'ween their own. 

personal pMiosopMes of justice and the practice of the court. My data regarding role-

identities indicates that peisoiiaf identities can greatly infliience on-the-job performance; 
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and, thus, the outcomes for juveniles. While recognitioo, of the idiosyncratic elements of 

his or her role-identity may not help the probation ofJicer deal with heavy caseloads, 

awareness of the many influeaces on, their perforniance may very well help POs deal with 

the complexities of their job and ultimately help them be more effective. It is obvious to 

virtuaJiy all of tfie members of West Country Juvenile Court that a probation officer is 

virtually incapable of performing all of the duties assigned him or her given the large 

ttumber of juveniles represented in their caseloads. These problems are further 

exacerbated by iasufficient number of officers, the lack of training given to new officers, 

and the deficiencies of funding for treatment or prevention programs. In spite of these 

difficulties probation officers continue to be highly successful, as measured by those who 

complete probation without revocation. 

And third, admi:oistrators and officers should not take anything for granted—the 

interaction order and the process of framing are dynamic and changing and they are not 

independent of one another. The exercise of discretion by probation officers is 

influenced by the environment around them, including the court, the department and their 

peer to peer interactions. TMs project merges with those of the past to encourage those 

interested in institutions of social coati'ol to consider in greater depth the context in which 

correctional decisions are made, Depm-tmental policies, practices and customs strongly 

influence discretion. These conditions are sure to vaiy from, department to department so 

future research is needed to understand how variations may be Influenced by soch things 

as departmental training mi hierarchy. 
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My research exatnmes the manner in, which juvenile probation officers relate to 

dditiquency, juveniles, the juvenile jostice systenis and each other. It address issues such 

as how probation officers identify aiid analyze delinquency, how they decide whea 

violations of probation should come to the attention, o,f th,e court, what form lega,l 

penalties should, take, and how they respond to the demands of the system and their jobs. 

The recttireiit theme in, this research, is the divergent avenues probation offices take to 

makiBg sense out of their caseloads aiid their profession. 

Hagan (1989:119) notes that the loose coupling of the American justice system is 

the most likely source of the "great amomts of unexplai ned variance in decisions about 

arrests, prosecution, and sentencing" even after both .legal and extralegal factors are 

accowited for. My research does not address tlie host of legal and extralegal factors that 

are present in the juvenile court system any more than it MIy addresses the multitiide of 

factors influential in the production of the probation officer's recommendations to the 

court. However, I would argue that the present work does address the issue of loose-

coupling in legal systems in so far as I have identified the source of play within the 

system—i.e. the negotiated order and probation officer role-identities. The "alternative 

fi-amework." created within the mesostnicture of the juvenile court allows the probation 

officers to exercise considerable discretion when accxjraplishing tlieir tasks, to which we 

add the negotiation of role-ideo-tities within ffae deparfjnent and the idj.osyn,crat{c eleixiente 

of the role that office,rs bring with them to their orgaEizatioiial roles (Thomas 1984). The 

combined effects of ttie tivo suMy produce unexpected legal outcomes that are n,ot 
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directly correlated with legal factors (such as the nature of the offense) or extra-legal 

factors (such as the race or gender of the offender); instead, the processing of juveniles,, at 

least from, the 'point of view of the field officer, has much to do with the officer's desire 

to manage his or her caseload. 
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APPENDIX A 

LIST OF ACRONYMS 

CE: Court Evaluation Officer, 

Conditions: Conditions of Probation. 

Disp«: Disposition Report. 

DOC: Department of CoiTectiois. Juvenile probation officers often used the term DOC 
to refer to the Juvenile Department of Corrections. 

JIPS: Juvenile Intensive Probation and Supervision. 

JPO: Juvenile Probation Officer. 

,PO; ftobatioii Officer. 

SNU: Special fieeds unit, SNU officers handle most sex offenses and other cases that 
require iniiMple staffing with outside agencies (such as. Child Protective Services and 
mental health agencies). 

SO: Surveillance Office. Surveillance officers are the nocturnal members of a JIPS 
supervisioa and surveillance teams. While SOs are required by state statute to undergo 
the same hiring and training procedures as other probation officers, their duties are 
somewhat limited due to the fact that they primarily work at night. 

Teclmical: Technical violation of probation. Technical violations ai'e infractions of one 
or more of iie conditions of probation but not otherwise a violation of law. 

WCJC: West County Juvenile Court. 

WCP HB: West County Probation Hand Book. This document was produced by Ae 
supervisors of West County Juvenile Probation in the spring of 1998 in order to 
standardize probation practice. 
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